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SELCTD ATTRIBUTt5, INTRPERSONAL 
ithLATIONSHIPS, AND ASPEOTS O PSYCHOSEXuAL 3EHAVIOR OF 

ONE HUNDhED COLLEOE FRESHMAN VIRGIN MEN. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The conflict between the deEire ror exua1 ex- 

preEslon throuRh Iritercouree and. the Eocial code dis- 

aroving that expression is experienced by practically 

all aree ent-day young people. 

The full imact of this conflict is felt by young 

men during the 16 to 20 year period. These are the years 

that Kinsey states young men have the most sexual poten- 

tial. (5L4., p.218-262) However, the 16 to 20 year span, 

on the whole, represents a non-marrying period. 

The conflict is intensified since society is not 

consistent in its attitudes toard the social codee 

This ambiguity is reflected in the literature. Some au- 

thors stress the advantages of virginity in young men 

Other authors believe that cremarital abstinence may be 

harmful. 

Mace makes the observation that sexual freedom 

1ade inevitably to instability and insecurity in home and 

faintly life. He believes that every individual must learn 

to restrain his desire for food. and drink as well as 
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1erntng to ue MB sex drive in oc1a11y approved ways. 

(71, p. 36-38) Piper $trongly asert that adherexce to 

virginity Is the deirab1e moral code. (82, p. 1L8) 

Bertocci pees no advantages in premarital intercourse. 

(2, p. 85) Bowman maintains that the control of many 

im)ulses, including the sexual impulse, is essential to 

civilized living. (5, p. 195-196) Truxal and Merrill 
express the o inion that there is a need to control sexual 
desires. (loi, p. 61) Havelock llis maintains that 
when chastity is adhered to in order to achieve the 

atainment of important ende, it is a virtue. But, he 

also believes that the oreservation of a rigid sexual 

abstinence, an empty virginity, can only be regarded as a 

psedo-chastity. (30, 
. 

l/45_1L7) 

Torne postulates that western societies owe 

their present energy to the continence of previous gener- 
ations and an introduction of more sexual freedom in our 

society can be a forerunner of what ha happened to pre- 

vicus civilizations -- the downfall of the Sumerian, 

Babylonian, and Roman enrires. (100, p. 14l7_Ll8) Unwin 

states throughout hip book that the amount of social 
energy displayed by any society is increased, if it insists 

on premarital chastity. (102, p. 1-676) 

Many of the authors of functional marriage and 

the family textbooks argue strongly for the virtues of 



vtrgirìity ButterÍie1d. treEes the undeetrable eon- 

equenoe of premarital petttrtg and exua1 1nteraure. 

(lo, p. 52-53) Duvall and Hill equate virginity with 

morality arid. expre the opinion that Rrnorality makes 

ense (2LI, p. 129-1148) Landis arid Land.i believe 

that normal wei1-adjuted. peole wfll have better chances 

of permanent ha,piness in marriage if' they avot pre- 

marital intercoure (62, p. 130-1k5) Skidmore and 

Cannon believe that sexai interooure before marriage 

ehould be cocially and ju.dicially taboced. (95, p. 

298-313) 

Mrdock has analyzed. data from 139 clturee. He 

comments that in only 5i4 (38.8) does he find a general 

disapproval of premarital liasons between non-relatives 

and many of those cultures allow sex relations between 

specified relatiozs such as crose-cousifls. (77, p.5) 

He believes that a society muet permit sexual gratifi- 

cation to maintain the mental health and effIciency of 

its members (77, p. 261) 

Guyon sugests that: 

Chastity, as a regime accepted on principle 
and. universally enforced, is veritably the 
triumph of neurosis. The mere fact of 
rising i.n revolt against the sexual impulse 
and the function of reproduction; the overt 
negation of the impulse in deference to 
taboos; the acceptance of so artificial a 

programme; all these constitute a deliberate 
fostering of neurosis, Those who have 
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succeeded in escaping its tramice1s 100k Uj0fl 

this rule or abstinence as illogical and mon- 
strous, because they themselves are healthy 
and. live a wholesome life; that is to say, 
they live naturally. (4.o, p. 7) 

Guyon further states that continence, ith the re- 

cuItant ccumulation of the secretions of the reproductive 

p1ands, causes toxaemia, which causes neurosis and loss of 

mentel balance. (ko, p, l8) He expresses the opinion 

that: 

To :ropose chastity as a substitute for the 
normal fnctionin or the sexual organs is 

at bottom the same thing as to bandage our 
eyes or block our ears. Organs should be 
used es nature intends thera to be used; 
there is nothing, to be proud of in subject- 
Ing our organs or senses to an inactivity 
which at its worst may lead to atrophy, 
and at its best involves needless restraint. 
The mechanism of a sense or of an organ, in 
so far as it causes no harm to others, is 

neither moral nor immoral; it just exists 
and that is all. (ko, p 202) 

Reich suggests: 

Abstinence i dan,erous and absolutely 
harmful to health. The supressed sexual 
energy expresses itself in different ways. 
Either, a nervous disturbance appears very 
soon, or the adolescent begins to indulge 
in daydreams; these interfere seriously 
with his work. . .the adolescent can do it 
(practice continence) only at the price 
of acquiring a neurosis and. other dif fi- 
culties. (a6, 

. 
10k-105) 

Brown and. Kempton state that, pious sentiments to 

the contrary, sexual abstinence can prove harmful to a 

healthy and active person even though risk to sanity and 



life are ne1igible. Co 

pulse can create nervous 

preoccuation, insomnia, 

work output. (8, p. 60) 

Robinson comments 

relations should be made 
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tinued frustratIon of the sex im- 

symptoms such as rest1esneEE, 

irritability, and diminished 

that opportunitIes to have sex 

easier, not harder. He states: 

...and the noderate, normal satisfaction of 
the sexual instinct should be considered not 
a reprehensible, but a commendable and de- 
sirous thing. Only then can we hope to a- 
void a great deal o' the sexual misery that 
is now overwhelming mankind. Only then can 
we hope to develop a sane, healthy, normal, 
vigorous arid virile race. (89, p. 31) 

Walker distinguishes between the problem of the 

individual who restrains sexual impulses because he is 

working toward something better, such as marriage, and 

the roblem of one who suppresses sexual impulse because 

of reasons such as tear of what other people will think 

and say. He states: 
An important oint to be macle Is that the 
male who is outwardly celibate may be very 
far from being chaste. He is almost 0er- 
tain to be a masturbator and in not a few 
cases he i a masturbator In excelets. If, 
on the other hand, he has never been driven 
to find relief from sexual tensions in this 
way, then the most likely explanation of 
his restraint is that his sexuality Is un- 
usually weak, This is far more probable 
than the alternative explanation that his 
will is unusually strong. ..provided a 
youth is following a positive ideal and 
personally suscribes to the rule of chastity 
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he iE following, then no harm is likely to come 

to him. His exua1 tendon may become o great 
at times that he is forced to masturbate btt, 
by developing aE many interte as poe1b1e, 
he ri11 probably succeed in winning through. 
The youth who is rollowing an 1d.eal, religious 
or otheriee, i all right, but how much of 
the Eexual continence of the young is based. on 

ositive ideal? Peronally, I have found that 
more usually, male chastity is based not on 
virtue but on fear: fear of oandal, fear of 
women in general, fear of what other people 
will think and. cay, fear in a hundred different 
guises and it this tan whose chastity is the 
fruit of fear ho is more likely to develop a 

neuroets. . .Flung back' rds and forwarde be- 
tween the two poles of sexual desire and of 
fe tr, he eventually breake down under the 
strain, And-, ali his suffering has been, not 
for the sace of a positive aim worth euffering 
for, but for the sake of a miEerable Eham, a 
fe&r cLresed up in the clothes of virtue.... 
that then is the advice that a medical man 
should give to a youth dietraught by the ceaee- 
lees promptings of Eexuality? He should not 
$0 much give advice as assist the young man to 
ee his true oition so that he may then be 

able to find hie own way out of the dilemma. 
He must be eneourag ed 'to take etock of hie own 
beliefs . For what reason does he remain 
chaste? Is his chastity based on hi own ideals 
or on certain princiles which have been forced 
on him lije parents or by other people? Let 
him see where he ie, discover what he ante: and 
to what ideals he really suecribes and, having 
taken careful stocI of' hie inner state, let 
him then make his own decision. It is not for 
the doctor's conscience but for the patient's 
conscience to decide what is the right thing 
for hirn to do. (l03, p. 

Further conflict is oaused by our media of mass 

communication such as movies, advertisements, and popular 

magazines that kee turning out a rofusion of material 

on sexual matters. 
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As Albert T11i Eugeete, eone of these media ex- 

pre ce atitud.e that range t'rom utter franknese t am- 

bt,uity and di tinctly Íavors remarìta1 re1ation fr 
nen (28, p. 28) Where, ori the one hand, there i much 

preBsure broght to bear ag a1nt the .espouFa1 or prietice 

of premarital iritercoure, on the other hand, our pu.blie 

preEeP, confuingiy enough. frequently favor premarta1 

Fex relations, In relation to this ambiguity, Ellis 

comments that: 

This view leads logically to the common con- 
tradictory attitude of young American maies 
that (a) promiscuity is wrong, because a 
fellow should have some real feeling for the 
girl with whom he ha sex relations, and (b) 
any fellow ho has very limited sex experi- 
ences isnit really a man and had. better pre- 
tend. to a wider than actual knowledge if he 
is to gain and. keep the respect of the other 
fellows. (28, p. 50) 

Ellis further states: 

The males jr our culture believe that it is 
wrong to have sex relations before marriage - 
but, also that if they do not engage in con- 
siderable fornication, they are sissies, 
cowards, and nincompoops. (83, p. 232) 

Mo?art1ani suggests that sex is advertised as the 

most delihtfu1 of all recreations in almost every med- 

lum have. (69, p. l54) He states that: 

The fetishes and the s ymbols are woven into 
our entertainment, our adverttsements, and 
our vulgate - at one level of our social ex- 
istence e are the most sensual and pro- 
fugate of peoples, orshipusrs of breast and 
thigh, separating the fun and frolic of sex 
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from any b1nding of family anc3. child. At 

tlie other level of our social exi8tenoe we 
are the ri . iet of' çrudes, a monogamous 
anc chaste people to whom virginity is so 

sacred that it cannot be mentioned on our 
radiose Our people are never autte Eure 

which tray Is up in these matters and our ex- 
istence is complicated by a maze of incon- 
itencies. (68, ¿. 212-21) 

Leuba states the following view in relation to this 

conflict: 

The conflict is enhanced by societys 
ubioultous tirnulation of sexual desires. 
Much of modern advertising encourage men 
and women to become irresistable. Most 
fiction, songe, and movies deal with love 
theme, The heroes and. heroines are usually 
lovers. The prompting of curiosity and the 
lure of sophisticated maturity also entic 
young people toward sexual exerImentation, 
thereby increasing the conflict between 
their natural inclinations on the one hand, 
and conscience and officIai morality on the 
other. . . . It is evident that modern society 
does not deal with young eople la a fair 
and consistent fashion. It confronts them 
aith inconsistencies and amb1guities as they 
ettempt to cope with their sexual desires 
and ta develop satisfactory relations with 
the opposite sex. (65, u l3_lL) 

Fromme comments on this conflict very a3tly: 

The way In which sex is presented in movies 
and more particularly in advertising, almost 
always directs its stimulus to men. Being 
stimulated more often can easily make the 
matter of sex more of a problem for the men. 
The ostponement of hi sexual needs becomes 
more difficult to accept, and yet the 
Courage to satisfy them lags behind the 
guilt and fear with which hie own inhibi- 
tians threaten him. (37, p. 75) 



Other factors that contribute to the conflict be- 

tween atifaction of impulse and a code of control have 

been noted by the r1ter in his reading of the literature. 

The six factors that have been cited most frequently 

are: 

(1) War and. the rosects of future military 

ervioe. (25, p. 25; 5, :. ]J6) Invariably íar affecte 

the sex behavior of large egrents of the participetng 

population. The upheavals of pare nd the resultant 

military service experiences of most young men usually 

brings a general relaxation of certain ociai controls. 

Young men are removed from their rimary group controls 

anci in the resulting freedom they often experiment with 

the sexual as)eote of life. Sex experimentation is an 

inevitable asect of the rocess of maturation, but wars 

and the roeects of military servIce provide clrcurn- 

stances which stimulate this exerimentation. 

(2) Modern contraceptive methods and their wide- 

pread accesEibility. (1+7, p. 26) Fears of pregnancy 

and venereal disease are not the deterrents to premari- 

tal intercourse which they have been in past generations. 

Birth control methods have become more accessible. There 

are improved. met i :ods of rothylaxis against venereal dis- 

eases and. antibioticE have vastly improved the means of 

cure0 
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(3) The increasing soc1al esonomio, nd o1itioa] 

eq&ality oíl the exe. (L7, 26) The increasing equal- 

ity between the Eexee haE been leadi.rìg teadi1y to the 

abrogation of tI'ie double standard of morale. The tracli- 

tional atterns tacitly anct1oned sexual licenBe in raen 

but tnsited upon ohaetity in unmarried women. During the 

L1ecade beteen the wars, considerable change took place 

i_n the premarital Eexual behavior of women. Women are 

engaging in more premarital interoorse than in previou8 

eneration:. (53, p. 298) 

(4) The uotularization of psychoanalytic theories 

which are cited to uDort the dangers of reressn, 
eoeciai1y cex re;re$sion. (12, p. 378) $ome authorE 

such a Guyon (1+0, p. 7) and Reich (85, p. 104-105), have 

proclaimed. that sex repreeion i a danger to health by 

caing emotional conflicts and neurocee. These theories 

are easily accessible to youth in the widely read pulp 

magazines which are cited in Ellis. (28, p. l-313) 

(5) The wideeread. use of the automobile. (47, 

p. 26) The widespread use of the automobile has put into 

youthful hands a facility for escape from the home and a 

certain amount of privacy that was not available to past 

generations. 
(6) The need for young mn to. ìve more and more 

occpationa1 and vocational reparation. (68. p. 320-321) 
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(103, ). L12) Many more years are needed than in previous 

generations to :rere for an occupation or vocation. 

This necsary length of preparation causes a prolongad 

continence for those young men who want to remain virg 
in. 

Ihe conflict bet:een the desire for exua1 expreE- 

ion and the conventional code and the ix contributing 

factors ta the conflict previoucly cited, probably has 
a 

profound effect on the thinking, feeling, arid behavior in 

young men. Sensing the inconistency of attitudes toward 

the moral code, they are in a quandary over what sinifi- 

canoe the moral code haE. !any or them inìply begin to 

ignore the code by engaging in premarital intercourse aEi 

the KinEey study and other ttudies have indicated. Both 

those who have ignored the code and the young men who 

have remained virgin, however, are stili confronted with 

tlie inoonsietent attitu.dee toward the moral code. 

Virginity ic ac much a form of eexu.al behavior as 

is premarital sexual intercoure. Therefore, the writer 

believes there is a need to accumulate a body of informa- 

tian about virginity in raen as well as any other aspect of 

ex in human beings. 

The purposee of the study were twofold: (1) To 

compare the subjects ho indicated they would or probably 

would regain virgin, and the raen who asserted. they ouid 

not or probably would not remain virgin prior to marriage, 



and. (2) to describe selected attributes, 1nterperona1 

re1atìonhtp, and aepects of pychoexua1 behavior of 

virgin men. 

within this frame of reference, the e1eotec1 per- 

sonal data and family baokgrowicl vartab1e that were 

Etudied are a followe: 

(1) age; 

(2) type of community lived in; 

(3) re1igiouc affiliation; 

(J4) attendance at re1igiou services; 

(.5) rievoitnes . toward reliRion; 

(6) placeof residence while in college; 

(7) parents' resont marital status; 

(8) parents' present Income; 

(9) :parents' happiness in marriage; 

(10) own hapthess while growing up at home. 

Selected aspects of the psychosexual behavior of the 

subjects were tuied The variables studied were as 

follows: 

(1) sex concerns; 

(2) tye aridi amount of sex outlets; 

(3) degree of sex desire; 

(4) degree of ditfioulty In exercising control of 

sex desire; 

(5) feelIngs toward looks and. physIcal 
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characteristics 

(6) rat1ng of phyica1 energy and drive; 

(7) reaone for virgin etatu; 

(8) type of sex education; 

(9) atisfaotior with sex education; 

(lo) extent of petting experiencee; 

(il) fee1ing about marrying a non-virgin. 

The California Peychological Inventory wac u$ed to 

measure the pereoriality charaoter1ticE of the virgin Eub- 

ject. 

Finally, an attempt wac made to tuäy tìie inter- 

er.onai reiationhipe which the Eubject have had with 

their parent and male and female rnernber of their peer 

grou. The varíab1e studied were as fo11OE 

(1) interereonal relationship with parents; 

(2) age ot first date; 

(3) frequency of dating at the present time; 

(I4) type of' dating; 

(5) coranunication with girls about sex standards, 

virginity, and aspect of interpersonal relationships; 

(6) communIcation Tith boys about sex standards, 

virginity, and as .. peots of interpersonal relationships. 

Hyothesis to be Tested 

There '!i1l be no significant differences in the 



variables investigated. in this study between virtn men 

who (1) intend or probably intend to remain virgin prior 

to marriage, and (2) do not intend or probably do not in- 

tend to remain virgin prior to marriage. 

Revier of the Literature 
Relating 5ecifical1y to Vixinity 

There has been, up to now, no systematic study of 

virgin men reported in the literature. However, there have 

been references made to virgin men in several etdie and 

in many books and articles relating to family life. The 

review of the literature will be separated into four main 

headings: 

(1) number of virgin men; 

(2) characteristics of virgin men; 

(3) reasons for virginity in men; 

(Lp) effects of virginity on men. 

Number of Virgin Men 

In 1923, Peck and Wells made a study of college 

graduate men. It was found that 60 per cent of their 
siple had not had sexual intercourse. (80, p. 709) 

Bromley and Britte ri comment that 48 per cent of 

their sample of 592 undergraduate boys had. not had sexual 

intercourse. (6, p. l3L) 
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k{ohman and Schaffner studied L6OO unmarried men who 

were selected for the U. S. Army in accordance with the 

Selective Service Act. Of the entire white group, 20.6 

per cent were virgins. 0f men who reported only grade 

Echool attendance (2i.2 of the total group), 12.3 per 

cent reìiained virgins. In the group of those who had at- 

tended hIgh school (55.2+% of the total g roup), 19.1 per 

cent reïained virgins. In the group of men who attended 

or were attending college (23.1$ of the total group), 

31.7 er cent reriained virgins. (LI9, p. 50-504) 

Kinsey reports that 56.0 er cent of men, aged 16 

ta 20, who have 13 years or more of education have not had 

preiarita1 intercourse. (5L, .. 69L) 

Characteristics of Virgin Men 

3romley and Britten suggest that the 264 virgin 

college men in their sample had varied characteristics. 

They state that some virgins had wholesome ideals while 

other virgins had unwholesome characteristics. 

The young men revealed themselves as in- 
tolerant moralists, complacent prigs, mer' 
wIth little sex drive, victims of neurotic 
fears. arid, in hap py contrast, as wholesome 
lacis looking forward to marriage with some 
unknon seethearts. (5, p. 136-137) 

Reasons for Virginity in Men 

In the rocss of interviewing the virgin college 



men ot their sample, Broraley and Britten observe: 

Boyhood environment, happily married 
parents, the source of' sex information, 
education in a public or Drivate school, 
all these matters seemed to xert sur- 
prisingly little influence on a man's be- 
havior..The motives which had restrained 
the 285 uninitiated ranged from poeltive 
to negative, from ideals to fears. . 

subtle gradations the motie of this 
virgin group shaded from those of innocent 
and. groping boys, to 1efensive types, 
struggling aainst bewildering and some- 
times painful inhibitions. That tacIt 
social pressure which takes it for granted 
that every young man shall teEt and. prove 
his virility weighed upon them. They a- 
pologized. for their virginity. (5, p. 
l35lLIi4) 

Hohmann and Schaffner comment that religious af- 

filiation seemed to have a definite influence on vir- 

ginity, but that urban and rural men lived very much 

alike so far as sex mores were concerned. (149, p. 

5OL) 

Kirkendall asserts in hi study: 

The reasons which the continent men gave 
in this research for their abstinence could 
be classified roughly into categories as 
follows: (a) a matter of fairness: 'tab- 
stinence more favorable ta happy rnarriag e 
and family life", desire to be fair to 
the girlu, "men should meet same standards 
they exect girls to meet - 49.8 %: (b) 
moral reasons, though expressed only in 
terms of prohibitions the reasons for which 
!ere not understood: 0intercourse before 
marriage is a sin, but I don't know why, 
uthe church forbids it", "it just isn't 
right", tcod disapproves" - 31.3 %: (o) 
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afraid of contacting venereal dieaeee - 
6.3 : (cl) rearful of bacI effects on 
health other than venereal diseae': 
'stunte grc»th, ftweakentngH 7 
(e) miscellaneous reaeons: "just haventt 
had a chance", "right person hasn't come 
along", "will one of these days" - 5.3 , 

and (f) evidence of homosexuality strong 
enough to prevent any heterosexual inter- 
est - 2.6 . (59, p. 13h-135) 

In his study on the sexual development of boys, 

Ramsey indicates that the restraints against having 

premarital intercourse included various moral re- 

fear of pregnancy, tear of los . of sooial or 

economic support, tear of venereal diseases, lack of 

opportunity, personal ideals, and fear of harmful 

physical effects, (85, p. 229) 

Schneider and Lysgaard, in their study on a re- 

resentative sample of 2500 high school students drawn 

from a larger nation-wide sample of some 15,000 high 

school youth, broken down into social classes, ob- 

serve that lower 1ass students tend to follow their im- 

pulses and. do not defer gratification. D eferred grat- 

iftoation was referred to as postponement of immediate 

ratitications or FatiEfactions. On the other hand, 

middle class youngsters feel that they should save, 

postpone, and renounce a variety of gratifications in- 

cluding sexual gratification. (93, p 1M211.9) 

The question of premarital intercouree is largely 

one of morals to the college group according to Kinsey. 



He states that many college men believe premarital inter- 

course to be wrong. (5Li., p. 381) 

Daniels comments: 

We are all impr- ssed not only with the 
phenomenon that Dr. Kinsey has pointed 
out (name1y that in the group in which 
sexuality is more reiressed, there seems 
to be a drive toward greater education, 
greater professional competence, etc.) 
but also ith other phenomena such as the 
relationshi between celibacy and many 
forms of religious observance, as though 
religious ieiers hope to increase re- 
ligiosity by suppression of sex. (19, 

p. 137) 

Erfecte of Virginity on Men 

Terman cIvised a method to determIne whether 

thofl e who hd no intercourse before marriage were hap- 

pier in marriage than tho e who had experienced pre- 

marital sex relations. He concludes that: 

In general those husbands and wives who 
were either virgins at marriage or had 
intercourse only with each other tend to 
have higher mean hapçiness scores than 
the other groups. (99, p. 329) 

Bur:ess and Wallin report that mon who had pre- 

marital intercourse with engagement partners had en- 

gagement success scores of l-7.7. Those men who had 

not had. intercourse achieved mean scores of 155.5. 

The latter score indicates more 'otentia1 success in 

marriage according to the author's criteria of 

measurement. (9, p. 35Li.) This does not mean, of 



course, that premarital interooure with other than the 

pose-to-be waE in 1te1r the oae of rethoed happi-. 
ness in engagement or .'.n marriage. Both the inter- 

course and the lesser happiness may have been oauec3. 

by other factors not yet determined by erapirical re- 

earoh, 

Kirkpatrick gget in relation to theee studie 

that premarital chastity seems favorably re1atd to 

marital adjtment He aleo tatee that premarital 

coitus eeeme tavorably related to sex adju8tment in 

marriage, He further oberve that interpretation le 

not lmplltied by the fact of a pocitive oorrelation 

between niarital adjuttnent and. ex adjutment in 

marriage. (6o, p. 2O-32l) 

Rookwood. arid Ford make an interesting poetlatlon 

when they comment: 

. . .ir the findings of the several etuies 
hich show a positive relationship be- 

ti,ieen premarital chastity and happinees 
in marriage are verified and generally 
acoepted, there le considerable likeli- 
hood that the trend. may swing baok to the 
norm of premarital chactity. On the 
other hand, shoulâ the moral structure 
of our society continue to change to the 
point where premarital sex experience 
becomes the norm, then such sex expert- 
ence may show a poeitive rather than a 
negative relation to marriage happinees. 
(14-O, p. i+8) 
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The effect of exua1 abstinence has received much 

attention in the literature. 

Dickineon states: 

WIiat effects on health has complete ab- 
stention from intercourse or the sup- 
pression of every outlet for desire?... 
We asic. whether there are penalties to 
be paid for non-use of the sex function. 
Yes and no. The organs do not shrink 
from neglect as muscles do. Any harui is 
mainly to the nervous system....The 
moralist insists that continence in the 
unrarried is tho11y compatible with good 
health, unimaired capacity for work and. 

reasonable serenity, and that there is 
no need to ever prescribe intercourse 
outside of marriage; it may be true, but 
the scientist is still asking for actual 
evidence and proof in place of mere 
oinion and he has not yet received it. 
(10, p. 201-202) 

Parshley expresses the opinion that all humans 

require expression of the sex impulse, though he leves 

the modes of expression unspecified, 
ith the excetion of a few abnormal in- 

dividuals, all men and women require ex- 
rtssion of' the sex imu1se as a physio- 
logical necessity. . .Such expression, true 
enough, is not immediately necessary to 
individual survival as are food and pro- 
tection; but, in consequence of the para- 
mount imortance cf procreation in evo- 
lutionary history, the sex urge, through 
natural selection, is so deeply implanted 
in living beings, so involved with the 
physiology and the psychology of the in- 
dividual as a whole, that its complete 
repression is impossible and any pro- 
longed effort to repress it results in 
ohysiological injury and psychological 
disturbance. (79, p. 284) 
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Comfort comnent that there le evidence that the 

effecte of continence in animale is harmful. He doeE not 

cite the evidence, however. 

The evidence tn most animals .s that the 
effeot of chronic abstinence are harm- 
ful and tend to result tn manifestations 
closely similar to human anxiety. No 
1efinite evidence is available to prove 
that sublimation can account for more 
than a part of the total sexual drive, 
and its results are not in general dem- 
onstrably desirable. (15, p. 38-39) 

On the other hand, the British Social Hygiene 

Committee stresses the oint that there is no definite 
physiological evidence to prove that the control of the 
sexual function in either sex results in any harmful 
effect upon the normal physiological activities of the 
organism. (17, p. 518) 

Hirsch states that sexual energy, like any other 
form of energy, cannot be destroyed; it can only be 

transformed He commente that the problem demanding 

solution today is to find a mode of conduct which will 
transform sexual force into useful rather than destruc- 
tive channels. (Li8, p. 302) 

Stone and stone probably sum up this controversy 

on the effects of virginity on men Tith less bias than 
mUEt of the authors read by the writer. They comment: 

There is probably no single problem in 
sexual physiology and psychology about 
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irhih there jj greater controversy arid. 

d.1verence or opinion. Forrier1y it was 
very generally held that even. the pro- 
longed avoid.ance of any cexual relations 
as altogether harmless. But this 

opinion may have been based. upon what 
Havelock Ellis calls an illegitimate 
rninling of moral and physiological 
considerations. During the last - 

several decades, particularly since the 
advent of Freudian psychology, many 
phyicians have come to believe that 
continued. abstinence is not compatible 
with good. physical and. mental health 
and functioning. The fact is that we 
d.o not yet 'ossess sufficIently accu- 
rate scientific knowled.ge upon which 
to base any generalization concerning 
the ultimate effects of continued sex- 
ual abstinence. (96, p. 2Lt6) 



OHÄPTFR II 

PROCEDURES 

Virginity is a hae of eex study wtuloh has been 

neglected up to now. A s1ady of virgin1ty of contempo- 

rary Arerican young men should cover all claeee6 of 

society, all levels of education, and. all occupations. 

Only by 5LOit a study could one extend conclusione to all 

virgin mene 

The writer has confined himself to studying 

college freshman virgin men. Freshr . en rere chosen for 

the study because, to a great extent, they have not had 

the opportunity of becoming too entrenched in the tra- 
ditions and customs of living in a college environment. 

This factor makes the subjects who have been studied a 

less homogenous grouping at the educational level. 

Selection and. Descrio tion of the Samles 

One hundred subjects were selected from the single 

male freshmen enrolled in Uregon State College, Corvallis, 

during the school year, 1956-1957. 

The selection of the 100 virgin ien was made by 

two methods. 

The first method was a search for subjects 

through the Physical Education 150 - Generai Hygiene - 

fall and. winter classes, 1956-1957. This class is 
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required for all male student other than thoBe who had 

prevou1y served tn the military service. Previous 

arrangements had been made with the instructors who gave 

permission to the writer to search ror participants for 

the Etudy in their classes. 
The Sex ConcernE Qestionnaire (Appendix B) was 

administered to all five of the General Hygiene classes 

during the fall term, 1956. Before admini:tering the 

questionnaire to the students, the writer briefly corn- 

mented on the nature of' the study he was planning, of 

which the ouetionnaire was one part. He informed the 

students that the stcIy focused on personality charc- 
terietics, interpersonal relationships, and. sex atti- 
tudes of freshman rnen No mention was made of virginity. 
To preserve anonymity, it :as requested that no names 

be placed on the Quetionflaires. 
A blank sheet of paper was handed to the students 

along with the questionnaires. The writer informed the 

students that those who desired to see the results tab- 

Liated from the queettonnaires might )ut their names 

and ihone numbers on the blank sheets of paper. Thts 

procedure was used because permission to use the class 

liste of one of the instructors had. not been granted to 

the writer. The vriter would have referred to phone 

all the studente who completed the questionnaire rather 
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than a portion of the tdentE. In this manner, a corn- 

plete survey might have been made. 

The second method tas that of subjects who vol- 

ì.nteered for the study after they had heard about the 

study from other sources. 

In respect to the first method, 1914 students 

handed back completed questionnaires. Fifty-five (28.3) 

of the l9L students also handed back the blank sheets of 

paper with their names a nd phone numbers listed. A 

further summary of the 55 students is as f olios.: 

(1) forty single freshmen; 

(2) twelve sophomores; 

(:3) three married freshmen. 

The writer telephoned the LISO single freshmen at 

a later date to make an apcolntment. Twenty-nine indi- 

viduals uiace apointments. At this appointment, the 

writer shared the tabulations of results from the Sex 

Concerns uestionnaire which had been ruade into a raph. 

The 29 individuals were also asked at this time if they 

would e interested in particiating in the study. If 

the individuals indicated an interest, they were asked 

if they had had sexual intercourse. 

A swnmary of the 4.O stuaents who had comoleteci 

the Sex Concerns Çuestionnaire is as follows: 

(1) fifteen virgin sub ects; 



(2) three virgins who dec1iiied to part.oipate in 

the tu.dy; 

(3) nine non-virgins; 

(14.) two vira in students who had. indicated an 

interest in partictating in the stuc3.y, but had. d.ropped. 

oui; or ehoo1 bei ore the riter was able ta make further 

appointmente; 

(5) six individuals who had. retracted their de- 

cision to see the tabulation at recuits - no knowledge 

as to whether they were virgins or not; 

(6) five individuals who had dropped out of 

school - no knowledge as to whether they were virg1n or 

not. 

In addition to the 15 virgin subjects, four ad- 

ditional partioiants were secured from other sources, 

as follows: 

(1) three virgin subjects from the classes of 

Dr. Lester A. Kirkendall, ProteEor of Family Life, at 

Oregon State College; 

(2) one virgin subject who had. heard of the 

study from one of the earlier subjects. 

A total of 19 subjects were secured from the above 

mentioned sources during the fall term, l96. 

A similar procedure was followed during the winter 

term, 1957, except for one change tri procedure. The 
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Etdent from the six Tere inrormed that the 
writer would telephone them at a later ate for ari ai- 

pointnìent 1f they vere intereptec in looking at the re- 
suits of the Sex Concerns uetionna1re. This approach 
was subetituteci for that of handin out blank pieces of 
paper, the procedure that had been followed during the 
fall terni. Before adminiEteririg the questionnaire, 
each Instructor of the six sections of tIle General Hy- 
giene c1asse had. permitted the writer to make a copy 

of the class 11ts of the respective classes. In this 
manner, the writer was able to telephone all of the 
211 unmarried freshmen studente who completed the 
questionnaire during the winter term. A enmary of the 
211 students is as follows: 

(1) sixty-nine virgin subjects; 
(2) five virgins who declined to articipate 

in the study; 

(3) fourteen non-virgins; 
(L) eighty studente who expressed no interest 

or stated they were too busy to see the 

results - no knowledge as to whether they 
were virgins or not; 

(5) sixteen students who dropped out of school - 
no knowledge as to whether they were virgins 
or not; 
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(6) ten students who commuted to eoliege - no 

contact was made - no knowledge as to 

whether they were virgins or not; 

(7) fourteen students who desired to see the 

tabulation ,f results but retracted their 

clecis ion after a broken appointment and a 

succeeding telephone call - no knowledge 

as to whether they were virgins or not; 

(8) three virgin individuals who droped out 

of school before further a:ointments were 

made. 

In addition to the 69 subjects, 12 men vere se- 

cured from other sources, as follows: 

(1) two virgin subjects from the classes of Dr. 

Lester A. Kirkendall; 

(2) ten virgin men who had heard of the study 

from some of the other virgin subjects, and 

called the writer for appointments. 

of the total 390 students who filled out the Sex 

Concerns Questionnaire for both the fall and winter 

terms (the 12 sophomores and three married freshmen were 

not included), a summary is as tollowz..: 

(i) eighty-four virgin subjects; 

(2) five virgins who desired to articiate in 

the study but dropped out of school before 



rurther corttacts could be made; 

(3) eight virgins who declthed to particijate 
in the study (six men stated that they were 

interested but too busy, and two declined 

to participate in the study); 

(4) twenty-three non-virgine; 

() two huncLred and seventy individuals - no 

knowledge as to whether they pere virgins 
or not. These individuals had. either drop- 

ed out of school, were commuting to school 

and were not contacted, or had stated that 

they were too buey or were not interested 
in seeing the results of the questionnaire. 

of the subjects who had been secured from other 
sources for both the fall and. winter terms, a summary is 
as follows: 

(1) five virgin subjects from the classes of Dr. 

Lester Â. Kirkendall. 
(2) eleven virgin subjects who had heard of the 

study from some of the earlier articipants 
and had called for appointments. 

Some authorities have strongly indicated. that the 

choice of volunteers for a sample may bias the results. 
Brower endeavored to test the assumption that 

differences in motivational context of volunteers ere 



i.mportant for the outoorne ot experimentatton and theori- 
zation in syoho1ogica1 rearoh. He tudted the psycho- 

meter performance of 59 volunteer psychology etuient and 

compared it with the perforanee of IJ49 stwents who ex'e 

required to participate in the same exerirnent as part ot 
the course. For five of the six measurements made, sig- 
nificant differenceE were demonstrated betr;een these 
groups. 13roer attributes these differences to varia- 
tions in incentive. (7, p 1L6) 

Data from a random sample of divorced and married 

persons were secured by LocIe in Indiana during his 10 

years on the faculty of Indiana University, He took the 
names of divorced ersons from courthouse records, located. 

their current addresses, and. without prior introduction 
went to these indiv±duals for their cooperation and assis- 
tanoe 0f the 6I divorced persons contacted, only ik,6 
per cent retused ta çarticipate in the study. 0f the 2 

married persone contacted, only five ocr cent refLsed to 

participate. On the basis of his exeriences, Locke 

states that data collected from the subjects who volun- 
teered for the Kinsey studies were probably not typical 
of the general population. He also concludes that a 

random sample is possible in research on sexe 

Maslow and Sakoda, in conjunction with Kinsey and 

Pomeroy, planned an exeriment to test the systematic bias 



which might be Introduced. by using volunteer subjects. 

Poiìeroy aBked. ror and scoured volunteers tor sex histories 

from five of Maslow's classes at BrooklIfl College. Sub- 

sequently, Maslow and Sakoa compared the volunteers aid 

non-volunteers on a series of tests, one of which was a 

self-esteem test. They report that the volunteers for 

the sex study were high in self-esteem ana. this was 

postttve1r correlated sith non-conventional sex behavior, 

the latter referring to premarital sexwQ intercourse 

activities. (73, p. ii9-I2) 

In an earlier study on self-esteem and sexuality, 

Maslo reported similar results. (72, p, 259-29k) 

(Jiausen speculates that it is probable that inhi- 

bition of sexual performance 15 related to inhibition in 

discussing one's sex life. (13, p. 127) 1oever, he of- 

fers no evidence, 

Riggs and Kress solicited volunteers for the pur- 

pose of testing volunteer otas from their introductory 

psychology classes at the university of Qonnecticut. 

Volunteers and non-volunteers vere given a battery of 

tests Scoring .7aE done without knowledge of volunteering 

status, Ori the basis of the recuits, the authors state 

that quantItatively and qualitatively, volunteers differ 

from non-volunteers on measures of ::ersonality. Riggs 

and Kress comment further that the volunteers claim to be 
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mood.y, absorbei in ari inner life, and behaviorally dis- 

organized by their absorption. The volunteers depict 

themeives as discontented, unhappy with their current 

status, and concerned vlth inner and outer excitement 

and. change. (88, p. 229-2J45) From the descrt:ption of 

the voiunters given by the authors, the writer would 

speculate tht the volunteers were not high in self-es- 
teem. This speculation, if correct, iiau?d conflict with 

Maslow's findings, previously cited. 
Lasagna and von Flesìnger tested the assumption 

that volunteers would differ quite markedly from non- 

volunteers in psychological research. From the results 
of their study, which secu red. data ori the character- 
istics of volunteers and non-volunteers, they believe 

that volunteers tend to be more anxious and. emotionally 

upset than non-volunteers. The authors comment that 
generalizations from data based on volunteer ss'ho uld be 

ruade with catiori. (63, p. 359-361) 

A recent study by Paul Wallin d.oe.s indicate, ho- 
ever, that volunteers for research, in some instances, 

may provide an adeauate saniple and. that it may be pos- 

sible to generalize from the results. He investigated 

volunteer sam1ing bias in a study of engaged couples 

which F .. ecred data about volunteers and. non-volunteers as 

to a number of char-acteristics. The voluntere were 



compared th a combination ot the vo1unteer and the non- 
vo1unteer:, the toraer belag the vo1nteer eample arid the 
latter tkì complete ainpie. On none of the iteme on the 
meaeurement a11in used, ere there significant difrer- 
enoes bet;een the vo1nteere and non-vo1unteer except 
for the predicted happinesE of the ¡narriage. The vo1n- 
teer engaged cou1es rneaered 1gnif1cant1y higher in pre- 
dicted. happineee or marriage than the non-voiunteer. 
a1iin commente thoLh, that thie did not affect the 

findinge. (1OLi, p. 539_5L4) 

The writer believes that, becauce of thece con- 
Ílictin resulte on volunteer sampling bias, more research 
is needed before it can be positively and finally etated 
that volunteer samples cannot be enera1ized to other 
groupe. Also, niore reeearch is neceseary before we know 

what cautions are needed in generalizing. However, since 

most of the stwU.es indicate that bias is involved when 

volunteers comrise the sample, the writer believes that 
a random sample in the present study might have produced 
results that could be oeitively generalized for the fresh- 
men college population as a whole. 

Study Design 

In order to make a comparative analysis of the 
virgin men of this present study, a classification as 

established. Two categories vere established: (1) 



intent or probable intent to remain virgin and (2) in- 

tent or robab1e intent not to remain virgin. 

Each variable or factor upon which the men were 

studied, such a the type of sex education and. the amount 

of dating, were relted to thie cla$ification. With 

this classification, relationships between the variables 

could be analyzed etatis tically. 

An examDle is given as follows: 

Variable Intent to Remain Virgin 

Type of Sex EducatIon Yes-Probably Yes No-Probably No 

Comprehensive Education 

Fac tuai Information 

Prophylaxis Education 

Po Formal Education 
- -- -- -. - . 

InEtruments Used for Co1lectiig t1e Data 

Five instruments rere used to collect the data. 

These instruments were an Interview Schedule (Apendix D), 

the Personal Data and Family Background Q.uestionnaire (Ap- 

pendix A), the Sex Concerns uestionnaire (Appendix B), 

the Degree of Sexual Desire and the Degree of Difficulty 

in Exercising Control of Sexual Desire (Appendix O), and 



the California Pychologica1 Inventory. 

:rn:t; erv lew Schedule 

It haE already been indicated that there hac been 

no cysternatic study of vrg1n men in the literature up to 

now. Therefore, it wa deemed necessary by the writer 

to interview sone college virgin men in order to ascertain 

the areas in which to build an interview echedule. Four 

virgin men were interviewed over a period of two weeks 

during the . prin'. terni, 1956. The writer .iEed an un- 

standardized interview. This type of interview was used 

because its flexibility enables an interviewer to explore 

more fully a relatively unknown area. Maccoby and Maccoby 

feel this type of interview to be valuable because: 

It le fruitless to atternt to andardize 
interviewing before the dimensions of an 
area are well delineated, and a good iany yer of exploratory work are often needed 
before the precision of standardized in- 
tervieing is possible or Justified. (70, 
p. )454_L455) 

After the completion or these four interviews, an 

interview schedule was drafted. 
Twelve interviewE vere held with college virgin 

males for the purpose of pretesting the interview 

schedule that had. been drafted. All material that was 

ambiguous or had. different meanings for the different 
interviewees were either eliminated or so changed that 
the responses might have the same meaning to each future 
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interviewee. Questione that appeared to be too general 
in nature ere cìanged. or broken down in order ta get at 
speo.f1c reatures of interest or txnportance. Some 

quetion were d.eleted. lien it a3eared. that the re- 
poaes would elicit little or no tnfornat1on relevant 

to the study. Some questione were added when information 
relevant to the study, which had not been previously Con- 

Fidered, wac expreesed by the interviewees. 
From the experiences of pretesting it was de- 

cided that the best interview rocedure to follow would 

be a semi-structured one. It . as felt advisable to leave 

some Guestions with a limited number of alternatives in 
order to elicit more relevant information. Structure 
was also given 10 the schedule, however, so that Corn- 

pansons would be possible between ail the subjects. 
A number of possible answers were devised for each 

cuestion in the interview schedule. By this procedure, 
the writer was able to check the alternative in any par- 

ticulan item that best described the answer that the 
respondent gave to the question during the interviewe 

Through the process of interviewing, pretesting, 
and the re-examination and revision of questions, the 

final interview schedule wa drafted. 
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Family 3acground. çuestionnaire 

r $elected ae:ect of pereonal data and 

of the eubjecte wac derived from the 

Family Background eetionnaire. 

ex Concerne cuestipnnaire 

Quectionnaires anct scalee ?ere ueed in thie etudy 

to eupplement the interview data. Support for the uce 

of questionnairea in thie area of investigation cornee 

from two etudies by Eule. (26, p. 65; 27, p. 52) In 

thece etudiec, Ellie demonstrateE that in investigatione 
of love and marital relations with college subjecte, the 

quectionnaire methode of gathering data i at leact as 

satiefactory as the interview method. Eule also demon- 

etratee that as uueetione become more ego-involving, the 

quectionnaire technique may iroduce more ceif-revelatory 
data than the interview method, 

vidence on the nature of the cex concerns of the 

participants of the reeent study was derived from the 

ex Concerns uestlonnatre, This questionnaire was ad- 

ministered to 105 college freshman men in three General 

Hygiene classee in the fall term, 1956. The question- 

flaire ra administered to the sane 105 men two eeks 

foliowin: the first administration. The administration 

of the questionnaires as for the purpose of establish- 
Ing reliability ol' the instrument. 
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The qestionnaire of 96 students ere eventually 

LEed for the purposes of ertabli8hing reliabIlity. Nine 

QueEtionnaires had to be 1ioarded, either beoae of in- 

oornplete anerE, or the writer inability to match the 

qLeetionnaire. 
The reliability of the Sex Concerne ueetionnaire 

was determined by the following meane: 

(1) the first and. second ci.etionraire of the 96 

subjectE wa comarect to ee the imii .. ritie or the dif- 

ferences for each of the 15 questione on each of the 

choicee (once, still, or never concerned.); 

(2) the number of subjects who checked. similar 

answers on both tests for the same aestion was d.ivided 

by the number of subjects who were not relib1e in their 

answers plus those Tho were reliable; 

(3) a percentage of reliability was established 

through this process for each of the three possible choices 

to the 15 cuestione; 
(14.) for the total question, the number of reliable 

checks were divided by 96, the total nuniber of individuals 

who took both tests. 
An exarnle of this procedure is as follows: for 

question number one, "Wondered if sex organs i 'ere too 

large or too siall', 39 subjects marked that they vere 

"once concerned." on either or both ouestionnaires. 



Twenty-seven sub)eet had answered tIonce concernec1t on 

both tests, Twenty-seven wae div1ied. by 39, making a 

reliabtitty of 76.2 per cent. There as a reliability 

of 50.0 per cent for the "still ooncerned", and 83.0 

per cent for the never conoernedU. The total reliabil- 

ity for the queStion wa 76.0 per cent which was at- 

tamed. by iividing the 96 anwere into the 75 reliable 

anewers. The saae procese of etab1ishing reliability 

waB carried through tar each of the 15 qï.testionE. Table 

I, page L4.Q, gives the reliability scores for each of' the 

three choices to each question and the total reliability 

scores for each question. 

Though reliability, using 75,0 per cent as an 

arbitrary dIviding point, as riot established in ques- 

tions tuo, four, thirteen, and. fourteen, it ias decided 

to use every question, Q.uestion 13, "Wondered if your 

sex desires ''ere 'eake r or stronger than the average", 

was broken down into two Questions, uWonderecl if your 

sex desires vere weaker than the average", and "Wondered 

if your sex desires were strenger than the average'. 

The writer believes that there may have been a 

tendency for the students to be indifferent in answering 

the auestions on the Sex Concerns questionnaire when 

there was little or no rapport between the writer and the 

students. Though the writer did have an opportunity to 



TABLE I 

Reliability of the 15 4uestion on 

The Sex Concerns Quetionnaire 

Percentages of Reliability 

(nce Concerned til1 Cono-rned Never Concerned Totl hes»onPee 

ues- - 
* - 

tions Number of 
- 

thnìber of Number at Number of 
Reliable Percent Reliable Percent Reliable Percent Reliable Percent 
Responses of Responses of Responses of Reeonses of 
by Total Reliability by TotalReliability by TotaiReliabilityby Total Reliability 
±esonsee Re9onses ìesones Ees onses 

1 27/39 2/U 4L/53 8j.O 73/96 
2 lL/23 6.5 1/8 12.5 53/65 81.5 68/96 70.8 

3 22/32 68.8 17/19 89.5 36/k5 80.0 75/96 78.1 
J4. 8/21 8.I 20/2J4 83.3 8/5l 72.5 66/96 68.8 

.5 
23/28 82.1 5/9 49/59 83.1 77/96 80.2 

6 15/19 78 9 15/23 6 2 )5/5 83 75/9° 78 1 

7 8/li 77.7 4I7 57.1 70/78 89.7 82/96 89.7 

8 5/io 50.() 9/17 53.0 62/69 89.9 76/96 79.2 

9 J+,'7 57.1 __** 88/89 98.9 92/9ó 95.8 

10 :3/8 37.5 o/6 oo.o 74/82 90.2 77/96 80.2 

11 2/7 28.6 -- -- 8Lií89 92.1 86/96 89.6 

12 7/11 63.6 7/1+ 50.0 61/71 85.8 75/96 78,1 

l- 16/26 61.5 15/23 65.2 '3/L7 70.2 6L/96 66.7 

iii 25/36 69»4 2L/32 75.0 20/28 7ì.24 69/96 71.9 

15 3/9 :33.3 ll/lJ4 78.6 63/73 86.3 77/96 80.2 

* The com1te questione Iff t tond in A endix B 
** No answers checked on either of the two tests o 
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explain briefly the nature of the stuIy to the 96 men be- 

fore adrniniter1ng the questionnaire, there wae little 

oppoxtunity to etab1ih rappori with the students. 

Therefore, the writer felt that the Sex Concerne ues- 

tioririaire could still continue to be a valiable aid. in 

1ielpin shed light on virgin men, despite its limitations 

as a measuring ievioe as it appears in this twìy. 

Degree of Sexual Desire a.nd Decree of Difficulty in 

xerci in Control of Sex Desire Scales 

Evitence on the nature of the degree of sexual de- 

sire and the degree of ditficulty in exercising control 

of sexual desire was derived from scales for rating the 

Degree ot Sexual Desire and the Degree of DIfficulty in 

Excisirig Control of Sexual Desire. 

Both scales vere administered to 65 freshman raen 

in two General Hygiene classes in the tali term of 1956. 

Following the first &dminitratlon, the two scales were 

administered to the same 6.5 men. 

Scales from 56 etwients were eventually used for 

the purposes of establishing reliability. Nine scales had 

to be discarded either becatse of incomplete ani7ers, or 

the writer's inability to match the scales. 

The reliability of both sca1e, that is, the con- 

Pistenoy with which they measure what tiey purport to 

rneasuro was determined by the coefficient ot correlation 
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ztatigtïc . Correition va1i.e range nwnerlcally frodi 

1.00 through OCC to ,tl.00. A posittve correlation In- 

dtcatc tht fIrt and cond ecore on the garne In2tru- 

ment vary together, that is, a person anwer the que- 

tion imiiar1y on both occasions, A zero correlation 

indIcates no re1ationEhi between tkm tirBt and second 

scores, while a negative correlation indicates an inverse 

relationship between the two ecores. 

Reliability for the Degree of Sexual Desire Scale 

-"as+.?61. Re1ibi1ity for the Degree of Difficulty in 

Exercising Control of Sexual Desire Scale as+.82. Cor- 

relation coefficients of this magnitude are generally in- 

terpreted. as evidence of adeQuate relibi1ity. 

fornía ychologic al Inventory 

Evidence on the nature of the personality chErac- 

teristics of the subjects was derived from the Calil'ornla 

Psychological Inventory. 

The test booklet of the California Psychological 

Inventory contain 48O Items (12 of these are duplic.te, 

repeated for ease of machine scoring). These iter yield 

18 standard scores. A profilo eheet has been prepared on 

which the 18 scores raay be plotted. 

The first goal of the Inventory, largely theoret- 

leal in nature, has been to use and develop descriptive 

concepts of personality which possess broad personal and 
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Eoctal relevance. Harrison G, Q-ough, the author of the 

Inventory, hac been ooncezned with oharactertstie oÍ 

personality which have a wide and. pervasive applicability 

and. which, in addition, are related. to the favorable and. 

ostive aspects of pereonality rather than to the nmz- 

bid arì pathological 

The second goal for the Inventory has been the 

practical one of devicing brief, accurate, and. deenÖable 

eubscales tor the identification and. measurement of the 

variables chosen for inclusion in the Inventory. 

Its scalee are add.reesed. principally to person- 

ality characteristics important for social living and 

social interactions Each scale is intended to cover one 

important facet of interprsonai psychology, and. the 

total set of 18 is intended. to provide a cornprehenive 

survey of an individual from a social interaction point 

of view. The scales are grouped into four broad cate- 

gonce. Class I: MEASURES OF POISE, ASCENDANCE, AND 

tLF-ASSURANCE 

(I) Do - Dominance; 

(2) Cc - Capacity for status; 

(3) Sy - Sociability; 

(k) Sp - Social ) resence; 

(5) Sa - Self-acceptance; 

(6) Wb - Sense of well-being. 



C1as II: MEASuRES UF OCLLIZATION, MATURITY, AND E- 

S1ONf 113 1LITY 

(7) Re -BeEponibi1tty; 

(8) So - Socialization; 

(9) Sc - Self-control; 
(10) To - Tolerance; 

(11) i - Goot 1rnpresion; 

(12) Cm - Ooratiiunality. 

Cla III: MEASRES OF ACHIi:VEiENT POThNTIAL AND 

I NTELLJC T hAL 

(13) Ao 

(lL) Ai 

(15) le 

Claee 1V: MEA. 

(16) Py 

(17) Fx 

- Acac.em1c achievement via a onformanc e; 

- Academic achievement via indeencience; 
- Intellectual efficiency. 

E3LJRES OF INTELLECTUAL AND INTEREST MODES 

-Psyckio1ogicai-mindedne; 

- Flexibility; 
(18) Fe - Femininity 

Norms for the Inventory were developed from conol- 
idatlon of available sample8 into a Etagle composite 
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amp1e for each sex. Standard ecoree for malee were thuE 

based on more than 6,000 cacee, while female norme in- 
eluded more than 7,000. ihese totals ;ere fairly large 
and included a wide range of ages, sooio-econoinic groupe, 

and geographical areas, but the eampie is not offered as 

a true random sam1e of the general population. (38, 

t 
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p. 7-9) 

Two reliability studies ueinc the test-retest 
riiethod for the California Psychological Inventory are 

available. The test-retest correlations are given in the 

manual for the inventory. (38, p. 22) 

cTough also presents considerable data bearing on 

the validity of the C. P. I. in his manual. (38, p. 

23-27) 

The writer is aware that the total personality is 

so complex that one too]. such as a personality test has 

its limitations in measurement. Rosenzweig aptly corn- 

mente that: 
The personality is so complex with respect 
both to its facets and. to the levels of its 
operations that to hope for any simple or 
limited tool which will yield up ail there 
is to know is fatuous. Phether in clinic:l 
practice or in fundamental research, the 
appraisal and. investtgatton of personality 
at the present time demands a oomoeite 
plan of attack in which opinion, overt, 
and. implicit behavior are all elicited and 
evaluated in a complementary fashion. (91, 
p. 366) 

While this concept has its pl a ce in clinical work, 

a reliable and valid test like the California Psycho- 

logical Inventory, has its place in research which in- 

volves a study of personality. Personality is so corn- 

plex a phenomenon that any method which offers the pos- 

sibility of throwing significant light upon any aspect 

of it i .orthwhile. 
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Collection of the Data 

The California Psychological Inventory, Degree of 

Sexual Desire Scale, Degree of Difficulty in EXerCi8ing 

Control of Sexual Destre Scale, Personal Data and Family 

BckgrounL uestionnaire, and. the Sex Concerns Question- 

flaire ere adn1nitered to each of the 100 subjects in 

the writer's office at the first appointment. 

fter giving directions for the instruments to the 

subject, a subsequent appointment was arranged for in 

order to interpret the California Psycholog ical Inventory 

and hold an intervie. After making the appointment with 

the si..bject, the writer left the room. 

The time involved for taking these various mea- 

sures during the first appointment ranged from ¿4X5 minutes 

to tjo hours. 

At the second appointment, the California Psycholog- 

leal Inventory was interpreted. The next step with the 

subject s the administration of the semi-structured 

intervie, controlled and guided by the use of the sched- 

The order in hich the questions were asked was 

largely predetermined by the schedule. The writer used 

his discretion freely, though, to leave the confines of 

the schedule, if necessary, to create freedom of response 

and sontaneity. 
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Notes were taken dunn the interview. Rapport 

did. not seem to be broken during the note taking with any 

of the ubjecte. 

Maccoby and Maccoby Eug:est that nearly all social 

.cientits employing the interview feel that the advan- 

tage in accuracy of taking notes during an interview f ar 

outweith the disadvantage of the posEibility of losing 

rapport ith the subject. (70, p. ¡68) 

Full notes were written immediately after the in- 

terview was concluded0 

The second. appointment with the subject usu1ly 

was about an hour in ienRth. Totalling the two apoint- 

ients together, approximately two to two and one-half 

hours ere involved with each subject. 

Analysis of the Data 

The statistics used to analyze the data were Chi 

square and. the F test. Chi square was used to determine 

significant differenceE between the two groupings. A 

deseriDtion of this etatistic can be found in Dixon and. 

Massey. (21, p. 189-195) 

The F test was used to determine the significance 

of differences in individual scores on the 18 scales of 

the California Psychological Inventory. A clescrtptiori 

of this statistic can be found in Dixon and Massey. 

(21, p. 121-127) 
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RES ULTS 

For purposes of stattetieai ana1ys, the sibjects 

or this tud.y, the 100 virgrt college freshman men, ere 

divided into two growptng . The two groupings , as ex- 

platned on pagee were developed about the likeli- 

hood or unlikeiihool of 'the subjecte remaining Eexua11y 

virgin until marriage. The first grouping tricluded .57 

men who expreed an intent or probable intent to remain 

virgin. TheEe men are h-reatter referreî to a the 

"likely" virgin grouping. The eecond. grouping included 

L3 men who exressed an intent or probable ifltent to have 

sexual intercourse prior to marriage. Thece men are 

hereafter reterred. to as the 0unlikely virgin grouping. 

The two groupings ere compared tatiEtica11y to 

determine the characteristics and the extent to which the 

groupings were alike or disEimi1ar 

Ch souare wa the tatitic which was used. to 

determine whether ob.erved differenc s between the two 

groupings rn the variable or variables being investi- 

gated. were to be considered as real differences, that is, 

ditrernoes due to the conditions found iithin the nature 

of the two groupings, or differences due to chance fac- 

tors. if the differences were of a magnitude such that 
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they could be considered. ac real d1frerence, the differ- 
ence were coneidered to be statl$tically eigrilficant. If 

the differences were of a magnitude ch that they could 

be considered a diffrence due to chance factorF, the 

differencee were not coneiciered to be Ftatistically sig- 

nit leant 

Throughout the study, references are made to stat- 
iticaily Eignificant differerìcee'4 at a articular level 

of confidence. Level cf confidence may be thought of 

Fimply a a statement of probability, there probability 

refers to the number of times that one would expect dit- 
ferences of the magnitude obeerved between the two group- 

Inge to appear by chance alone. 

An arbitrary level of probability, the five per cent 

level, has been established a representing a significant 

or a real difference, that is, a difference due to the 

conditions found within the nature of the two groupings 

rather than chance factors. This means simply that the 

differences observed beteen groupings would be expected to 

occur as a result of the differences found within the na- 

tre of the groupings 95 times out of 1OC , or to ch . nee 

factorE five times out of 100, 

Other levels of robabl1ity may be determined, i. e, 
two er cent, one per cent, etc. Obviously, the fewer 

times the oberved differences may be expected to occur by 



chance, the more confidence one may have in the observed 

dirferences being real ones. 

The magnitude of the chi values, that i, the 

nwnber resulting from the application ot the chi equare 

statietic, deterininee the level of confidence one has in 

the observed ditferencee, The level of oontidenoe is ob- 

tamed by meane of charte which have been establiehed. for 
this purpose. The ro11owin chart denotes the chi. value 

required for etatietical significance at various levels of 

confidence. 

2 3.22 L.61 5.99 7.82 9,21 
3 7.82 9.BLk ll.3)4 

5.99 7.78 9.Li9 11.67 13.28 

In the above chart, a column headed. degreee of 

freedom" will be noted. There is coneistent relationship 
between the number of degrees of freedom and the nurber of 

possible responses to a variable. There is always one less 
degree of freedom than the number of possible responses. 

tor example, there are two possible reeonses to the 

question (variable) Have you ever done any petting? 
hen the answer is either YesH or flNot In this case, 
ith two possible responses, there ould be one degree of 

freedom, If the variable had three possible resonees, 
for example, uYest, "Noi', "Uncertaint, there would be two 

degrees of freedom; with four possible resonsee to a 
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varib1e, there would be three cIegree of freedom, eto. 

It i neceeEary to know the number of cierees of 

freedom tn ord.er to ov1uate the Etatitica1 significance 

of a chi value. The larger the number of degrees of free- 

dom, the higher the chi value must be in order to estab- 

lish etatitica1 significance. 
It will also be noted in the table that chi values 

were calculated at the 10 and 20 per cent levels of con- 

fidence. It i imortant to recognize, though, that a 

chi value at the 10 or 20 per cent level of confidence is 

not accepted as being statistically significant. Values 

of this magnitude are interpreted as evidencing trends 

within the data. 

Throughout the body of the thesis, ercentages have 

been calculated to indicate the direction and extent to 

which the two grouings differed on the resective var- 

iables. The purpose of these percentages was to make 

more explicit the meaninp of the chi square analysis. 

Personal Data and Family Background 

Fifty-seven men stated to the riter that they in- 

tended or probably intended to remain virgin prior to mar- 

nage. Forty-three men indicated that they intended or 

probably intended not to reain virgin. 
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TABLE II 

Chi Scuare Values and Levels of Confidence for the 

subjects in Relation to personal Data and Family 
Background 

- 

Likely - Unlikely 
Personal Data and Degrees of Chi Level of 

Family Background Freedom Value Confidence - 

Rating of parents 
marital happiness. 2 Li.57 .20 

Age 2 .12 

Populat±on of home 
coniunity 2 . 61 

Religious affiliation 2 1.06 

Monthly attendance at 
church while in college 2 7 ... .08 

Monthly attendance at 
church while in high 
echool 2 1.02 

Devoutness to;ard 
religion 2 2.Lil 

esidence thile in 
college 2 .33 

Present marital status 
of arents 1 .5 

Rating of own happiness 
while growing up at 
home 2 2.7 

Yearly incor:ie of 
parents 2 
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There. were no ignif1cant difrerence between 

the "likely" and "un1ike1y virgIns in relation to 

ereona1 data and family background (Table II, page 52). 

A indicated in the reEults of Table II, in only 

one variable in the family background of the subjeot 

iras there even a trend toward a significant difference 

between the groupings. ThiE area dealt ;ith the subjectE' 

rating of their parente' happiness in n.rriage. A trend 

toward a elgnificant ci.ift-rence wa evidenced by the chi 

vaie f 4.57 at the 20 per cent level of confidence. 

A greater proportIon of the Uitkeiyfl than the 

t$ unlikely virgins r a ted their parents ac very happy in 

marriage. Thirty-cix (63.2%) of the 11kely" virgins 

rated their arents' marriages as very happy ifl compari- 

son pith 18 (L1.9%) of the uunlikeiyt virgins (Table 

Iii, page 54). 
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TABLE III 

Rating of the Parents' Hantai Hapiness 
by the Subjects 

Likely Unlikely Total 
Parents' Nurn- Nuin- Nwn- 

Marital }appines b ben ber 

Very happy 36 6.2 18 1+1.9 5L 514'.O 

Happy 15 26.3 19 44.2 34 

So-so or uha;:y 6 10.5 6 13.9 12 12.0 

Total 57 100.0 43 100.0 loo 100.0 

TABLE IV 

The Age Range of the Subjects 

Likely jn1ice1y Total 
Nwii- Nm- Nuin- 

ARe ben ber ber 

17 3 .5.3 3 7.0 6 6.0 

18 314 59.6 25 58.1 59 59.0 

19 20 35.1 1.5 34.9 35 36.0 

Total 57 100.0 L3 100.0 100 100.0 

The 100 freshnan virgin men who artio1patod in this 

tuty ranged from 17 through 19 years of age. As the 

results in Table IV, above, indicate, 59.6 per cent of 



the 81ike1yt and 58.1 por cent of the nhìke1y11 virgins 

were 18 years of age. 

TA5LE V 

Popi.aation of the Home Community of the Subjects 

I4ie1y Unlikely Total 
Population of Num- Num- Num- 
Home Community ber % ber % ber % 

30,000 and up 16 28.1 13 30.2 29 29.0 

1,000 to 29,000 31 5k.L1 25 58.1 56 56,o 

Under 1,000 10 17.5 5 11.7 15 15.0 

Total 57 100.0 L3 100,0 100 100.0 

The results in Table V, above, show that 54.L per 

cent of the «like1y and 58.1 ier cent of the lun1ike1y# 

virgtns lived in urban or suburban communities with pop- 

ulations up to 29,999. Only 10 (17.5$) of the ullkelyn 

arid. 5 (11.7$) of the "unlike1y virgins lived in corn- 

munities under 1,000 population. 

The ulikelytt and "unlike1y virgins were quite 

similar in their religious affiliations. Of the "1ike1y 

virgins, 80.7 per cent gave their religious arfiliation 

as Protestant as did 81,3 per cent of the "unlikely' 

virgins. Of the "like1yt virgins, 8,8 per cent stated 

that they were Catholic in comparison with 11.7 per cent 
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TAJ3LE VI 

Reiigtou Arfihiation of the Subjects 

Likely Unlikely Total 
Religious Mum- Num- 
Atf1liation ber % ber % ber 

Catholic 5 8.8 5 11.7 10 lOGO 

Protestant L6 80.7 35 81. 81 81.0 

Jewish 1 1.? 0 0.0 1 1.0 

other 5 8.8 3 7.0 8 8.0 

Total 57 100.0 ¿43 100.0 100 100.0 

ot the unhike1y" virgins. or the 8 men who Gtated they 

had religtoris other than Protestant, Gatho1c, and Jewish, 

four classified themselves as Latter Day Saints, three 

stated that they had no religion, and one subject gave 

his religious affiliation as Bu&ihist (Table VI, above). 

The results in Table VII, page 57, indicate that 

the 1ike1y" virgins attend church while in eollege more 

times a month than the un1ike1y" virgins. Thirteen 

(23.0%) of the 1tke1y" virgins attend church five times 

or more a month; whereas, only rive (11.7%) of the "un- 

likely" virgins attend church as frequently. More of the 

wx1ikeIy" virgins (314.9) do not attend church at all 

wiLlie in college in comparison with 31.6 per cent of the 
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HilkelyP virgirie. 

onth1y Church Attendance by the Subjects 
while in College 

Lie1y - Unlikely Total 
Monthly Church 
Attendance while 

College 
Nura- 
ber 

Nurn- 
ber % 

Nuni- 

ber 

5 timee or more 13 23,0 5 11.7 18 18.0 

i through ¿+ 26 L5L 23 53.1$ L9 9.O 

None 18 l.6 15 3.9 33 33.0 

Total 57 lO00 k3 100,0 100 100,0 

TABLE VIII 

Monthly Church Attendance by the Subjects 
while in High School 

Moritnly Church Like1y ' Unlikely TolIal 
Attendance while Nurn- Num- Nurn- 
n High School ber % ber ber 

5 tinee end more 28 L9.1 214 55.8 52 52.0 

ï through 4 17 29.8 9 20.9 26 26.0 

None 
- 

12 
- 

21.1 10 

-t- 

23.3 

- 

22 22.0 

. 

Total 57 

r 

100.0 L3 

-- 

100.0 

---- - 

100 100,0 
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The resÂit in Table VIII page 57 indicate though, 

that 55.8 per cent of the un1ike1y" virgins had attended 

church five tiJueE or more a month while in high choo1 as 

compared to A49.1 per cent of the '1ikeiy virgins. The 

niost striking tactor is the decline in religtouE attendance 

from htgh school to college for most of the men who par- 

tloLated in this study, though it may have no relation to 

Virginity, 

Tí.BLi IX 

Degree of Peiigious Devoutnes of Subjects 

- 
Li1e1y Unlikely Totaf 

Degree of Nura- Num- Num- 
- Devoutnec ber ber ) r 

Devout 1 28,1 13 30.2 29 29.0 

Not especially 
devout 37 614,9 23 53 )4. 60 6cl 

Not devout at all )3 7.0 7 16.L 11 11.0 

Total 
- 

57 100,0 43 100,0 100 100.0 

Seven (l6,45) 

vout in reEpect to r 

the ltkely virgins 

1ike1y' virgins ;ere 

degree of devoutness 

per cent tated that 

the 28.1 per cent of 

of the "unlikely virgins are not de- 

1Igion as compared with 4 (7.0%) of' 

* Both the H1ike1y and the "un- 

fairly similar in res ' sot to the 

. Of the "unlikely" virgins, 30.2 

they were devout in comparison with 

the It1iko1y virgins (Table IX above). 



TABLi X 

College Reeiö.ence 01' the Sub jeet 

J:ï ÍJnl1key Tota 
N um- Nui'n- Nui- 

College Reeidence ber % ber % ber 

Fraternity 26 L5.Li 19 L4.2 Lt5 L5.O 

Dormitory 21 37,1 18 39 39.0 

Co-o)erative 6 10.5 0 0.0 6 6.o 

Other 7.0 6 l.9 10 10.0 

Tota]. 57 100.0 Lv 100.0 100 100.0 

No di.tference yac ap areíit between the 1ike1yt 

the 4uniikeiy virglne in relation to the type of college 

residence. Approximately L5 ìer cent of the 1ike1y 

virgi.ns lived. in fraternitieE a compared with L4.2 er 

cent of the tIunlike1y vir.ine. 0f the H1ike1yt virgirLe, 

37.1 vier cent 1±ved in dormitore, ac compared ith LIl.9 

per cent of the "unhike1y virgine (Table X, above). 

Ninety-three per cent of the fathers and. mothers of 

the 1ikely" virgins were living together as compared. with 

88.3 per cent of the arents of the 'tun 1ike1y virgins 

(Tb1e XI, page 60). Of the tour (7.0%) "likely" virgins 

whose parente were not living together, three of those 

parents vere either d.ivorced. or searated-. Five (11.7%) 



TABLE XI 

Present Marital Status of the Parents of the Subjects 

rPEent «aritl 
Status of 

Likely 
Mum- 

nlik1 
Nun- 

To'al 
Nuin- 

Parents ber ber % ber 

Living together 93.Q 88. 91 91.0 

Nct living 
together 5 11.7 9 9.0 

Total 57 100.0 L3 100.0 100 100.0 

of the "unlikely virginst parents were not living to- 

gether. Four (9.2) of these parents were either divorced 

or separated. 

Of the four (7.0>) tI1j1e1yH virgins whose parents 

were not living together, three of those parents were 

either divorced or separated. Five (11.7%) of the parents 

of the flunlike1yt virgins were not living together. Four 

(9.3%) of these parents were either divorced jr separated. 

Table XII, page & shows the distribution of 

arents according to yearly income. Slightly more than 

half ol' trie parents of each rouping earned from 7,O00 

yearly and up. In resoect to parents' tncoe, the likely 

and 3unlikelyt4 virgins were fairly similar0 
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TABLE XII 

Yearly Income of the ParentE of the Subjeote 

- 

Lfeiy tnlike1y Total 
Yearly Income Num- Num- Num- 
r Parents ber % ber % ber 

2,OOO - 43,999 9 15.8 6 13.9 15 15.0 

4,oOo 
-[ 

- 6,999 
. 

15 
:. .. . 

..-.-. 

26.3 
:; 

lL' 

..,!- 

32.7 
] ZtM 

29 

. 

29.0 

.: t.t, 

7,OOO 

. 
. t!a:7,:. t *C.:- 

- lO,OOO 

[] . . 

57.9 23 53L4 56.0 
and over 

Total 57 100.0 L3 100,0 100 100.0 

TABLE XIII 

Ratinge of HappineEs of the SubjectE Nhlle 
Growing Up at Home 

Rating of Sub- Tie]' nLLeL Total 
jects' Hapi- Nujn- Nus- 
riecs at iorne ber % ber 5 . 

ber 

Very hapy 30 52.7 16 31.1 Li6 

Happy 21 36.8 20 kÓ.5 l 141.0 

So-EQ or unhappy 6 10.5 '7 i6. 13 13.0 

Total 57 100.0 143 100. i» 100.0 

AE ifldiCtd in Table XIII, above, a greater pro- 

ortion of the ulike1yl as comp ared iith the un1tke1y' 

virginE Etated that they ere very happy in growing up 
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in their horneE. Approximately 53 per cent of the 1ike1y" 

virglns stated they ere very happy a compared -rith 31.1 

er cent of the un1ike1ytt virgins. A greater proportion 

or the "un1ike1y as conroared. with the '1likely" virgins al- 

so indicated. a so-so or an unhappy happiness rating 'Thi1e 

growing up. There lß no significant difference between 

the groupinge, however (Table II, age 53). Six (10.5%) 

of the 1ie1y" virgine indicated unhappinees while 7 

(16,24.%) of the un1ikely' virgine rated therneelvee ac un- 

happy while growing up in their hornee. 

3eIected Aepecte of Psychoeexual Deve1ornent 

As indicated in the recuits of Table XIV, below, 

there wac only one cignificant difference between the 

1ike1ytt and 'un1ike1yt virgine in relation to ccx con- 

cerne. The sex concerne of the subjects were measured by 

the Sex Concerns Questionnaire (Appendix B). 

TABLE XIV 

Chi Square Values and Levels of Confidence for the 
Subjects in Relation to Sex Concerns 

Sexual Concerns ikely -Unhiker 
(bee AuenLix 3 for tn- Degr- of Chi Level of 
ull1istin of oucetions) Freedom Va1ue Confidance 

ueetion I 2 .61 
Question 2 2 L9 
'ueetion 3 2 4.98 .10 
Question 4 2 5.59 .10 
ueetion 5 2 .82 



TAbLE XIV (Continued) 

iJnlikely 
Deree of Chi Level of 

Sexual Concerns Freedom Value Conf ìdeiìcg 

ueetion 6 2 L.28 .20 
uestion 7 2 5.88 .10 
eetion 8 2 .08 

Q,uestion 9 2 .08 
Question 10 2 .12 
question 11 2 .12 
.uestion 12 2 16.73 .01 

Çuestion 12 2 3.22 .20 
Questiori 1L 2 2.33 
uestion 15 2 

Q,uestion 11 2 .57 

The difference beten the two grouoings was 16.73 

at the one per cent level of confidence for question 12: 

Concern becau e of a feeling that your sex 
behavior or desires were contrary to reh- 
gious beliefs. 
This was the only question on the entire question- 

naire on which the responsee of the tlike1yt -and unlikelyH 

virgins was significantly different (Table XIV, page 62). 

There wa a trend toward significant difference- s in rela- 

tion to questions three, four, and seven, respectively, 

which are as fohlos: 
Wondered whether you could have intercourse 
satisfactorily, particularly the first time: 
whether everything would work out jroperly: 

Concern about whether you could, or can sat- 
isfy your partner in sexual intercourse 

Fear that you may be sterile, unable to 
proouce. 



TÁELi XV 

The ex Concerne of the Subjects as 

easured by the ex Concerns tussttonnire 

- 
Numcer hoere 1rnbeTrio Nuirber J'o re 

uestion Once C°ncerneci itil1 Concerned Never Concerned 
I ikely riiike1' Tot1 Ii1vi1fuc.'LTott1 ieLì 1 i Trt1 

I 28 2' 51 3 i U 26 19 45 

2 9 ; 17 Ii 6 17 Y? 29 66 
:; 9 ï3 22 9 20 59 9 10 19 
4 
5 

9 
24 

7 
22 

16 
46 

36 
7 

18 
4 

54 
1]. 

12 
26 

13 
17 

3O 

6 5 9 L'+ 15 1L4 29 37 20 57 
7 
s 

9 

8 
6 
8 

8 
L 

.5 

:L6 

13 

10 
i 
-- 

1 

9 
-- 

11 
22 
-- 

9 
38 
Lt9 

34 
30 
38 

68 
87 

io 8 5 13 1 1 2 48 y? 85 
ii 
12 

8 

19 
5 

5 

13 
214 

1 
9 

1 2 

9 

i+8 

29 
37 
38 

85 
67 

17 
i4 

18 
23 

7 II 
25 
314. 

6 
12 

7 
11 

13 
23 

3 
22 

29 
21 

62 
14 

15 27 17 1414. 22 2() 4.2 8 6 1 
16 13 9 22 14 5 9 40 29 69 
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AE the rsu1ts In Table XV, page 6Li, inLicate, the 

"11ke1y virgine vere once and are still Eignificarltly more 

concerned about their ex behavior or deire being con- 

trary to re1igiow beliefE than the n1ike1yt' virgins. In 

the same table, it can be Ee8fl that the u1tke1yt, Iii corn- 

partøon '1th the un1ike1y' virgine, tend to be more con- 

cerned about having cexual intereoure satisfactorily for 

the first times satisfying their partner in sexual inter- 

course, and fear that they may be sterile. 

TABLE XVI 

Chi Square Values and Levels of Confidence for the 
subjects in Relation to Feelings Toward Physical 

Energy, Drive, Looks, and Physical Characteristics 

Likely - Unlikely 
Comparison of Degrees of Chi Value Level of 

Ratings Freedom Conf iclence 

Physical energy 
and drive 2 .78 

Lcoks and physical 
characteristics 2 

There were no significant differences between the 

likely and ttunlikelyfl virgins in respect to the rating 

of ttìeir physical energy and. drive with that of other 

fellows their age and in relation to the ratings of their 

physical looks and characteristics. Table XVI, above, 

gives a summary of chi values and levels of confidence. 



Thirty-nine (68.L) r the H1ike1y virgins c0n6id- 

erei their physical energy ariü irive to be ecjai to other 

fellows their age compared to 28 (65.1%) oÍ the 'un11keiy 

virin. Eleven (19.3) of the 1ike1y virine cofleicl- 

cred. their drive to be more than other felloe compared to 

eeven (16.L) of the unlike1y" virgine. 

Thirty-Eeven (6Li-.9%) of the ulikelyH and. 30 (69.7) 

of the tlunhike1yt virgins considered themselvee ac average 

in hyical looks. Fifteen (26.3%) of the "likely virgine 

conid.ered themeelvee ac good. looking compared to ten 

(23.3$) of the unlikelyt' virgine. 

TABLE XVII 

Chi SQuare Values and. Levels of Confidence for the 
Subjects in Relation to Asecte of Sex Education 

Asects of Degrees of Likely - Unlikely 
Sex Euction Freenori Chi Value Confioence 

Parents expressing desire 
to subjects that they 
remain virgin or stating 
that premarital inter- 
course ron i 3.26 .10 

Attitude of father toward 
sexual raatters ? 1.35 

Attitude ot' mother toard 
seuai matters 2 1.iL 
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TM Li XVII (Continued) 

Aects of Degrees of Lie1y - tjnIike1y 
Sr dction Freedom Chi. Va1e Confictnce 

Parents dicuEsing sex- 
ual rnatter with subjects I 1.88 

.. ...... .. ...J. .. 

Type of' ex education 3 2.28 

Satisraction with sex 
education received from 
parents 2 1«5 -- 

SatiEfactlon with ex 
education received from 
sources other than 
parents 2 2.05 

here were no significant differences betreen the 

two groupings in relation to the variables on sex education. 

There was only one variable on sex education in which there 

wac a trend toward a significant difference between the 

t3likeiyH and un1ike1y' virgin grou;ings (Table XVII, page 

66). 

In relation to the parents exressing a desire that 

the subjects re.;ain virgin prior to marriage or stating that 

premarital intercourse as wrong, there was a trend toward 

a significant difrerence between the groupings. There was 

a chi value of 3.26 at the 10 per cent level of confIdence. 

Twenty (35.l) of the arents of the ulikelyu virgIns had 



expreeeci a desire that the ubject remain virgin or 

stated. that premarital interooure was wrong as compared 

with 2 (188%) of the arent of the fturIlikeiyu vtrgin. 

TAB.LE XVIII 

Attitudes of the Parents of the Subjects 
Toward Sexual Matters 

- 

1s:the 
Likely Ur1ikei 

1other 
LikeU Un1.ikeY 

ittitude Toward Nuni- Nwn- Num- Nula- 
exua1Matters ber ber 5, ber ber 

Very open-minded 8 iì.o 14 93 10 17.5 9.3 

Open-minded li 19.3 6 13.9 12 2 . 1,1 10 23.3 

Reserved or 
intolerant 38 66.7 33 76.8 35 6ii+ 29 67J 

Total 57 100.0 Lj3 100.0 57 l000 43 100,0 

Seventy-one of all the subjects felt that their 
fathers were either reEerved or intolerant to;7ard sexual 

matters. Sixty-tour of the total number of subjects felt 
that their mothers were either reserved or intolerant about 

sexual matters. Ap )roximately 67 per cent of the 1ikely 

and 76,8 per cent of the urili.kelyH virgins felt that their 
fathers wre either reserved or Intolerant in relation to 

sexual matters. Açroximate1y 61 .er cent of the likely4 

and 67,L er cent of the unlikely virgIns felt that 



their mather were either reserved or intolerant in relation 

to Eexu.ai matterE (Table XVIII, page 68). 

Thirt3reeen pa1r or parente (6k,9) of the *likelyt 

virgine had discseed at leaet come cexual iiatterE in corn- 

parion to 22 pairE ot parente (5l.2) of the unhikeiy1 

tour claeettications f ex education were taken 

from Kiricendall's Sex Education As Human Relations'. 

(59, p 25-29) 

(i) 9opheneive Education. Subjects were placed 

in thie classification when they gave evidence that some 

adult had discussed sexual matters with them in a fairly 

frank and comprehensive manner. 

(2) arc1a] Information. Subjects were placed in 

this claEsification when factual intorrnati,on was given to 

theta without reterence to the implications involving sexual 

behavior. 

(3) Prophylaxie Education. This classification in- 

eluded those indiv&duals who had had sono adult give them 

inforniation on how to avoid pregnancy during the premarital 

period. This classification also included those subjects 

who were told. to avoid premarital intercourse without any 

further explanation. 

(4) No orrnal Zducatigri. Subjects were placed in 

this clssifioatjon when they had received no information 
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from parents or other adults. 

Type of Sex duoatton Received from Parents of the Subjects 

Likely Unlikely Total 
Type of Sex Nurn- Num- Num- 
Education ber ber ber 

C omprehens ive 
education 12 21,1 6 16.2 18 18.0 

Fac tuai 
information 9 15.6 7 i6,' 16 16.0 

P rohy1axis 
education 16 28.1 9 20.9 25 25.0 

No formal 
education 20 35.2 21 L6.5 Ll 4-1.0 

Total 57 100.0 L3 1000 100 100.0 

As noted from Table XIX, above, the biggest percent- 
age of both groupings received no formal education. 

Both the tt1ike1y and t'unhikely" virgins reported 
to the rrjter that most of their sex information had 

come froì their peer group and the readings of books and 

pamphlets. 
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TABLE XX 

Satisfaction with Sex E4cation Received by the Subjects 

: 

Sources other 
Parents than parents 

atisfaction ith Iike1y U1iJce1 Lte1y n1ike1y 
.ex Eduction Nurn- Nurn- 
Received ber ber % ber ber 

Satisfied 18 i.6 10 2.3 1 55.L 28 68.3 

ho-so 21 ?6.6 15 2L49 18 2.1 8 19.5 

Not satisfied 1$ i.6 18 L.1.8 7 12.5 5 12.2 

* 
Tots . i 57 120.0 LV 100.0 56 100.0 41 1OC.O 

* one of the 1'iike1y4 virgins tated that he had nsver 
received any sex education from any sources other than 
hi parents. 

* Two of the ttunhikeiy virgins stated that they had never 
received any sex education from any sources other than 
their arents. 

Eighteen (31.6%) of the 1ike1y virgins were catis- 

fled with the sex education they received from their parents 

as compared with ten (23.3) of the unhice1y" virgins. 

Eighteen (1.6j) of the "likely" virgins were not satisfied 

with their sex education received from their parents as corn- 

pared with eighteen (4-1.8) of the 'un1ike1y't virgins. 

As to sources of sex educ . tion other than parents, 

thirty-one (55.15) of the 1ike1y' virgins were satisfied as 

compared iith twenty-eight (68.) of the lSunhikely$4 
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virgins. Seven (12.5%) of the t11ke1yH virgins were not 

at1sfied with these souroe of aex edwatlon ae ooìn pared 

to flve (12.2%) of the tun1ike1y" virginE (Table XX page 

71 ). 

Chi Square Va1e and Level8 of Confidence for the 
ubject in Relation to the Degree ot Sexual 

Desire ana the Degree of Difficulty in ExerciElng 
Control of Sexual Desire 

Lilcely -unhieiy 
Degrees ot Level of 

Ratings of Degrees Freedom Chi Valuas Confidence 

Degree of sexual 
d.esire 2 .98 

Degree of difficulty 
in exercising con- 
trol of sexual 
desire 2 2.12 

There were no s ignificant differenc es beteen the 

groupings in respect to the degree of aexua1 desire and the 

degree of difficulty in exercising control 0±' sexual desire 

(Table XXI, above). The de&:ree of eexual desire and the 

degree of difficulty in exercising control or sexual desire 

of the subjects were measured by scales (Appenìix C). 
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The Degree at Sexual Desire of the Subjecte 

Likely Unlikely ToteLL. 

Rating of Degree of Nuzn- Nurn- Nurn- 

- Sexual De1re ber jjer Jber, %. 

No or same ccx desire 22 38.6 17 39.5 39 39.0 

Frequent ccx deEtre 27 L7J3 l7 39.5 44 

Persistent or very 
frequent ex desire 8 l.0 9 21.0 17 17.0 

Total 57 100.0 A 100,0 100 100.0 

TABLE XXIII 

The Degree of Difficulty in Exercising Control 
of Sexual Desire of Subjecte 

iattn of Degree of Likl Total 
Difficulty in Exer-. Nurn- Nurn- Num- 
òising Control of ber % ber % ber 
lexual Desire 

No or very little 
problem 25 17 39.5 '42.0 

Frequently a 
problem 28 9.1 19 ¿'4.2 '47 '47.0 

Control difficult 
or very difficult ¿4 7,Q 7 

16.3 11 11.0 

Total 57 100.0 '43 100,0 100 100.0 
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The reu1ts from the 8ca1e are given in Table XXII, 

page 73, and. Table XXIII, page 73. 

TAPLE XXIV 

Chi. Square Va1ue and. Levels of Confidence for the 
Subject in Relation to Reason Given for 

Remaining Virgin and. the DiffIculty in Remaining Virgin 

Reaeon for temaiing Degrees Likely -Unliei 
Virgin and Difficulty of Chi Level of 
i.n Remaining VirgIn Freedom Values. Confidence 

Reason for remaining 
virgin 14. 9.71 .Q5 

Difficulty in remaining 
virgin i .00 

A significant difference between the "likely and 

"unitkely" virgins was evidenced by a chi. value of 9.71 at 

the fIVC er cent level of confidence in respect to the 

reason given for virginity. No significant differences 

ere found between the two groupings in respect to the 

difficulty in remaining virgin (Table XXIV, above). 

Most of the likely virgins stated that their rea- 

sons for remaining virgin -iere moral ideals derived from 

their parents or sources other than their oarents. Most 

of the unhikely virgins reported that their reason for 

remaining continent was the fear of pregnancy or having 

lacked the opportunity to have been able to experience 



remarìt1 .tntroourse. 

TÂEL XXV 

The ReaEon 0-iven for the Virgin Statue of the Subjects 

season iven f3r LÌ'y Un1ike1 Total 

Preeent Virgin Nurn- Nun- 
3tatus ber ber ber 

Unawakene1, lack of 
opportunity, timid, 
cloeen't aate li i9. i O.2 214 2L.o 

Fearful of pregnancy, 
venereal disoaces 5 8.8 10 23.3 15 15,0 

Moral iìeals-arente 16 28.1 10 23.3 26 26.0 

Moral ideals-other 
than parente 21 36.8 6 13.9 27 27.0 

- 

.- Ì_ 

Uncertain 70 4- 93 5 8.0 

Total 57 100.0 143 100.0 100 100.0 

TTTentyone of the t1ike1y virgins (36.8%) stated 

that their reason for renainin virgin was moral ideals 

from sources other than their parents. Thirteen of the 

Hunlikelyt* virgins (30.2%) expressed the opinion that 

their reason for remaining virgin was lack of opportunity, 

timidity, or few dating experiences. Table XXV, above, 

gives a summary of the results in relation to the reason 

given b:/ the subjects for remaining virgin. 



TABLE XXVI 

Chi square Vaiue and Levels of Confidenoe for the 
Subjects in Relation to Petting Experiences 

Degrees LiIely - Unhikej 
Petting of Chi. Level of 

Experiences Freedom Value Contidence 

Type of petting 
experiences 2 11+.5 .01 

Feeling of disturbance 
about not going 
into intercourse 2 10.32 .01 

Previous petting 
experiences i 3.79 .20 

Desire to go into 
intercourse while 
involved in petting i .6Li 

Reason g iven for not 
going into intercourse 
while involved in 
petting 3 .92 

As indicated in the results of Table XXVI, above, 

there were two variables which indicated significant dit- 

ferenoes between the two groupings. For those men of the 

two groupings who had had previous petting experiences, a 

significant difference between the 1ike1y11 and the tlun 

likelyt1 virgins as evidenced by the chi. value of 1L.35 at 

the one )er cent level of confidence in relation to the 

type of petting. 

The second significant difference between the two 
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groupings ¡as in relation to the degree of disturbance in 

not irig into exua1 intercourse thì1e involved in pet- 

ting experiences. A Fignificant difference ' evidenced 

by a chi va1e of 10.32 at the one per cent level of 

confidence. 

In respect to prvious petting experiences, a trend 

toward a ignifcant difference was evid.eneed by the chi 

value of' .79 at the 20 ìer cent level of confidence be- 

tween the two groupings. 

TABLE XXVII 

Type of Petting Experence of the Subjects 

- 
Likely Unhikel Total 

Ty ' e of Petting Num- Num- Nurn- 

Ecoerience ber ber % ber 

Kissing, hugging, and. 

fondling activities 
above tue waist only 5 8l.L 16 ¡41.0 51 62.2 

Kissing, hugging, and. 

fondling activities 
above and below the 
waist 5 ii.6 12 30.8 17 20.7 

Above activities and 
mutual masturbation 
and/or oral-genital 
relations 3 7.0 11 28.2 i24 17.1 

Total L3 iQO0 57 100.0 100 100.0 

The "1ikely1 virgins have largely limited them- 

se1ves to petting activities mainly involving kissing, hug- 

ging, and. fondling activities above the waist only. On 



the other flana, the uniike1y virgIns have ,etted muCh 

more extenEively. Thirty-five (8i.Li%) of the 1ikeiyu 

virRins h&ve had. petting experiences above the waist only 

cornared with ten (41.0$) oÍ' the Hun1ike1y virgins 
(Table XXVII, page 77). 

TkBL XXVIII 

Feeling of Disturbance of the Subjects at Not 
Having Gone Into Sexual Intercourse 

While Involved in Petting Experiences 

jel' unlikely Total 
NU2n- Nua- Nurn- 

Fee1in of Disturbance ber j ber ber 

Disturbed me a great 
deal 

.- 

4 11.1 8 22.9 12 16.9 
H .. . 

Disturbed me sornehat 8 22.2 

L- 

17 

L .t.. 

48.6 25 5.2 

Did not bother me 
at all 24 66.6 10 29.5 4 47.9 

Total 5 100.0 5 100.0 71 100.0 

0f the hlikelytt virgins íthO had refrained from at- 
tempting intercouree, four (11.1$) reported that it 
had. disturbed them a great deal that they could not have 

gone further. Eight (22.2$) were somethat disturbed, and 

twent-four (66.6$) Jere not disturbed at all. Eight 

(22.9$) of the tIunhike1yt virgins had been disturbed a 
great deal. Seventeen (48,6) ere somewhat disturbed, 
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and ten (29.5%) v'ere not dieturbet at all (Table XXVIII, 

i.)&e 78). 

Fourteen (24.6%) of the ttlìkelyfl virginE had never 

had previouc petting sxperìence a compared with four 

(9.3;) r the ftuflhjkelyI virgins. 

There were no further Eignifleant differencee be- 

teen the two group s in relation to petting experiences 

as the resulte in Table XXVI, page 76, have indicated. 

Thirty-six (83.7%) of the tlikelyti virgins had de- 

sired to go furt!'ier into intercourse while being involved 

in jetting experlenoes as compared to 3 (89.7%) of the 

'unlik.ely' virgine. 

TABLE XXIX 

Reason by the 8ubject or Not Going into Intercourse 
Jhile Involved in Petting Experiences 

Likely Un1îkely Total 
Reason &iven ror ot Nurn- Nuui- Nurn- 
GoingIt Intercourse ber ber br 
(ir? toed me 12 33.3 13 37.1 25 35.2 

Fearful of regnancy 
or venereal diseases 4 111 6 17.1 10 14,1 

Moral idealE 18 50.0 iLl' 4Ç,Q '2 5.1 

Uncertain - did not 
know what to do 2 .6 2 5.8 J+ 5.6 

Total 36 100.0 35 100,0 71 100.0 



oÍ those ubJect who de1red to go iflto inter- 

course hi1e being invo1vc cl in petting erperiences, 18 

(5O.0) of the flhik.ely*I virgins stated that moral idea1s 

hd h1d. them back from atternting intercourse. Twelve 

(33.3%) stated that the girl or gir1 had stopped. them 

from going further, 

of the un1ikely virgins, 1L (14O.O$) indicated 

that ¡nora? ideale had reetrained them, while 13 (37.l) 

etated that the girl or girle had stopped them. The 

results are indicated in Table XXIX, page 79. 

Chi Square Values and Levels of Confidence 
far the Subjects in Relation to the 

of Masturbation and Nocturnal 
Seminal Emissione 

Dereee Li1e1y -untieiy 
of Chi Level of 

Frequency Freedom Value Confidence 

Masturbation 3 8.89 .05 

Nocturnal seminal 
emissions 3 .91+ 

In relation to the frequency of masturbation, a sig- 

nificant difference was evidenced by the chi value of 8.89 

at the five per cent level of confidence. No significant 

difference was found in relation to the frequency of 

nocturnal seminal emissions (Table XXX, above). 
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TABLE X. 

Frequency or Masturbation of the Subjects 

Likely tJn1ikeiy Total 
Freauency of Nura- Nurn- Nuni- 
MasiurbatiDn ber % ber ber 

Once a week or 
more 17 29.8 22 51.3 '9 39.0 

Once every two 
weeks 10 17.5 3 7.0 13 13.0 

Less than once 
every two weeks 10 17.5 II 25.3 21 21.0 

Not mastrbatìng 
at :resent time 20 35.2 7 16.L 27 27.0 

TotJ 57 100.0 L 100.0 100 100.0 

Seventeen (29.8%) of the like1y" virgins mastur- 

bate once a week or more at the present time as compared 

to 22 (51.3) of the "un1ike1y virgins. Twenty (35.2) 

or the h1ike1ytt virgins stated they have given up mastur- 

bating in conparieon with seven (16.1%) of the "un1ike1yt 

virgins (Table XXXI, above). Only two of the 100 sub- 

jects denied ever havin practiced masturbation. 

Eleven (19.3%) of the '1ike1y11 virgins have noctur- 

nal seminal emissions once a week or more as compared to 

eight (18.9$) of the '1unhikely virgins. Eight (14.0$) 



of the ulikelyH virgine have no nocturnal Beminal emiB- 

at the reBent time as comjareci to nine (20.9%) 

of the Uunhike1y virgins (Table XXXII, he1o). 

TABL1 XXXII 

Frequency of Nocturnal Seminal Emissions of the Subjects 

Likely Unlikel Total 
Frequency of Nocturnal Num- Num- Num- 

Seminal Emissions ber ber ber 

Once a week or more 11 19.3 8 18.9 19 19.0 

Once every tro weeks 1/4V 24.6 11 25.13 25 25.0 

Less than once every 
two weeks 2L 42.1 15 '3b,9 39 39.0 

No nocturnal seminal 
emissions at present 
time R 1L.o 9 20.9 17 17.0 

Total 57 100.0 L3 100.0 100 1O00 

Persona1ity Characteristics 

As previously ment toned, the Cal irornia Psychologi- 

cal Inventory ws administered. to each subject. The 18 

scales heve ben described. on pages J4'3Lk. Each scale 

as designed to cover one important facet of interpersonal 

reiationsht)s and. the total set of scales as intended tc 

provide a comprehensive survey of an individual from 



the oCiai interaction :poiflt of vtew 

In Pable XXIII, page 8Li, rofi1es are given tor 
the 57 t1tke1yt virgìri, 'the 24'3 "uniikeiy vtrginE, and 

the 68e college men who composed the norn tor college 

males In the inventory. The mean raw core of each of 

tÌe 16 sca1e have been broken down into standard scores. 

A campanEan of F value*, the levels of conti- 
dence, and. the mem scores of both groupings for the 1 

scales are given tri Table XXXIV, page 85. 

There were no cignificant differences between the 

"like1y and "unlikely't vìrgin in 16 of the 18 ecales 

at the five er cent level of confidence with one arid 

98 degrees of freedoms 

A significant difference between the two groupings 

on the So - Socialization-scale was evidenced by the chi 

value of 5,24l at the five er cent level of confidence. 

Socialization i defined in the Inventory as described on 

page 86. 

* The F test is a Leeful tatitic to measre the signif- 
bafee of difference in individual seore, F values were 
calculated at the five er cent level of confidence with 
orle and. 98 degrees of freedoni. The degree of significance 
of any obtainea F is evaluated in reference to two factors, 
the number of groups and the number of subjects within the 
groups. These latter two factors determine the number of 
degrees of freedom. The F value which indicates static- 
tical significance at the five per cent level of confidence 
with one and 98 degrees of freedom is .94 and over. Any 
F value that i calculated at 3.93 or below is not 
significant. 
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Profiles arid standard Scores of the "Likely" ubject, the 'Lm1ikeiy" Subjects, and 
the 680 Men Who Qomorie the College Male Norm for the California 

Psychological Inventory 
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T.;BL: :xxiv 

F Va1uee J,evei o Confìdene, an M an Scores for the 
Subjects ori the Cal ifornia Psychological Inventory 

__ --_?-UniiIel 
Mean Score_ Level cf 

Ci55 J4kely ùnitkeiy F V1s Conf irc 
Dominance 26.16 25.86 .02 

Capacity for 
tatus 19.40 l9.LLf .2 

Socialibility 2L.33 24.33 .00 

Social presence 3L93 36.02 .81 

Se1f-accetance 20.77 21.19 .12 

el1-being 37.00 36.3,5 .6 - 

ResDonsibility 3O.7L3 29.67 1.36 

Socialization 38.07 3,5.63 5.+i .05 

Self-control 27.91 26.35 1.11 

TQiernce 23.00 22.L2 

Goocl impression 15.81 1,5.28 .2LI - 

Communality 26.25 25.i49 5.07 .05 

Academic achieve- 
merit via con- 
formarice 25.79 25.J+2 .11 -- 

Acaderic ciieve- 
ment via in- 
dependence 19.98 19.81 1.07 

Intellectual el- 
ficiency 39.16 '39.05 .00 

Psychological- 
mindednee l0.'35 10,35 .00 



T.ABL xxxiv (Continued) 

Flexibility 10.26 10.53 .O. 

Fenininity 11+.95 15.63 .81 

ia1izat1on is definbd tri the inventory manual 

The legree of social maturity, tnegrtty, 
and rectitude which the individu1 ha 
attained (38, . 12) 

The ltke1y virgins iid a mean score of 38.07 in 

comparison with the 35.63 mean oore of the "unuike1y 

Virgins. 

in relation t the Ci - Communality - aie, there 

was a sigritricant dirfererice ot 5.07 at ths 'ive per cent 

level or confidenee. Communality is defined tri the In- 

ventory manual as: 

The degr-e to which an tadividual's reactions 
and respone8 correspond to the modal (common) 
pattern established rar the tnventory. (38, 

p. 13) 

The like1yt virgIns haã a mean score of 26.25 in 

comparison with the 25.L9 iieari score ot the unuîke1y 

virgIns. 
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Intererona1 e1atianEiis wtth parent 

The 1nterereona1 relattoriehipe which the ubjecte 

had with either their rnother and fathers were obtained 

from the Personal Data and Family Background uestion- 

naire (Appendix A). 

Chi. Square Values and Levels of Confidence for 
the Subjects in Relation to the Rating 

of Their Relationshi with Their Parents 

Likely -Unliely 
Rating of Relationshi Degrees Level 

with Parents of Chi of 
Freedom Value Confidence 

Mother 2 5L47 .10 

Father 2 5.83 .10 

There were no significant differences between the 

two groupings in relation to their ratings of relationship 

with either their mother or father. A trend toward a sig- 

nificant difference was evidenced. by the chi value of 5l47 

at the 19 er cent level of confidence in relation to the 

subjects' ratings of the relationship with their mother. 

The subjects' ratings of their relationship with their 

father also indicated a trend toward a significant differ- 

ence as evidenced by the chi value of 5.83 at the 10 per 

cent level of confidence (Table XXXV, above). 
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TAL: x:xvi 

?h 5hct' Ft1n. f Their 
Re1atiori hi 1t.h Their Mother 

:tir of ubec1 .icejy ToZal 
.e1at1onehip 'ith uin- Nwn- NU1U- 

othe íher % ber 

ìery happy 26 15L' 10 ?.5 36 36.0 

IO L.6 21 29 29.0 

Mixet f ee1ing or 
unhappy 13 23.0 12 30.2 25 25.0 

Total 57 luo,o L 100,0 100 100,0 

y'ix (454) of the like1y vir1ns rated 

theIr relationship with their mother as very happy corn- 

pared with 10 (23.3w) o the uunlikely$ virgi.ne (Table 

XXXVI, above) 

TA.BLE XXXVII 

The subjects F:.tig V The±r 
Relat loriship with their Father 

Rating of Subjects' Li.keiy Unhiej' ! Total 
Relationship with Nuxn- Num- Nwn- 

Father. ber % ber 

Very happy 19 :33.3 8 18,5 27 27.0 

Happy 22 28.6 13 30.2 35 35.0 

Mixed feelinc or 
UfliIy ló 28.1 22 L.3 38 38.0 

Total 5 100.0 3 100.0 100 100.0 



Nineteen (:33%) the t1tke1yft and eight (18.5%) 

of the wüike1y" virgtn t1ed that thtr re1ìtonhtp 

with their rather wa very happy. Sixteen (28.1%) of 

tie '41tke1y and 22 (51,3$) or the n1i1ceiy vtrgin& 

tateä. that they haa mtxect feeLi.rig or were 11satifìed 

about their re1atonsh1p with their father. The ruit 

are that 38O% ot bOiì. roping had rated 1at1sfted 

or intxd tee11ng about their relationship 1th thetr 

ftherß (Table XXXVII, page 88). 

ale Members of Iee 

The aspects tt 1nter. ereona1 reiat1onsìtps with 

the naie ami. tena1e enber or the subjecte' peer oup 

were aertained throgk the prcn&1 interview. 

TABLE XXXVIII 

Chi qare ValLes and. ev1 of Ccnftence for the 
Subjeote ir Re1aton to Dating 

Dating i'ìerrees of Level of 
]Lartables Freeoom ühiV&lue Conf iden 

Âge of first dating 2 9.11+ .02 

ÁlOUflt Of at1rig 
at rezent time L A.0k 

*--- - - - ___L____ - 
- - - ç _ 

Pye of eating i 2.03 
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In re1&tion to at1n var1ab1e, a significant dif- 
ference a evidenced by the chi value of 9.1k at the two 

er cent level of confidence between the two groupings in 

relation to the age they began dating. There were no other 
ignificant differences (Table XXXVIII, page 89). 

The likely' virgins began dating at an earlier 
age than the uunhikely virgins. Sixteen (28.8i) of the 

hllikelyt virgins had. begun dating before the age of 12 

years as compared with three (7.0$) of the ft1ikelyU 

virgins. On the other hand, 17 (28.1) of the lIkelyt1 

virgins were dating from 12 through lL years of age as 

compared with 23 (53.5) of the ftunlikelyH virgins. 
At the present time, 16 (28.0) of the '1tke1y" 

virgins date once a week or more as compared with 18 

(Lli.9) of the uunhikelyt4 virgins. Seven (12.32) of the 
hh1ike1yt virgins are not dating, at the present time as 

compared with four (9.3) of the un1ikely" virgins. 
In respect to those subjects who are dating, 36 

(72.0) of the ulikelylt virgins are playing the field 
rather than going steady or beìn engagetL Thirty-three 
(FL.6) of the unhike1yil virgins are playing the field. 

In relation to aeects of inteersona1 relation- 
ships with girls, there was only one significant dit- 
ferene between the two groupings. A significant differ- 
ence was evidenced by the chi value of 6.57 at the five 
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TABLE XXXIX 

Chi Sqtare Values and Leve1 of' Confidence for 
the Sbjeot in Relation to Aect of 
InterperFonal Re1ationhips with Girls 

Aspects of Degcees LiIre1y _ Urilike1y 
Interereona1 Relationships of Chi Level of 

îith Girls Freedom Value Confidence 

Girls' acceotance of 
514 bjects virginity 2 6.57 ,O5 

Dicusion of ex 
standards i .00 

Discussion of own 
virginity i oo 

Intention of marrying 
to non-virgin 2 .90 

Sbject feeling of being 
accepted by girls i .O 

bex get along ith best 2 1.02 

per cent level of significance in respect to the acceptance 

of the subjects' virginity by girls who had been informed of 

tÌat fact. There were no other Eignificant differences 

found (Table XXXIX, above). 

Only 35 of the 100 subjects had. ever mentioned their 

virgin status to any girl or girls. Seventeen (85.0$) of 

the likely' virgins t&ted that the girls had accepted 

their virginity very well, Eight (5.3%) of the 
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ItunhikelyU vir ins commented that the girls had accepted 

their virginity very well. 

TABLE XL 

Girls* Acce?tance of the Information 
About sub3eets' Virginity 

-- 
Likely Unlikelj Tota] 

i' Aceptance Num- Num- Nwn- 

of Virginity ber ber ber % 
- 

Very well accepted 17 85.0 8 5.3 25 71,4 

Accepted. 2 10,0 1 6.7 8.6 

Nixed. feelings or 
not accetod I 5.0 6 1+0.0 7 20.0 

Total 20 100.0 15 100.0 35 100.0 

Only one (5.0) of the ].ike1y" virgins reported 

that a girl had not accepted his virginity. Six (40.0%) 

of the "un1ikely' virgins stated that girls had. not accepted 

their virginity (Table XL, above). 

As the results. in Tables XLI, and XLII, page 93 in- 

dicate, iany of' the virgin men of both groupings have never 

been able or have desired to diseuse sex standards or their 

own virg inity vith girl friends. 
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TABLE XLI 

Discussion of Sex Standards 
with Girls by the Subjects 

Disòussed. Sex Likety Unilkely Total 
Standards with Girls Nu- wr- 

ber ber ber 

Yes 33 57.9 2 55.8 57 57.0 

No 24 42.1 19 4L.2 4o 43.0 

Total 57 100.0 42 100.0 100 100.0 

TABLE XLII 

Discussion of Their Own Virginity 
by the $u.bjeots with Girls 

V 

Discussed Li.ke1 Unlikely Total 
Virginity with Girls Nuin- Nurn- NUIT'- 

ber ber ber 

Yes 20 35.1 15 52+.9 35 35.0 

No 37 64.9 28 65.]. 65 65.0 

Tota? .57 LC C .0 43 100.0 100 100.0 
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TA3LE XLIII 

Intention of the Subjects in Marrying a NortVirgifl 

Intention ot U1i1 Tot1 
arryiuig . Num- Nurn- Nwn- 
ìon-Virdn ber 5 ber ber 

Yes ?5 ¿jL 26 61.6 61 61.0 

\:o 
7 :L2.3 B i .8 .5 15 15.0 

Uncertain 15 26.3 9 O.9 2 2/4'.O 

Thirty-five (ó1.1+%) of the th1ike1yt virgine stated 

that they would marry non-vlrgin girls as oornpared to 26 

(61,6%) of the 'unhìke1y virgins. Seven (12.3%) of the 

t' 1ke1y" v±rginE stated they .Tou1d not marry r?on-vrgins 

as conapared with 8 (16.5%) of the un1ike1y virg±nE 

(Table XLIII, above). 

Forty-four (?7.2%) of the "1ike1y vir1ne stated 

that they felt they vere accepted by gir1 a compared with 

3L (79.1%) of the "unlikely" virgins. 

Thirty-one (5Li.Li%) of the t1ike1yt vrgin corn- 

mented that they felt ore comfortable with boys rather 

than gIrls as cornuared with 19 (Ls4.2%) Of the un1ike1y 

virgins. Tenty-four (2.i%) of the t11iìceiy virgins stated 

that they got along equally well with both sexes. Twenty- 

two (51.2%) of the Iunhike1yft virgins noted no difference 

in the way they ot along ith the two sexes. 
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TABLE XLIV 

(hi. Square Values and. Levels of Confidence 
in Relation to Aeect of Interpersonal 

Relationships with Male Friends 

Aseot of Interprsonal e1y - QnlIkely 
:eiationehips with Male of Chi Level of 

Friends Freedom Value Confidence 

Virgin status of male friende 2 8.57 .02 

Subjects' feeling of being 
accepted by male friends 2 3L .20 

Discussion of own virginity i 1.84 .20 

Male friends' ecceptance of 
subjecte' virginity 2 3.33 .20 

Reaction to discussion ebout 
sex activities 2 2LI5 .20 

Subjects reséd by friends 
to have sexual intercourse i ?0 

Subjects' reaction to pressure 
from male friends 2 2.25 .20 

In relation to aseots of interpersonal relation- 

ships with male friends, one significant difference was 

found between the two groupings. A sgniticant differ- 

ence was evidenced by the chi value of 8.57 at the two per 

cent level of confidence in relation to the virgin status 

of the maie friends of the subjects. No other 

significant differences were found. (Table XLIV, above). 
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TABLE XLV 

The Virgin Statue of the Male Friends of the Subjects 

Likely unlikely Total 
Virgin Statue of Nuth- Nurn- Num- 
Male Friends ber % ber ber 

Yes 8 66.7 16 1.1 54 54.0 

No 4 7.0 6 i.9 10 10.0 

Lncertain 15 26.3 21 55.0 6 6.o 

Total 57 100.0 Lv 100.0 100 100.0 

As the resultE in Table XLV, above, indicate, 38 

(66.7 of the h1ike1yU virgins reorted that their best 

ïia1e friends were virgins as compared to 16 (31.1>) of the 

"unlikely" virgins. Fifteen (26.3) of the fhlkelyH 

virgins stated that they were uncertain about the virgin 

stat of their friends as oom)ared with 21 (55.0;) of the 

unlikely" virgins. 

Thirty (52.6$) '1ikely virgins stated that they 

pere very well accepted by other men as compared to 17 

(39.5) of the "un1ikeiy virgins. Five (8.8%) of the 

1ike1y4' virgins felt th..t they ITere not accepted as 

compared to nine (21.0;.) of th- unhike1y3 virgins. 
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Discsion with Male Frien6 of Their Own Virginity 
by the Subjects 

- 

LÌke1y Total 
Discussion of Own Nurn- Nurn- Num- 

Virginity ber j ber ber 

Yes 43 75L 27 68.9 70 70.0 

No 2L.6 16 31.1 30 30.0 

Total 57 100.0 4 100.0 100 100.0 

Forty-three (75.4$) of the fl1ke1yU virgins had die- 

cuEed their virginity with other men as compared with 27 

(68.9») of the un1ike1y virgins. Thirty of the 100 sub- 

jecte had never discussed their virginity with friends of 

the male sex (Table XLVI, above). 

As for the 70 men who had discused their virginity 

with their male friends, 12 (30.2%) of the "1ikely virgins 

had stated that their virginity was very well accepted as 

compared with 10 (37.0%) of the tunhikelyt virgins. Ozi the 

other hand, 14 (32.7%) of the likeiy" virgins stated that 

their discussion was either not accepted or accepted with 

mixed feelings as compared with 12 (44.4%) of the 'un1ike1ytt 

virgins (Table XLVII, page 98). 



TABLE XLVII 

Male Friende' Acceptance of the Virginity of the SubJect 

Lk1 Tota 
Acceptance of Virginity Nu- Num- Nuin- 

b le riende ber ber ber j 

Very well aceected 12 30.2 10 7.O 22 31.0 

Accepted 17 37.1 5 18.6 22 31.J4 

Not acceoted. or mixed. 
Leelinge iL 32.7 12 L4.k 26 37.2 

Total 

- -V-- -- 

43 100.0 

V - 

27 
- -- 

100.0 

V---- 

70 100.0 

TABLL XLVIII 

Reaction of the Subjects to Discussion of Sexual 
Activities in Group Situations 

Reaction to DiscuEslons Likely Unlikely Total 
or Sexual activities in u- Num- 
Group Situations ber ber 5 ber 

Stressed. own virginity 18 31.6 6 13.9 2 2L.0 

Said nothing 6L.9 3L 79.1 71 71.0 

Told. of or implied 
sexual activity 2 3.5 3 7.0 .5 5.0 

Tot-al 57 100.0 L3 100.0 100 100.0 

In group discussion about sexual activities, 18 

(31.6%) of the "likely1' virgtns mentioned. their on 



virginity, 3? (6.9%) did not ay anyth1n, and two (3.5%) 

t,1d or implied their own &exua1 activity to the group. 

Stx (13.9%) of the 'uti1tkeiy" virgins, on the other hand, 

mentioned their own virginity, 31 (79.1%) dId not ay 

anytìing, and three (7.0%) told or implied sexual activi- 

t1e (Table XLVIII, page 98). 

Eleven (19.3%) of the H1ike1y virginE had been 

subjected to reu.res from other boys to have sexual in- 

tercourse as compaied to 10 (2.2) or the HunhikelyH 

virgins. 

TABLE XLIX 

Subjects' Reaction to Pressures rrorn Male 
Friends to Have Sexual Intercourse 

Likely Unlikely Total 
Subjects' Reaction to Nwn- Nurn- Nurn- 

rressures ber % ber % ber 

Made excuses about 
beiriR buey or re- 
1ate. own experiences 3 27.3 3 30.0 6 28.6 

Mentioned desire to be 
a virgin or to respect 
other ex 6 54.4 2 .50.0 7 

Did not say anything 2 18.2 5 20.0 7 33.3 

Total ii 100,0 10 100.0 21 100.0 
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Two (18.2%) of the "likely and five (50.0%) ot 

the tunlikely' v1rins did. not ay anything to reEure 

from maie friends to have 8exual intercouTe. Six (514I) 

of the tlikelyfl and. two (5O.0) of the "unlikely" virgins 

mentioned a ãesire to be a virgin prior to marriage or 

8tresed their desire to respect the other sex. Three 

(2?.3) of the 1ikelyt virgins rnaìe excuses about being 

busy or told or implied their own experiences as compared. 

to three (30.0%) o the urilikelyt' virin. 
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CHAPTER 1V 

1NTJPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

To underEtand virginity in young college men, we 

need to know more than their intent to remain Virgin OT to 

have sexual Intercourse prior to marriage. 

An intent to have premarital intercourse can reflect 

youths' lack of self-control, some deep personal need, or 

it can reflect their freedom from the fear of social 

taboos. Young virgIn men can be sexually maladjusted 

des)ite their respect for the traditional moral code. On 

the other hand, they might be sexually adjusted. 

It ;ould, therefore, be completely erroneous to try 

to understand the sexual behavior of virgin men by taking 

Into con±deration only the physiological expression. \Tir- 

ginity in young college men muet be studIed in terms of 

biolo;ical forces such as the effect of the sex glands and. 

their hormone secretions on the maie personality, expert- 

sf005 with cultural factors as contrasted iIth biological 

forces, and. social pressures. (12, p. 367; 61, p. 202). 

Kinsey's studies of sex behavior in the human male 

and female have been harshly criticized. These criticisms 

have been based on Kinsey's faIlure to take into account 

social and cultural pressures and their relationship to 

physiological, neurological, and. psychological factors. 
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The writer, therefore, believes that a study concerned with 

sexual behavior and relattonehips should also take into 

account social, cultural, and sycho1ogical factors in 

studying virgin males. 

Nowrer suggests that: 
The physiological impulse becomes overlaid 
with social experiences, exressing itself 
in demonstration of affection and love, 
mutual identification, sympathy and compan- 
lonship, as well as in the release of 
physiological tensions. Sex in general 
takes on its meaning from the culture tri 
which the individual lives, a culture in 
whicii sex is characterized by many con- 
flicting values and notions, sperstitione, 
romantic ideas, inhibitions, g11t feelings, 
etc. (76, p. 151) 

Kardiner comments that Kinsey's taxonomic procedure 

would have been quite valid had he been stdying varia- 

tians in the anatomic structure of ants. In the study of 

human sexual behavior, however, statistical variations are 

only one small part of the total study because sexual be- 

havior ts motivated by other factors than the desire for 

physiological expression. (51, p. 74) 

Sexual behavior is social behavior and not 
merely a matter of achieving orgasm. And 
the thing most lacking in the whole reseerch 
(Kinsey's) to date iS any sophisticated at- 
tempt to view the individual in the context 
of the social setting in which hie orienta- 
tians were formed and modified, and to as- 
certain the octa1 and emotional rneanthgs of 
his sexual behavior. (13, p. 130) 

A further statement is made by Hallowell. 
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An adequate unìertandtng of human pyoho- 
sexual adjuEtrnent calls for uiore than a 
taxonornic study of actual xu.a1 behavior. 
For cexual adjuEtmente in man, ac compared 
with that of other animale, i oycho- 
logically unique, whatever h1 overt be- 
havior may be....It is a neceeary art of' 
the eocia1zation proceec, begun in infancy, 
by rnean of i.7h1ch the pEychosexual deve1op- 
ment of the individual becornee an integral 
part of hi total peronlity organization. 
(L2, p. 102) 

}iiltner uggeetE. that no 8ex act can be judged. 

entirely in and. of itself, without some reference to the 
character of the one who act 

What the act man to the person i the 
index of hi character. Jhat apear, on 
superficial examination, to be the seme 
act in one 1tuation as in another, may not 
in fact be so if the character reference is 
made. (Li5, p. L8) 

On the basis of' the above citations, the present 
iter has end.eavored to study college virgin men in re- 

lation to social, psychological, and. emotional factors. 
Though the writer is well aware that biological forces cf- 
fect sexual behavior, these factors have not been investi- 
gated in a systeatic fashion in this study because of the 
lack of adecuate instruments to collect such data. 

The writer ylli attempt ifl this chapter to relate 

hi findings nd obrvations to those observations and 

facts already available in other studies and. literature. 
The discu1on will have the following headings: (1) sex 

education, (2) sex outlets, () deRree of sex desire, 
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(Lp) ex concerne, (5) ersona1ity charaoter1tcs, (6) 

amount of dating and etting experiences, (7) 1.nterper- 

ona1 relationships with parents, (8) a1titudes toward 

virginity, and (9) reacns for virginity. 

Sex Education 

ex education is sometimes said to be related to 

the freauency of sexual exoerimentation prior to marriage. 

The purpose of this section on sex eduoation is to ex- 

amine the assumption that the type of sex education may be 

related to virginIty in college men. 

Some authorities believe that comprehensive sex 

education correlates sex- 
ual exDerimentation 

Kirkendaij. reports in his study of 530 men that: 
. . . 62.1 of thope with a comprehensive 
education were in the inexperienced group 
against only 32.l% of the total group. 
(59, p. 27) 

Fie comments further: 
Eduoatton stressing th relation of sex to 
marriage happiness, effective family life, 
and the resporsibility which one bears for 
the welfare of others is associated with 
lack of premarital experience. (59, p. 132) 

Woodward expreees the opinion that young people, 

who have grown up in families in which they have obtained 
sound sex information and in which they sense the values 

which sexual behavior had in the family unit, generally 
show less premarital experimentation. (106, p. 207-208) 



Eng1ih and ?earon ai state that premarital eexual re- 

1ation would recrease ti young peopie had. a Hdecentt sex 

eduoaton in the first p1ce. They suggest that a great 

ïar1y 0Í them are drawn Into early sexual relatione from 

intense erios1ty rather than anr cLesire to iartiuipate 

in a sexual reiatonship. (1, p. 75) 

Although the reeulte from this present etuLy do 

not Oompare experienced with inexper1nced. young nen, th 

results still differ from those of Kirkendall's study and 

the supposItions made by oothard and by EnglIsh and 

P carE on 

Whereas Klrkendall' s study and. the observations 

made by Woodward and by English and. Pearson associate 

comprehensive sex education with less premarital Eexual 

experimentatIon, the recuits of the present study sug- 

gest that there I no relationship between comprehensive 

sex education and virginity of college age men (Table 

XVII, page 66; Table XIX, page 70), with the 100 virgin 

men tho have been tud1ed, 

The writer belisves that the conflIct in the re- 

suits Is due to Kirketiäailp associating. a relationship 

between comprehensive sex education and less premarital 

sexual experimentation ;ithout taking into account other 

factors, such as personality characteristics, status tri 
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peer grouu, ocia1 cis, and religious devoutnesE. 

Kelly is of the same opinion as the writer. 
In the caso of sex informatIon, we 
to conclude that the mere securing 
information from any oarticular in 
group of individuals i not in and 
a particularly significant fact in 
loFtIcal history of the individual. 
l5t) 

are forced 
of euch 

lividual or 
of itself 
the psycho- 

(52, p. 

Many authorities believe that all children are 
given sexual education even if there ha been no verbal- 
i z ed mf ormat ion. 

Cana tate that there is no such thing as not 

:;iving sexual education and that most of the significant 
attitudes are presented to children in an unverbalized 
forni. (16, p. 119) 

Kardiner also comients that sexwil patterns are 

taught to children directly by implication. Children 

learn them from what they see :nd hear, frou the way in 

which their elders behave toward the chiidrens' behavior, 
such as masturbation, and from the sexual attitudes, 
such as demonstrating affection, of the parents toward 

one another. (51, p. 96) 

Kardiner further states: 
These directives do not remain în the peri- 
phery of the mind like lessons in school. 
Children incorporate these basic attitudes 
because they accuire a vested interest in 
them; their security with the parent de- 
pends on their doing so. The attitudes 
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become c1ee1y inrained in the personality 
and are the basis for more and. more corn- 
plex systems of controls of which the indi- 
vidual may hardly be aware. They become 
automatized and the behavior acquires a 
quality that makes it seem as if lt were 
the natural order of things. (51, p. 96-97) 

Havighurst also com;ients that the parents' ex- 

amples without any verbalization whatsoever, would be 

enough to set the children in the parental molds. (f43, 

p. L6) 

On the other hand, how the subjects actually feel 
about the sex education that was given to them by their 
parents is also of importano . The writer believes tPt 
the kind. of married life the parents lead. and. the type of 
sex education, verbalized and unverbalized, they :ive in- 
evitably makes a deep impression upon their children. It 
seems likely that when parents find. stisfaction in their 
married life and instill healthy attitudes toward sex in 
their children, the children learn to look forward to mar- 
nage and sex. However, over one-third (36') of all the 
100 5LbjeCt5 were not satisfied with the sex education they 
received frora their parents (Table XX, page 71). 

A majority of the t1i1ce1y" and the unliie1y" vir- 
vins, moreover, felt that their parents1 attitudes toward 
sexual rnattrs were either reserved or intolerant (Table 
XVII, page 68). However, many subjects were not certain. 
They found it difficult to evaluate their parents' 
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ittitude since little or no disoueeion about eexual mat- 

ters had ever occurred in the family. 

Some excerpts from intervieîs illustrating this 

point are as follows: 

I know how to evaluate my parents' at- 
titudes. They never discussed any sexual 
matters with me. 

I guess my arent re reserved. because they 
never said anything to me. 

I don't know ho to evaluate my arents* at- 
titude . They certainly weren' t open-minded 
as no sex information was ever mentioned in 
our family. 

Sorne of the and unlike1y' virgins felt 

that their parente pere intolerant to-rard sexual matters, 

A statement from a "likeiy virgin about his 

father's attitude toqard sexual matters is given as an ex- 

ample: 

Dad discusses everything: about sexual mat- 
tors in an intolerant fashion. He stressed 
the need for control before marriage or 
else it would be a sin in the eyes of God. 

Another father of a 'likely virgin told his son to 

'Watch out for the girls at college. Don1t 
get involved with thern....He emphasized 
that he knew my moral standards were high 
and th.t I wouldn't et into trouble. 

One uunhikelyft virgin said that his mother or father 

never dicused sexual matters 

Because they probably would have gotten too 
embarrassed and it would have embarrassed me, 
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C oinmented: 

I brought up 
wac about 13 
thie type f 
attempted to 

In hie etdy 
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ct of the 'uniike1y' virgin grouping 

sorne quectiorte to my mother hen I 

years of age. She intimated that 
discussion was smut and I never 
initiate another discussion. 

on the sex information of younger boys, 

ainsey indicates that ap)roxlrnately 90 per cent of the 

first information that boye received was acquired from male 

companions or their own experience. Parents were rarely 

reported as the first source of information for the par- 

ticular items exlored in hie study. (8LI, 350) Though 

iCC1fiC sources of sex information were not ascertained 

in the present study, the majority of the subjects of 

both groupings stated to the writer that most of their sex 

information also came from male cornanions (page 69) . The 

majority of subjects in both groupings were also more 

satisfied ith the sex education obtained fror1 i sources 

other than their parents (Table XX, page 71). 

The riter desires to express the opinion that sex 

education may be a factor in a young college man's intent 

to remain virgin or to have intercourse prior to marriage. 

The results of this study do not confirm this assumption. 

It may be uoibl that the evidence 'rae not conclusive be- 

caee of the lack of an adequate instrument to ascertain 
the real nature of sex education. 
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Sex Outlets 
The purpoee of this eetion as to endeavor to de- 

termine whether the frequency of masturbation as related 
with the intent or non-Intent to remain virgin prior to 

marriage. 

Varìou stucUes have been rrade relating to iiastur- 
bation, one of the sexual out1et in males. 

Peterson made a study of )419 college men for his 
.Master's thesis. 0f this number only 26 (6.2) said they 

had never masturbated. Forty-three er cent stated that 
currently they were us1n masturbation. (81, p. 9-142) 

Kirkendall reports in his study of 5O young men 

that of the group practicing masturbation, the great major- 
ity specified a practice which at its height resulted in 

an average of two or three orgasms a week. (59, p. 21) 

Ramsey, in his study of 291 boys, ranging in age 

frc.n 10 to 20 in a mithestern city with a population of 

over 100,000 people, reports that approximately 75 per cent 

had had their first masturbatory experience between the 
ages of 10 and 16 years. Ramsey suggests from his study 
that masturbating two, three, or even more times weekly 

doep not uualiy have any harmful physical conseouences, 
(85, p. 2l7-23U) 

In Peck and e11s' questionnaire study on college 
graduate men, 77 er cent answered that they masturbated, 
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nine per cent f the an$wers ouid. not be claesified, 

seven per cent of the group omitted the queEtion, and only 

even out of every 100 denied macturbation. (80, p. 702- 

705) 

In Finger's study of 103 etucìents at the University 
of Virginia, the author reports that 92.8 per ont of the 
total .reportng group, told of masturbation ext eriences. 
Ninety-three (83.3%) of the total group of resondents 
reported that they had masturbated within the act 12 

months. (31, p. 59) 

Kinsey reports that at least 92 per cent ad 
probably more of all males engage, at some time, in mas- 

turbation. This Ic the accumulative incidence fiuree 
hioh teli us nothing about frequency, age of beginning, 

or meaning. (5L, p L99) Kinsey further states that: 
The least freQuent experience in masturba- tion is found among the more devout members of each and every one oÍ' the religious 
groups and these are the very groups which 
have the lowest rate of total outlet4... 
Whatsoever the iss ues, however, the record is clear that religious infi erices do suc- 
ceed in reducing both the incidence and 
frequency of masturbation among the more 
devout members of each church group. (5h, 
p. 473L.74) 

w. s. Taylor in his recort "A Critique of Sublima- 
tion in Males", studied LkO single men between the ages of 
21 and 38 to find which form of sexual adjustment each was 

making. These men t«ere judged superior in scholasttc 
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ability, health, and character; all of them stood high in 

graduate and rofeseiana1 choo1s in American universities. 
Approximately 63 per cent of the subjects still maintained 

msturbation as a form of sexual aajustment. (98, p. 314) 

Ford and Beach express the opinion: 

The basic mammalian tendencies toward self- 
stimulation seem sufficiently strong and 
widespread to justify classifying human 
masturbation as a normal and natural form 
of sexual expression. Nevertheless, mem- 
bers of most human societies consider mas- 
turbation by adults to be undesirable. e 
believe that the relative frequency of 
self-stimulation among mature people in 
most societies is a consequence of social 
conditioning. In the absence of cultural 
rules against it, such behavior probably 
would occur much more treauently than it 
actually does. (3L, p. 166) 

In enera1, the present study confirms the studies 
that have been cited in relation to frequency of masturba- 
tion. Twenty-seven of the 100 subjects stated that they 

do not masturbate at the present time. The percentage of 

those who re)orted present masturbatory experiences 

(73.OM is higher than the percentages that were reported 

in Peterson's and Taylor's studies. The results of this 
present study indicate that the sample of college virgin 
males masturbate and have masturbated as freuent1y as 

any other grous that tive been studied up to now. 

Only two subjects in the present study stated to 

the writer that they had never masturbated. This 
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)ercentage is lower than any of the reported studies. 
Kinsey's observation that at least 92 per cent and prob- 

ably more of all males practice masturbation at some time 

(5L, p. )4.99) is confirmed by the present study. 

Some of the 27 subjects who have given up masturba- 

tion commented: 

I don't need it any more. 

It ciidnt help me, so I gave it up. 

Others expressed the opinion that they did not get 
the urge to masturbate when they kept busy, participated 
in strenuous athletics, and studied. 

stated: 
One '1ikely" virgin who has given u masturbation 

I used to masturbate quite frequently while in 
high school. i used to have a great need. for 
some sort of sexual release and masturbation 
seemed to do the trick. I date more while in 
college than I dici ..n high school and I engage 
in more activities. My need to masturbate has 
evidently vanished at the present time and I 
don't feel the same need which I had in high 
school. Maybe its because I'm busier or per- 
haps more mature. 

Himes and. Taylor comment that masturbation is a 

habit (47, p. 38). Bowman states: 
The great majority of boys and a large per- 
centage of girls resort to self-stimulation 
(autoerotism, masturbation) at one time or 
another in childhood. As the individual ma- 
tures, he outgrows the practice. If it be- 
comes a fixed habit extending into adulthood 
or late adolescence, the person manifesting 
it may be considered immature. (5, p. 131) 
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The above c1tatton of the virgin men in the preEerit 

study do not eern to thdicate that maFturbation i? a habit 

a Himes and. Taylor and. also Bowman have implied. Rather, 

they seem to imply that masturbation le a response to some 

need. 

In orde r to determine whether the frequency of mae- 

turbation was .. related. to religious devoutness, type of sex 

education, type of petting exeriences, and the degree of 

sex d.eslre, the writer selected those subjeetE who 

masturbatsd once a week or more as high frequency masturba- 

tore. Those subJects who ma-turbated. less than once a 

week or did not masturh te at ali at the present time were 

designated a the low frequency masturbators. 

There were 39 subjects in the hii freuency grouping 

and 61 vere in the low frequency grouping. These two 

ropinge irere comared in relation to the four selected 

varlble. 

As the results in Table L, page 115, indicate, there 

were no signiftoant differences in relation to the selected 

variables between the subjects who masturbated most 

frequently and. those who masturbated least frequently. 

There was only one variable, reiigios devoutness, 

which ehowed a trend toard a significant difference be- 

tween the groupings. There was a chi value of Li.l2 at 

the 20 per cent level of confidence. 
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Chi. Square Values and. Levels of Confidence for the 
High and Low FreQuency Masturbators in Relation to 

Selected Variables 

Degrees High Frequency - Low FreQuency 
Selected of Level of 
Variables Freedom Chi Values Conf idence 

Rel iglous 
evoutness 

Type of sex 
ed.uction 

2 .12 

3 3.57 

Ty'e of petting 
experiences 3 ?.35 

Degree of 
sex desire 2 3.11 

Kinsey comments that 

.20 

The least frequent experience in masturba- 
tion is found. among the more devout members 
of each and every one of the religious groups 
and these are the very groups which have the 
lowest rates of total outlet. (514V, p. 14.73) 

Yet, the results in Table LI, age 116, indicate 

that 15 (38.5%) of the high frequency masturbators ex- 

)resed feelings of religious devoutness as compared to 

114. (22.9) or the low frequency masturbators. Two (5.l) 

of the high frequency masturbators and. nine (1L.8%) of 

the low frequency ¡nasturbators stated that they were not 
devout at all. 
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TABLE LI 

Degree of Religious Devoutness ol' the High 
and Low Frequency Masturbatars 

Degree of 
Devoutness 

Iigh Frequenc 
Number 

Low FreqenQY TO 
Number Number 

Devout 
- 

15 38.5 14 22.9 29 
- - 

29.0 

- 

Not eeoia1ly 
devout 22 

- 

56)4 38 

- 

62.3 60 6o.o 

Not devout 
at all 2 5,1 9 1L.8 11 11.0 

Total 39 100.0 61 100.0 100 100.0 

The oonflict in the results of the two etudies may 

lie possibly in the fact that more devout individuals are 

more aOoeting toward masturbation a a sex outlet than 

nine years ago when Kincey's etudy was published. These 

more devout individuals may therefore substitute mastur- 

bation for premarital intercourse with less feelinga of 

guilt than devout individuals in previous enertion. 

Possibly the moro frequent macturbatton of the 

more devout grouping te caused by the suppression of p re- 

martt1 intercourse, though Kinsey's data doee not confirm 

this speculation. (5Li, p. 173) 

Woodwarci comments tkt adequate sex information 

oorrelatee highly with a lesser degree of masturbation. 



(106, p. 207-208) 

No arent relationship exit betWefl oompre- 

herisive 'ex education and a 1er degree of masturbation, 
however, wIth the 1CC virgin rer 'ho Iave been iV6ti- 

gated. in the preEent tdy. As the resu1tE tn Table LII, 

below, show, the difrerences on the basIs of percentages 

between the high and low frequency masturbatory groupings 

Is s1iht. 

TABLE LII 

Type of Sex ELucatlon of the HIgh and. 

Low Freency Mas turbators 

Tye of Sex fl.Rh Frequenyi I4ow 

Comprehens Ive 
edueation 7 17.9 11 18.0 18 18.0 

Factual 
information B 20.5 8 13.1 16 16.0 

P rophylaxis 
ed.ucation 6 19. 19 31.1 25 2,0 

No tormal 
education 18 42.2 2 '7.8 1 1+1.0 

Total 39 100.0 61 100.0 100 100.0 

There is a slight tendency on the basis oÍ percent- 

ages for the high rrquency masturbatory grouping to 
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engage in more extensive petting experiences than the 10 

frequency rnaeturbatory grouping (Table LIII, below). 

TABLE LIII 

Type of Petting Lxperiences of the High and 
Low Frequency Masturbatore 

Type of Petting High Frequency Freqnc Total 
Exoerleneec Number Number Number 

Kissing, hugging, 
and fondling ac- 
tiviti above the 
waist only 19 40,7 32 52.5 51 51.0 

Kiseing, hugging, 
and fondling acrn- 

tivities above 
and below the 
waist 6 l9.J4 il 18,0 17 17.0 

Above activities 
and mutual mastur- 
bation and/or 
oral-genital re- 
1atin 8 20.5 6 9.8 114 

No petting ex- 
periences 6 19.14k 12 19.7 18 

Total 39 
- 

t - -- 
.1 

100.0 61 100.0 100 100.0 
- - - . - 

The res1ts in Table LIV, page 119, show that 20 

(51.3) of' the high frequency masturbators have s. frequent 

degree of sex desire as compared to 2 (39.3$) of the low 

frequency masturbators. However, there Is no statistical 
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significant difference between the groupings in respect 

to the degree of sex desire (Table L, page 115). 

TABLE LIV 

Degree of Sex Desire of the High and. 
Low Frequency Masturbators 

Degree of High Frequenc 

No or some 
sex desire 11 28.2 28 L9 39 39.0 

Frequent sex 
desire 20 51.3 24 39.3 ¿44 44.0 

Persistent or 
very frequent 
ex desire 8 20.5 9 14.8 17 17.0 

Total 39 100.0 61 100.0 100 100.0 

It might be osib1e that the acceptance of sex as 

an asect of interpersonal relationships rather than as an 

instrument of a sex outlet may reduce the frequency of 

masturbation. 
Hiltner maintains this view when he states that the 

acceptance of sex as an instrument of interpersonal rda- 
tionships rather than just an outlet would tend in some 

measure to reduce the larger frequencies of outlets. That 

is, lesser frequency may well be, even in marriage, an 

index of better adjustment at a human social level, and. 
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not an indicEtion at 1eser virility or poorer adjustment. 
(Li5, p. 182) 

The writer feels that the significantly ieer de- 
gree of masturbation of the thiike1y as compared to the 
'un1ike1y virgins (Table XXX, page 80; Table XXI, page 

81) may lie in better adjustment at the human social 
level as Hiltner suggests. There is some evidence to sup- 
port this speculation in the present study. 

The "likely0 as compared to the "unlikely" virgins 
tend to be more satisfied with their relationships with 
their mothers (Table XXXVI, page 88) and fathers (Table 
XXXVII, page 88). Though there is no significant differ- 
ence between the groupings, there is a trend toward sig- 
nificance (Table XXXV, age 87). 

The "likely" virgins tend to reel they are better 
accepted by their male friends as compared to the "un- 
likely" virgins. Although there is no s&gnificant dir- 
ference between the groupings, there is a trend toward 

significance0 (Table XLIV, page 95), 

Though there are no significant differences in 16 

of the 18 scales of the Calirornia Psychological Inven- 
tory, the "likely" as compared to the "unlikely" virgins 
tend to have higher mean scores on 10 of the 18 scales, 
There are significant differences in the Socialization 
and. Qommunality scales between the groupings (Table XXIV, 
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page 85). The "likely" as compared o the 'un1ike1y' Vir- 

gtns have igniticant1y higher ecore In these two ca1es. 

The writer believe? rroru the reEults of this etudy, 

that interoerEanal relationEhips and it relation to sex 

outlets offers a significant area for recearoh. There is 

a need for knowledge on how interpersonal relationships 

'ith arents, other adults, and male and female members 

of the peer group effect the frequency of masturbation 

and other sex outlets. 

ee o 

The purpose of this section was to endeavor to de- 

termine whether the degree of sex desire and the degree 

of difficulty in exercising control of sex desire was re- 

lated with the intent or non-intent to remain virgin prior 

to marriage. 

Writers disagree to the nature of the sex drive. 

Maclow expresses the oinion that sexual attitudes 

and behavior are as much the functions of personality and 

social relationships as biological endowment. He main- 

tains, though, that sheer sexual drive is influenced bio- 

logically. Maclow, however, does not define what he means 

by biological influence. (72, p. 259-260) 

Seward expresses the opinion that: 

Human sexual behavior can be understood only 
when seen as part of the total ersona1ity 
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which in turn reflecte the cultural pat- 
tern. This i riot to deni the InEtinotive bai of the sex drivì but merely to 1oint 
OLLt the importance of the aocta1 channel- 
Ing that deterrairìe .Ite course. (914rn, P. 
lLi4) 

BurgeeE and Cottreil naintain that some of the 

generally inh1bite cases are the reu1ts of exceedingly 

strict and thorough-going impositionE of the cultural 
ta boos ori all forms of exua1 manifeEtationE. (10, p. 

228-229) 

Fromm comnents that interpersonal relationehips are 

the factors that determine sexual strivin. Sexual be- 
havior cioee not deterL ' aine character, but, rather, char- 
acter ìetermineE exua1 behavior. (36, p. 50) He fur- 
ther states: 

The fact that sexual behavior i determined 
by character is not in contradiotion to the 
fact that the sexual inEtinct ic the root 
of ail torme of ali cexual behavior, but it 
le the particular way of eatiefying it, not 
the instinct itceif, which i determined by 
the character etructure, by the particular 
kind of perEon' relatedrlesE: to the world. 
(36, p. 51) 

Frank expressee the odinion that whatever a person 
does Eexually is an exreesion of hi or her unique pereon- 
ality. The person v1ll be ucing sex for a variety of pur- 
poees, goale, relations, and other non-sexual objectives, 
just as other functions are used as expressions of the 

perFonality. (35, p. 136) 

Kirkencïall, in discuesing the control of sexual 
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de ire comLiente: 

The erson who is more mature emotionally, 
is achievinR normally n hiti educational 
and occupational pureutt, and who fede 
himeelí' loved arid apreciated, has a great 
capacity for ee1f-dirction of hie cexual 
impuleec. (56, p. 53) 

Lactrucci tatee: 

To cling to the ali too common view that 
sexual behavior lE' biologically determinecI 
(nnaturalt or iristinctive") is to fall in- 
to the error of reecribing cactration for 
cex criminale or ccx hormonee for tue im- 
potent - effective prescriptione only on 
purely euggestive grounde - or of incarcer- 
ating hornocexuale and of cuepecting all 
voluntary celibatee of repreeing i ibidi- 
noue impulses. (64, p. 7) 

Duvall expreeee the opinion that the sex drive 

differs ea greatly in intensity among individuals that 

some 'outh may be spared the necee1ty of Eeeking some 

overt release, while others are frequently and insist- 

ently driven to orile form of sexual outlet. (23, p. 

102) 

Dickinson states: 

The strain upon emotional balance is pri- 
tirily in proportion to the functional 
vigor of the particular pair of ,1ands, 
male or female, and its resistance to 
suppression. (20, p. 201-202) 

Blood comments that regardless of what sycho1og- 

bal or social factors may be involved, much of the im- 

etue to hysical contact between the sexes comes from 

the sex drive itself. He believes that fundamentally 
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the sex r1ve tc a biological urge comparable in sorne 

ays to the hunger drtve, (/+, p. 113) 

Reik statee: 

,the orde sex drLve is a biological 
need which represents the instinct ana. 

is conditioned by chemical changes izrith- 

in the organisrn The urge is dependent 
on inner secretions, and its aim iB the 
relieving of physical tension. (89, p. 
9) 

In a recent wipublished manuscript, ICirkend.all 

urges that we maire a clear difrerentiation between sex- 

uai capacity, performance, and drive. He expresses the 

opinion that the sex drive could vary considerably from 

individual to individual and from time to time in the 

same individual and these variables seem to be related to 

3sychological more than physiological factors. (55, p. 

4-9) 

Much of the literature surveyed by the writer deals 

with attempts to sublimate sex desire. 

Reik maintains: 

The crude sex urge is easily satisfied. and 
is entirely incapable of being sublimated. 
Ir it is strongly exeited. lt needs, in its 
urgency, an immediate 

release0 It cannot 
be deflected from its one aim to different 
aims, or at most can be a little diverted 
as the need to urinate or as hunger and 
thirst. It insists on gratification in its 
original realm. The satisfaction of this 
particular urge cannot be fulfilled by the 
substitution of another goal. (87, p. 8) 

If Reik were correct, the virgin men investigated 
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in the preent study %ho have been sexually excited by 

girls rnut have had to have sexual release. The cata, 

however, do not bear out RCik stateiient. 

Kinsey inits that there are no cases of clear- 

cut examples of sublimation among indivIduals it one re- 

moved those ho are physically incaacitated, natively 

loti tri sexual drive, sexually unawakened in their younger 

years, separated from their usa1 sources of sexual 

stimulation, or timid and upset by their suppressions. 

(5h, p. 207-213) 

Taylor studied sbjec who were high-minded pe'- 

Sons of well-rounded interest , weil educated, successful 

in their gradLate study work, and determined to dedicate 

ail their strength to the pursuit of worthy ends. Hie re- 

suits indicate that, even in these individuals, sublima- 

tion cannot take the piace of direct sex expression. He 

maintains that the activitIes of sublimation distract the 

individual and dissipate restlessness, bt they may leave 

the sex drive undiminished. (98, p. 1-115) 

In a study on the sex adjustments of young men, 

Kirkendall expresses the opinion that the best premarital 

adjustment seemed to be partial sublimation cI' sex desire 

achieved by interesting, active associations with friends 

of both sexes. (57, p. 3l-L0) 



Levey gei4 that we neei more underetarìd1ng of 

the nature or sublimation before ie can dicus the term 

intelligibly. (66, p. 263) 

Brown an Kempton suggest that the concept of sub- 

limation has been grossly misused by moralistic educato 

who have urged it application to the oonrol of sexual 

urges in adolescence. They maIntain that subliiaticn is 

not a conscious or voluntary activity, but, rather, is un- 

conscjou and takes giace during the early years of the 

cl'ild's lite. Instead o the demanct for crude and ime- 

cUate discharge cf sexual teEions, te child acjuires 

feelings of love nd tenderness for his parents, or con- 

sideration for the needs of fellow kiumans which makes it 

possible for liira to fall in love, marry, and devote him- 

self to the responsibility of rearing a family. (8, p, 

56-57) 

Brown and. Kempton further state: 

Restriction o the sex driíe in itself there- 
fore does not, stern moralists to the contrary, 
result in higher achievements. It i very un- 
likely that sexual tensions can be converted 
into other activities which in turn will di- 
minish them to the stage where they no longer 
clamor for fulfillment. (8, p. 59) 

It seems likely that as a thoroughly stutied and 

uncterstood concept, we stili have much to learn about the 

nature of sublimation, It does seem, though, that an indi- 

vidual cannot consciously decide to sublimate his sex urges. 
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The process itself probably 1 developed in early child- 

hood throth interpersonal relattonhipE with arent, 

peer roui , teachers, and other adu1t. 

Certainly, though, to be able to make positiVe and 

final stateuent, more research i clearly needed. 

It aleo seems clear to the writer that research 

is needed on the nature of the human sex drive a well 

as performance. It i rather difficult to analyze the 

sex desire of the young virgin men studied, when we still 

do not have an awareness of the nature of the sexual 

drive. 

However, some evidence has been found in the pres- 

ent study as to how virgin men rate their own sex desire. 

The writer makes the assumption that the desire to 

have sexual intercourse prior to marriage might, in part, 

s1nify a more p ersistent and frequent sex desire. Yet, 

there were no significant differences between the 1ike1y' 

and 1un1tkely virgin g roupings (Table XXI, page 73) as 

measured by the Degree of Sexual Desire and the Degree of 

Difficulty in Exercisiri Control of sexual Desire Scales 

(Appendix C). 

The majority of the subjects in both the '1ikely" 

and unhikely virgin groupings report that they have a 

frequent awareness of and an occasional s trong sex desire. 

This desire sometimes persists to the oint of causing 
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coniderab1e tenton and. neae1nes (Table XXII, page 73). 

The majority of the Ebject i.n both groLpinge also report 

that control of 8exa1 detre 1 frequently a problem, 

and earnetimes there i a feeling of need for some kind of 

sexual release (Table XXIII, page 73). 

In order to determine whether the degree of sex de- 

sire was related to religious devoutness, type of sex edu- 

cation, type of petting experiences, and the frequency of 

masturbation, the writer selected those subjects who indi- 

cated a more ereistent sex desire on the Degree of Sexual 

Desire Scale previously discussed as the high degree of sex 

desire grouing. Those subjects who indicated e ... less per- 

sistent sex desire on the Degree of Sexual Desire 

were designated as the low degree of sex desire grouping. 

There were 61 subjects who rated that they had a 

high degree of sex desire; 39 men rated that they had a 

low degree of sex desire. These two groupings were corn- 

pared in relation to the four selected variables. 
The results in Table LV, page 129, show that there 

was one variable which indicated a statistically signifi- 
cant difference between the two groupings. This signifi- 
cant difference, in relation to the frequency of masturba- 

tion, was evidenced by the chi value of 8.2k at the five 

per cent level of confidence. 

There were two variables which indicated, a trend 
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toward a significant difference between the two groupings. 

A difference as evidenced by the chi value of '.01 at the 

20 per cent level of confiience in relation to the type of 

sex ecluoation. In relation to the type of petting ex- 

perienoes, a difference was evidenced by the chi vaie of 

6.05 at the 20 per cent level of confidence. 

TÁBL LV 

Chi Square Values and Levels of Confidence for the 
Subjects Who Had. a High and a Low Degree of 

Sex Desire in Relation to Selected Variables 

Lç negree 
Selected Degrees of Level of 

- Variables Freedom Chi. Value Confidence 

of 
masturbation 3 8.2L .05 

Type of sex 
education 3 6.01 .20 

Type of petting 
experience 3 6.05 .20 

Religious 
devoutness 2 QL 

The resulte in Table LVI, page 10, indicate that 27 

(L4.$) of the high d.ecree of sex desire grou»ing and 12 

(30.87) of the low degree of sex desire grouping masturbate 
once a week or more frequently. Only 8 (13.1%) of the 
high degree grouping masturbated less than once ever two 



weeks s compared to 12 (30.8%) of the low degree grouping. 

A high degree of sex desire is evidently associated 1Tith 

more freouent masturbatIon. 

TABLE LVI 

Frequency of Masturbation for the Subjects JIio 

Had a Hith and a Low Degree of Sex Desire 

High Deree Low Degree Total 
Freciuency of 
)iasturbition wibsr % Nunber Number 

Once a week 
or more 27 12 30.8 39 9.0 

unce every 
two weeks 11 18.0 7 7.6 l4 lL 

Less than once 
every two 
weeks 8 13.1 12 30.8 16 i6.o 

Not masturba- 
ting at present 
time 15 L6 12. 20.8 27 27.0 

Total 6i. 100.0 39 l0.0 100 100.0 

As the results in Table LVII, 'ge 131, indicate, 

15 (?L.6) of the high degree of ECX desire rouping and 

three (7.8%) of the low degree of sex desire grouping re- 

ported that they had. received a comDrehensive sex education. 

Seven (11.5%) of the high degree grouping received factual 

information only as compard to nine (23.1%) of the low 
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degree grouping. 

TABLE LYII 

Type of Sex Education for the Subjects 
Who Had a High and a Lm: Degree of Sex Desire 

Type of Sex High Degree Low Dgree Total Education Nuin}ei Number Number 

Comprehens ive 
education 15 2L.6 7.8 18 18.0 

Fac tuai 
information 7 11.5 9 2.1 16 16.0 

írohylaxis 
ïnfor;ation 1L 27.0 ii 28.1 25 25.0 

No formal 
edueation 25 40.9 16 L1.0 41 

Total. $1 100.0 39 10C.0 100 100.0 

Seven (11.5%) of the high degree of cex desire 
grouping have never had petting experiences .. as compared to 
11 (28.15) of the low deíree of sex doire grouping. 
Twenty-three (27.7) of the high degree grouping and eight 
(20.6y) of the low degree grouping had had petting expe- 
riencee. that were fairly extensive (Table LVIII, page 132). 

There is a tendency for a high degree of sex desire 
to be associated with more extensive petting experiences. 
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TABLE LVIII 

Tye of Petting Experiences for the Subjects 
Who Had. a High and, a Low Degree of Sex Desire 

High Degree Low Degree Total 
Type of Petting Nurn- Num- Nurn- 

Exeriences ber ber % ber 
Kissing, hugging, and 
fondling activities 
above the waist only 31 50.8 20 51.3 51 51.0 

Kissing, hugging, and 
fondling activities above 
arid below the waist 13 21.3 L 10.3 17 17.0 

Above ctivities and 
mutual masturbation 
and/or oral-genital 
relations 10 16.4 L 10.3 lU iL.0 

No etting experiences 7 11.5 11 28.1 18 18.0 

Totil 61 100.0 39 100.0 100 100.0 

No significant difference was found between the two 

groupings in resect to religious devoutness (Table LV, 

page 129). A further breakdown of the groupings is given 
in Table LIX, ìage 133. 

Whether the factors that cause a high or a low de- 
gree of sex desire are biologic, social, or psychologie, the 

results of the present study indicate that individuals do 

differ in the degree of sex desire. The writer feels that 



thiE re1t, in ite1f, regard1e oÍ' the causative fac- 

tore, i theoretically significant. 

TABLE.. LIX 

Degree of Religious )evoutnebs of the Subjects. 
tho Had a High and a Low i) ' egree of Sex Desire 

Degree of kiigh Degree Lor Degree Total 
Devoutnese Numb.ei Number 5 Number 

Devout 19 L,1 10 5.6 29 29.0 

Not especially 
d.evout :s 7Li, ?5 6+.i ¿o 6J.O 

Not ievout t 
all 7 l.5 ¿4 ?Q3 11 11.0 

Total 61 100.0 39 100.0 1)0 100.0 

Sex Concerne 

It hac been said that boye without sexual experiences 

tend. to have many sex concerne about their ability to enter 

into sexual relations without difficulty. The purpose of 

this section on sex education is to examine the assumption 

that the frequency of sex concerns is related to virginity 

in college men. 

In his study on sex concerns, Kirkeridali comments: 

3oys ithout sex experiences often express 
many concerns as to their ability to enter 
into sexual relations without embarrassment 
or to master the technique involved. So 
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mueh o the conversation of contempo- 
rrie centers round. the techniquec 
or exua1 intercourEe and the iridîvi- 
dual experiences of others that mex- 
oerienced boye are ometime made over- 
conscious ...,} any continent boye hear 
Co much about the pleaeuree of sexual 
intercourse that they become tntensely 
curious and. concerned about what they 
may be misEing, In interviews they ask 
such questions as, SHow does it feel?", 
"}Iow long does it take?0, 0How do you 
put your penis in?" (58, p, 68-70) 

In the present study, question number three on the 

Sex Concerns uesttonnaire, 'Wondered whether you could 

have intercourse satisfactorily, particularly the first 

time; whether everything would work out properly", gave 

th greatest concern to both the "likely" and. ttunhikelytf 

virgins (Table XV, age 6)4). There was a trend toward a 

significant difference between the two groupings (Table 

XIV, page 62). The "likely" virgins were more concerned 

about experIencing initial sexual intercourse than the "un- 

likely" virgins (Table XV, page 6)4). 

The "likely" virgins' concern may represent a tear 

which keeps them from being in the "unlikely" virgin 

grouping or keeps them from sexual intercourse. It may 

also be that the less the "likely" virgin grouping engage 

in dating and petting experiences (Table XXVII, page 77), 

the more they become curious and concerned about these 

activities because of their lack of experience. 

So much emhasis is placed on sex in our socIety 
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that virgin men unaoubtedly are ornetime made overly 

COnCiouE! of the need. for sexual experienceE. 

The 'likely" virgins ore in1ficantly more con- 

cerned about their ex behvtor or deElreE being con- 

trary to their re1igiou beliefs as compared ìtth the 

unhikely" virgmn (Table XIV, page 62). This finding, is 

very much tri accord with the ooncls1one oÍ !Cinsey who 

fowd a positive relation between religious d.evoutnes 
and. inrrequent sexual activities. (53, p. 1'65-487) 

There was a trend toward significance for the 
'liIce1y" virgin grouping to be more concerned than the 

tunhike1yt virgins about the folloing: 
Concerns about whether you could or can satisfy 

your Lartner in sexual intercourse.0 

"Fer that you may be sterile; unable to produce. 

The writer believes that so much of the conversa- 

tion of college men centers around sex, especially the in- 

dividual experiences of men ith sexual intercourse, that 

the virgin men become curious and concerned about these 

areas regardless of how strong their intent is to remain 

virin. 

There as a trend. toward significance for the un- 

likely virgin grouing to be rore concerned than the 
"likelyt' virgins about the following: 

"Worry about a possible pregnancy as result of 
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intercourEe. ft 

"ondered if your eex desire wa weaker than the 

average." 

The tun1ikeiyt v1rginr fear of pregnancy a a re- 
suit of Intercourse ties in rather ciocely with their more 

prominent reasone for remaining virgin u to nov, that is, 
fear of pregnancy (Table XXV, page 75). 

Some writers state that inadequate sex education 
is related to sexual concerns. (106, p. 207-208; 1, p. 

75) The writer believes that sexual concerns may be re- 
lated as much to continued stress of sex îfl movies, aGi.- 

vertise r rients, television, magazines, and women's styles 
of dresB as it is to inadequate sex education. The con- 

tinueci stress on sex in our mass media of ooiumunication 

crobably causes virgin men to be more curious and con- 

cerned. about sexual activities regardless of the type of 

sex education they received. The writer made no study of 

th area, however, and cannot verify this assumption. 

Obviously, though, far more frankness in discus- 
clon of sex questions is neeted 
and through adolescence. If in 

could be given a greater degree 

sex and sex behavior, many more 

be less concerned about sexual 

with youth at an early age 

their education, they 

of objectivity concerning 

virgin men probably would 

natters. 
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Prsona1ity Characteriitic8 

The .7riter asurne that erEona1ity characteristics 

have an effect on whether ari ind1v1da1 intends or does 

not intend to remain virgin prior to marriage. The pur- 

pose of this section is to determine if perEorlality 

characteristics are related to virginity in men. 

The perEonality characteristics of the likely" and 

Hunhikeiy$ virgin groupings were measured by the Calif or- 

nia Psychological Inventory. (37, p. 1-39) The results, 

shown in Table XXXIV, page 85, indicated that there were 

significant differences of 5.1+1 and 5.07 respectively at 

the five :2er cent level of confidence between the 1ikely" 

and the 'unhikelyt virgins for two scales--Socialization 
and Communality. 

The mean score for the tlikelyl virgins on the So- 

cialization scale was 38.07 as compared pith the 35.63 

mean score of the 'unlike1y virgins (Table XXIV, page 7h). 

These raw scores have been converted into standard scores 

in Table XXXIII, page 8L. High scorers tend to be seen as: 

Serious, honest, industrious, modest, oblig- 
ing, sincere and steady; as being consci- 
entious and responsible, and self-denying 
and conforming. (38, . 12) 

Low scorers tend to be seen as: 

Defensive, demanding, opinionated, resent- 
fui, stubborn, headstrong, rebellious, and 
undependable; as being guileful and d- 

ceitful in dealing rith others; and as 



given to exce8, exhibition and. ostenta- 
tion In their behavior. (38, p. 12) 

It muet be ernphaized. that though there ic a s1- 
nif1cant dirference between the two graupinge, the "un- 

11ke1y virg.n, though be1o' the mean standard score o' 
50, are still quite c1oe to that norm. Becauce the 
mean score for the "flike1y31 v1rg1n is not extreme, 
the partioui.ar et of atJeot1ve descrIbing the aun- 
likely" v1r1ne i not a adequate as 1f they had a more 

extreme ecore. The reu1ts on the Inventory show, though, 
that the tt1ike1y v:rgin are more eelf-denying and con- 
ftrmirxg than the tun1ike1yIt virgins an5. aleo are less 
headrtrong and rebellious against rules, constraints, 
authority, and taboos. 

The mean score tor the tllikelyts virgins ori the 
Com1;una1ity scale was 26.25 as compared. with 25.LI'9, the 
mean score of the tunlikelyI virgins (Table XXXIV, page 
85). High scorers tend to be seen as: 

Deliberate, moerate, tactful, reliable, sincere, patient, steady, and realistic; 
as being honest and. conscientious; arid, as having common sense and. good judgement. 
(38, p. 13) 

Low scorers tend to be seen as: 
Impatient, changeable, complicated, imag- irlative, disorderly, nervous, restless, 
and confused; as being guileful and de- 
ceitful; inattentive and forgetful; and 
as having internal conflicts and prob- 
lerne. (38, p. 13) 
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A : am the writer streeses caution in ulaiclng r11d 
tatemerit about the personality at the "un1ike1y Vir- 

giflE as implied in the swnniarization of adjectives tor 

low scorers. This caution i stressed because the mean 

peore of 25.L19 for the tun1ikeiy virgins wac not an ex- 

tremely low score. 

Harrison G-. ough, the author of the California 

Psychological Inventory, in an exchange of correspondence 

with the writer, suggested that an index for the classi- 
fîcaton, intent to reîaii Virpin, might be as follows: 

Fe (Responsibility).-fr So(Sociaiization)+ 
Cm (Cornmunality)4- Ac (Academic achieve- 
ment via conformance). 

Mean scores on these scales for the 'likely'4 and the 'wi- 

likely" virgins are as follows: 

Likely ......... Unlikely 

Re ......... 3o7L3 29.67 

so ....... 38.O7 ......... 35.63 

thu ......... 26.2.5 ......... 25,LI'9 

AO ......... 25.79 ........ 25.Li2 

As already indicated, the difference between the 

two groupings in the Socialization and Communality scales 

are significantly different. The Responsibility and 

Academic achievement via conformance scales indicate a 

trend toward a significant difference. G-ough's suggested 

index for .ntent to remain virgin seems to be confirmed. 
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In a study on the s:1r-eEteern and sexuality in col- 
lege women in l9L2, Maslow maintains that his rinding In- 

dicate that virgin wonien teni to have leE eif-eEteem 

than non-vIrg1n. (71, p. 259-29h) The same reults were 

found in a more recent tud.y by Malow and Sakoda in con- 

junction with Kiney's study. both college men and women 

ere std1ed. (?:3 P. 119125) 

In the same personal letter to the '7riter, Gough 

euggeeted an Index for elf-epteem which wa ae follows: 

Sp (Social presence)+Sa (Self-acceptance). 
Mean scor&s of these two scales for the ulikely and Hfl 

1Ikely virgine are as follows: 

Likely Unlikely 

Sp ......... 6.l2 
SEi .......... 20.77 ........ .21.19 

Though the scales do not show a significant difference be- 
tween the subjects, there Is a trend which indicates that 
the wi1ikely" virgins have a higher self-esteem than the 

"likely virgins0 Again, it is stressed, though, that 
both groupings had standardized scores fairly close to the 

norm. 

Possibly a factor that is a ssociated with the t$like_ 

1y4 virgins Intent to remain virgin is their low self- 
esteem. TLie finding, therefore, tends to indicate re- 
suits similar to Maslow's even thouh the writer of the 
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present tuLy has invet1gated only virgin inen, 

These findlnge from the California Pycho1ogica1 
Inventory lead. the writer to believe that perEonality 
characteritic are a factor in whether an individuai d.e- 

Eires to reina.n virgin or not. Personality eharcter- 
ictic re probably also a factor in determining whether 
an individual remains virgin or flot. 

Amount of Datingand petting Experiences 

The purpose of this present section is to determine 
whether thre i a relation betTeen the frequency of dating 
and pettIng exeriences with virginity in men. 

Nimkoff and Wood, in analyzing 489 college students 
on the Social and. Emotional scales of the Bell AdJustment 
Inventory, comment that those who are not dating are over- 
whelmingly the socially retiring, while not particularly 
emotionally maladjusted. The authors believe that the 
personality characteristics of students influence their 
dating and courtship behavior. (78, p. 236-269) 

Grist suggests that the practices, attitudes, and 

values of the urban and rural non-farm students were e- 
sentially the same in relation to dating, while the farm 
Ftudents were more rigid and conservative in their codes 

of behavior. (18, p. 27) 

In respect to Nimkof f and Wood' findings, 1t might 



have been pertinent to break down the 70 non-datera into 

the co11ege or schools in which the ubject' were en- 

roiled. Thie is suggested because, ot the 11 subjecte who 

were non-ater in the preeent study (page 90) , seven were 

in the choo1 of Engineerin. The ieven subjects Í'elt 

they were co buriened with technIcal requirements that 

they had. little time rar dating.. Other engineering stu- 

dents expressed the carne opinion and many stated that 

they would date niore it they were not so buened With 

their work. Rockwoo and Ford find. the sar.e res1ts in 

their study on youth, marriage, and. parenthood. (90, 

j). 203) 

In the process of interviewing the 11 subjeotE Who 

were non-ciaters in the present study, the -rriter believes, 

however, that 10 of the 11 subjects (one flunhikelyu vir- 

gin wac not datlng because his fiancee lived. out oÍ the 

state) tended to be ehy, inarticulate, and socially re- 

tiring. sough sugeste to the writer in a personal letter 

an index for social skills on the California Psychological 

Inventory which was as follows: 

Cs (Capacity for stats)+Sy (Sociability). 

4tth this index, the writer endeavored to check the valid- 

ití of his belief that the 10 non-daters tenied not to 

date because of shyness and the lack of social skills 

rather than because of educational requirements. 
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Mean peores of the two Ecaie for the 10 non-daterE 

are a foliowe: 

CE................ 1' . 75 

.15.2,5 

:Both mean EcoreE are conFiderably below the mean 

EcoreE of the norm on the California PEycho1ogio1 Inven- 

tory. Thi.E fndllng tendE to confirm Nimkoff and Wood'E 

conc1Ejon that students' )erEona1ity eharacteristicE iM- 

fluence their dating practice. No apparent relationEhip 
exists in the preEent Etdy, however, a to whether the 

amount of 1ating of an individual effectE his deEi.re to 

remain virgin or his desire not to rena1n a virgin. 
KinEey's study haE indicated that more than 80 per 

cent of Ameri.can maleE engace in jetting before they are 

20 years o1. (5+, ;. 5-57) In thiE present Etudy, 

1L (24.6%) of the 1ike1y virgî.nE had never had. previouE 

petting exeriencee a compared to fo.a' (9.3%) of the 'un- 

1ike1yt virgins (page 77-78).. The percentages of the 

virginE who engaged in pettin& in th1 Etudy are qL.ite 

similar to Kiney's arn4e. 

The 'Ln1ike1y' virgthE who have engaged in petting 
have carried it frth'r than 'the H1ike1y virginE (Table 

XXVI, page 77). The "unlikely" aE compared with the 

"likely" virgins aleo felt more diEturbed when they 
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refrained from sexual intercourEe Thi1e involved in et- 
t:tng actVtt1es (Table XXVIII, page 78). The writer feels 
that the higher degree of disturbance of the tunlike1y 

virgins might have been related to their d.isa»potntment 

in not achieving their objective of Eexual intercourse. 
The likelyt virgins et less than the ttunhike1y 

Virgins (pag e 78) . The riter feels that the lesser pet- 
ting of the HilkelyH virgins may be an index of better 
adjustment with interpersonal relationships. It may be 

just as possible, thoug h, that the lesser petting of the 

iikely virgins is related to their inability to estab- 
lish heterosexual relationships and, also, their poorer 
adjustment. The present study provides some evidence 

(previously discussed on p. 119) that the first assumption 
may be a sounder hypothesis. This area, however, remains 
a subject for rezearch. 

Interçersonal Reletions b.is with Parente 

As already expressed, sex behavior is more than a 
mere biological act or expression. The writer believes 
that the behavior patterns of young men are established 

rimari1y by their early experiences in the family, and 

secondarily in the neighborhood with male and female 

members of their peer group and. other adults, 

;e can thus InC er that the family and neighborhood 
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sub-culture not only et the stage upon which the ridi-v1- 

dual acts, but they a10 provide htrn with ways at acting 
and definit1on of acting. In addition, they make him 

realize that he i11 be rear1e for some kinde of be- 

havior arid punished for othere. The writer, therefore, 
believee that lt Is quite important to acoertaln the re- 
1ationhis whlh the bjete ha arid. have with their 
parente in order to better understand. virginity in men. 

Seward believes that lt le in the family that the 

child first learns to love ac well as to be loved. Here 

the child makes his first social overtures, and the suc- 

cese of these early relttionships determines to a large 
extent the success of his later relationships. (9h, p. 
1L7) 

Millet expresses the opinion that 
...there is oible for every individual a 
path of sexual development and expression 
that accords with the basic nature of hi or 
her biological inheritance. This path is 
often obscured by anxieties which arise at critical periods in the developmental cycle, 
and which are either unrecognized or in- 
adequately dealt with. The direction which this emotional path takes, the times at 
which specific investments are made, will 
depend for each individual on a variety of factors, among 'rhtch must be reckoned, first, the quality of emotion shown to the 
child by its parents . , and the help given by 
them in steering the child through the 
growing years. Second, carries the pattern 
of mores in the adolescent society in whIch 
the child roves, and the ideals which he 
finally cornee to accept. (75, p. 151-152) 
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Kirkendall ha mad.e the comment that personality 

ãiffioulties involving sex complexes are more often dif- 

ficulties growing out of defective home ana. family re- 
lations than out of sex repression. (59, p. 115) No 

evidence i given, however. 

Fletcher observes that it te character that deter- 
mines sexual behavior. Character or the system of values 
and. philosophy by which we live, Is what determines the 
particular ways in which we handle and satisfy the sexual 
drive. Much of character is determined by our relation- 
ships pith others. (3, p. 192-193) 

In reference to the parents, Hollingshead suggests: 

They provide him with roles, teach him how to play them, an:I accord him different status posîtion as he plays such roles as child in the family, puil in the school, and little boy on the street. As he par- ticiates in successive social situations, he learns to act in certain ways, to re- gard himself as a valued member of the group or as an unwanted person. Un- consciously, he is being molded into a per- sonality that is simultaneously a creature of his experiences and. a creator of new situations in which he will act as a molder of conduct. (50, p. lL) 
The tlikelytt virgins rated their relationships with 

both their mothers and fathers as more satisfactory than 
did. the "unlikely virgins in the present study (Tables 
XXXVI and. XXXVII, page 88). 

3oth of the groupings rated their relationships 
with their fathers at a less satisfactory level than 
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their ratings ot their riother. Crit fouM the same re- 

uJtE in h1 study on high school dating. (18, p. 28) 

Cavan states that: 

Identification with the parents as well as 
the a chievernent ot freedom troni that identi- 
fication during adolescence are important 
in preparation for marriage. Since the 
parentE do offer the basic models, the roles 
that the parents fill as husband and wife 
and as rather and mother are extremely im- 
portant in determining the conception that 
sons or daughters will have of their future 
roles. (12, p. 72) 

The writer of the present study believes that this 

identification with parents also probably helps determine 

the conception that eons have of playing a virgin or non- 

virgin role in our society. The child identities with 

his parente and their attitudes, feelings, and thoughts. 

In assuming the attitudes of the parents, the child dis- 

penses gradually with theIr actual support and becmes 

self-sufficient. Part of this self-sufficiency, however, 

probably contains parental attitudes and. feelings toward 

sexual behavIor patterns. 

Some quotes from the 1ike1yH virgins illustrate 

this poir1t of view. 

I've hs4 opportunities for intercourse be- 
fore, but I wouldn't be able to face myself 
it I ever went through with it. My folks 
told. me not to have intercourse prior to 
marriage arid I respect them very highly. 
have a strong sex urge but I feel it's very 
important to restrain myself. 



My grandfather and. I were a1way real eloEe. 
He said that he had had. 1ot o exu . i ex- 
periences when he wa a kid. and felt that 
he lost reepect for hirneeif through theBe 
experiences. He feels that I would øe much 
happier eventually and. that I could 100k 
back and. be proud of myceif if I remalneJi 
virgin before marriage. 

Dad told ïue that he wac a virgin aleo. He 
wantei a dure girl :nci couldn't see rac- 
ticing double etandard . I asked Dad how 
he Í'elt about my being a virgin. He stated 
that he real pleaced. wIth me in being 
a virgin ana. that I woulL be muoh more sat- 
isfied with myself if I didn't have pre- 
marital intercourse. 

In a family chat at dinner, Mother told me 
that ehe was a virgin before marriage. 
Dad stated that he had ha previous exper- 
lenceE prior to marriage and had regretted 
them. He would have been more pleaced. if 
he had. been pure aleo. 

I have always restected my father's judge- 
ment. Last year when i was 1? years of age, 
he told me that I would be happier if my 
future wife was a virgin and that I should 
remain virgin also. He believed that I 
would have more respect for myself. 

The quotes from the 1tkeiy4 virgins that have just 

been cited suggest that some parents relate their eons' 

virginity to marriage happinesc and their responsibility 

for the welfare of others. with this type of support 

from parente, virgin men probably esteem their virginIty 

rauch more hi'hly than if such suport had not been given. 



Attites Toiard V1r1nity 

Probably the behavior patterns ot young men are 

establiehed pr1nri1y by their early exerierieee in the 

faraily. The male and reniale uìembere of' their peer group 

also iay ari iraortant part in the growth of behavior pat- 

terns, eepecially a the children grow older. The peer 

grou rovideE the young men with waye of acting and. 

d.efinition of acting . The writer feele that for a virgin 

m«Le to disregard the sexLal patterns of his peer group 

meanìs the loss of preetige Tith that peer group in our 

society. The purpoee of thie section, therefore, le to 

determine how the attitud.es toward. virginity of male and 

female members of t±ìe peer group effect virgin men. 

Leuba has expressed this situation aptly: 

Even though the environment does not contain 
excessive eexal stimulation, premarital 
chastlty will be d.ifficlt unless the general 
tone is favorable to it. Young people, 
esecial1y, ould. need to feel that it has 
value and prestige. It has little chance of 
CuOO CS when young men consider remarita1 
sexual experipentation as a series of ex- 
plaits, or when young girls consider such 
experimentation as conquests Premarital 
chastity has to be an ideal accepted by 
youth as well as the older elements in the 
community. (65, p. 108-109) 

When sup p ort by girls had been given to the virgin 

men, it probably helioed them considerably to accept their 

own values about their virginity. it readily can be 

ceen froua the following excerpts taken from interviews 
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that these virgtn men were receiving support from girls. 
She expected. me to be virgin. 
She was real pleased and raentioned. that 
she wouldn't have desired it any other 
way. She commented. that she wanted to 
be pure and. therefore wanted. her boy 
friends to be pure. It was very impor- 
tant to her. 

She anted it this way and said that she 
"ould. have been disp1eased if I had. had 
intercourse previously 1ith anyone else. 

She 'rent around with a guy with much ex- 
perience previously and was quite sur- 
priced, at my virginity bu,t now is quite 
accepting of the fact. 
In fact, she said. she would have been 
very hurt it I was not a virgin. 
Only one girl of the 20 who had been informed of 

the HlikelyU virgins' virginity had not given support 
(Table XLII, page 93). The subject stated: 

She wondered what kind. of line I was trying to pull. She didn't feel that 
any guy would. turn down intercourse if 
he had half a chance. 

On the other hand, six of the 15 girls who had 
been informed of the t'unlikelyt' virgins' virginity had. not 
given sup1ort. Excerpts from interviews are as follows: 

A couple of girls have exressed a- 
mazement at my being a virgin. They 
didn't think that any fellow who had 
been around had not had. intercourse. 

I have told several girls about my vir- 
ginity and. their attitude was on the 
order of I bet". Their attitude was 
of non-belief and they wondered what I 
:as driving at 
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ÎTiy steady date wanted intercourEe. I told 
her 3 was fearful of her getting pregnant 
which would reok all my college ambitions. 
I gueee this didn't satisfy her as we broke 
up soon afterward. 

She scoffed at my being a virgin. She felt 
every fellow should have intercourse. I 
didn't think she was clean and woulclnt 
have touched her with a 10 foot pole. 

Evidently some girls do not believe that there are 

men who are virtns or that there are men who desire to 

remain virgins . when the female or maie members of one's 

peer group do not give support to masculine virginity, it 

i difficult to conceive how a virgin male can continue 

to value his virginity. 

In respect to virgin young men and their feelings 

tovard virginity in girls, 35 (6i.i+) of the 'iikely' vir- 

gins stated that they -:anted their prospective spouses to 

be virgin rior to marriage as compared to 26 (ÓO.5v) of 

the nlikeiy" virgins. (Table XLIII, page 9k) 

One "likely" virgin stated: 

I expect to be a virgin. I want my future 
spouse to be a virgin also. 

Another Hilkelyti virgin comented: 

It's very important for ins to remain vir'in. 
I want a virgin wife 

Fifteen (26.3%) of the ulikely and nine (20.9%) of 

the 'unlikely1' virgins were uncertain if they would marry 

a non-virgin. 

Excerpts from interviews in respect to the 
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uncertain attitude of both groupings are ae fø110 

I'd have to love her very much before I 
could accept that Ehe had intercourEe 
irjth Eome other guy. Id be uncertain 
about marrying her even if ehe had pre- 
marital intercouree only with me. She 
would eomehow seem tainted. 
I 7ouldn't want to marry a non-virgin, 
but if I cared for her enough, I guece 
her having premarital intercouree 
wouldn't matter. I Juet don't know 
though. I'd have to be faced with the 
cituation before I could riake a posi- tive 

statements 

Seven (l23%) of the "likely' and eight (18.6%) 

of the unhike1y virgins would not accept non-virginity 
in their prospective spouses. Some excerpts from inter- 
viewE from the Hunhjke1y$ virgins are as follows: 

I couldn't marry a non-virgin. I 
wouldn't want sexual intercourse with 
her if she weren't the first one. 

I don't want a used. girl. I consider a girl who has had premarital intercourse 
to be a whore. 

I just couldn't accept my future brife 
having had intercourse with someone else. 
I would have no respect for a girl who 
would have premarital intercourse. 
These excerpts point to the prevailing double stan- 

dard in our society. Kinsey states th:t the double stan- 
aard is being resolved in our oociety by the development 

or a single standard. Premarital coital activities have 

become extended amoní females to levels which are more 

nearly cor:parable to those in the male. (53, p. 32J+) 
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Despite Ktnseyt statement, it t ti11 apparent from the 

aata in the present study that there are virgin men who 

still äeire to maintain the double stanard. 

Kirkenaali has commented: 

Young men very frequently express their 
desire to marry a chaste gir1 yet them- 
selves show little concern with meeting 
a cimilar standard. The man who has 
been most promiscuous tri his relation- 
ships is usually the most emphatic in 
his insistence that he will marry none 

than a virgin. Men who have re- 
inained continent themselves are notice- 
ably more generous and. tolerant in 
their attitudes toard girls. (9, . 

97) 

The results of the present study raise a question 

with Kirkendall's findings as 'there were no significant 

cljtfeyences between the two group1n s (Table XXXIX, page 

91). HowEver, it shouló. be noted that the subjects that 

have been studied were ali virgin men and only the in- 

tent differed. Perhaps a study of virgin ¡sien as comared 

to promiscuous men might have verified Kirkendall's 

finding. 

3romley and Britten state that 75 per cent of the 

virgin men in their study would not insist that their fu- 

ture sousee be virgins. (6, p. 151) The present study 
terats o support Bromley and Brittens findings. Sixty- 
one of the 100 subjects in the present study stated that 

they wou1 accept non-virginity in their future spouses. 

(Table XLIII, page 91fl 
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Thirty per cent ot all the eubject had never d1- 

cussed their virginity ith male members of their peer 

group. (Table XLVI, page 97) J. he virgin men of both 

groupings eviQently have much reticence tri discuEei.ng 
their virginity with male memher of their peer group. 
The writer teel that this reticnce is due to the fact 

that virginity does not create status or has little pres- 

tige in masculine peer groups. 

However, the writer believes it Is noteworthy that 

a significant difference exists between the two groupings 
in relation to the virgin status of the subjects' maie 

friends (Tabie XLIV, page 95). Thirty-eight (66.7%) of 

the male friends of the hlikelyH virgins also are virgins 
as compared to 16 (37,2) of the male friends of the 

unlike1y'1 virgins (Table XLV, page 96). This significant 
difference between the groirìgs tends to indicate that 

the 'like1y" virgin men receive more sup)ort for their 

vIrginity from male members of their peer group than do 

the tun1ikely virgins. Probably this kind of support 

from male and female members of their peer group help r 

the "likely" virgIn men to esteem their virginity much 

more highly than if such suport had. not been given. 

Only 18 (3l.6) of the 'ltkely vtrgins were able 

to state their desire and pride of virginity in the 

course of group discussions with other mene Some 
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excerpts rro 1nterv1e?E are a fo11os: 

I cionIt !fllfld stressing how proud I am of my 
virginity. I think the fellows rather 
rpct e for bemn virgin, though no 
one has ever eald so. 

I nver fail to dicus my virginity. Un- 
derneath I TTond.er jf many of the group 
don't respect me, thou.gh I've never been 
told. about being respected except from 
other virgins. 

Sometimes my convictions have been con- 
tested by the fellows but I am always able 
to prove my point that premarital inter- 
Course can only harm relationships with 
girls. They never think o' re1ationhips 
but only that they can get out ot it. 

I have no hesitance about stating my con- 
vietions about how rig ht my virginity is.. 
Once a non-virgin suggested that I keep 
my virginity. Probably he ae soured on 
some experience he had. had. 

One un1ike1yr4 virgin commented: 

I stress my virginity simply because I iont 
lie and I've got to hang on to some kind of 
conviction. I'll probably have inter- 
course when I'm engaed if it's O.K. with 
my future fiance, but not now. I razzed 
so much that it makes me feel funny though 
I can't explain what I means 

Another 'un1ike1y" virgin who had informed the 

;riter that he would only have iniercourse with a girl 

he respected stated: 

I tell the guys that I'm a virgin just to 
make a big impression on them. They never 
believe me and say so. 

By and. large, as can be seen in the results of 

Table XLVIII, page 98, most of the 'like1y" and the 
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'1un1ike1y virgins said nothing in group situations. 2ost 

of the comments were quite similar to the one made by a 

tilikelyu virgin who said: 

I just sit and listen as I have nothing 
to contribute to the conversation. 

Evidently, most virgin men, regardless of their in- 

tent to remain virgin before marriage, feel that their 

virginity i not a worthwhile contribution for discussion. 

One '1ikely virgin commented: 

Being a virgin is esecia1ly difficult when it 
comes to your turn to relate your experiences. 

Some of the t1ike1yt virgins have implied sexual ac- 

tivities to be able to get status from the group. One 

euch individual statEd: 

I have felt it necessary to tell tales in 
order to keep from being ridiculed, 

Another exressed the opinion: 

[hen the fellows talk about sexual expert- 
ences I usually feel left out and I have 
corne to the point where I tell lies in 
order to get some rating and be left alone. 
This lying leaves me with a feeling of 
sha1Te becauee Pm proud of my virginity. 
But, it just seems easier for me not to 
talk about my pride. 

Though a few of the virgin men have been supported 

by other men, in general, the ulikelyD and ttunhikelyt 

virgins are continually subjected to razzing, teasing, 

and ridicule by male members of their peer grouT. 

Some of the h1ikelyt virgins have commented: 
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They a11ay tell me that I don't know 
what Fm missing and beginning to 
wonder ir i am missing anything. 

They tease me by calling me ttcherrytf 
Though I want to remain virgin and o 
do my beEt friends, I've never said so 
in these groups, nor have my friendE 
to my recollection. 
Same of the unlike1yt virgins reported the Eame 

kind f ridicule. 
They razz and tease me every chance 
they can get. The ìet phrase seems to 
be 'you're foolish not to take advan- 
tage of every opportunity". 
JYot fellows seem to feel there's some- 
thing wrong with me because I don't 
take advantage of the opportunities for 
sexual intercourse that have become 
available. 
A has been prevous1y cited, the moral code of 

society stresses the desirability of virginity prior to 
marriage. However, in general, these excerpts from inter- 
views and. the results of the study indicate that virgin 
men do not get euuort from that society, especially from 

male members of their peer grou. 

Reasons for Virginity 
Regardless of the intent to have or not to have 

intercourse prior to marriage, to be able to understand 
the basic purpose and meaning of th behavior of virgin 
young we need. to be aware of the goals and motives 
to which the sex behavior is directed. Only by having 
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ari unciertand1ng of theee goa1 and va1ue, e will be 

really able to understand the taeanlng of the behavior. 

(9, p. 88: 31f, p. 26) The purpose of this section, 

therefore, is to endeavor to determine the reasons for vir- 

ginity in college men. 

In a study on the psychosexuality of college grad- 

uate men, Peck and. qe1ls asked their virgin subjects why 

they had. not had. sexual intercourse. The majority of the 

eLbjects stated that their reasons were mainly moral prin- 

ciles. ti{ora1 princilestt sere not defined in the study. 

(80, p. 697-714) The findings in the present study tend 

to eupport Peck and Pelle' findings (Table XXV, page 75). 

A number of the t1ikely virgins took the position 

that intercourse was something to be saved for marriage. 

The following excerpts from intervies exress this point 

of vie. 

I wouldn't want every Tom, Dick, and Harry 
having had intercourse with ray wife so why 
should I have intercourse with anyone be- 
fore marriage. 

My parents have alays expected. me to 
respect people and therefore I respect girls 
by not tadng advantage of them. I expect 
to remain virgin until I marry. 

My girl friend and I decided that we would 
appreciate sexual intercourse and each 
other much more if we HEaved ourselves" 
(kept our virginity) until after marriage. 
It's rough on both of uS at the oresent 
time as we seem to have a strong sex desire; 
however, we feel it will be worthwhile in 
the long run despite the present frustration. 
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Other "1ike1y virgins had decided against iJre- 

marital lntercourEe because of the risk ot pregnancy. In 

the worde of one of the men: 

I wouldn't 'ant to disgrace my parents 
by a posìb1e pregnancy. It wouldn't be 
worth taking any chances. 

Other I1ike1yt virgins stated essentially the same 

attitude. 
It would kil]. 4other if I got a girl preg- 
riant, She told me so. 

It would hurt Mom and Dad if I ever had 
to get married. I can't see the va1e 
of taking a chance. 

Dad told me to keep 'it' in my pants. He 
didn't want me to make any girl pregnant. 
In some cases the major deterrent to sexual inter- 

course before marriage was religious ideals. One 4likelyu 

virgin stated, for example: 

I'm Catholic arid it has been stressed 
ever since I was a little kid both at 
home and at church that premarital in- 
tercourse was a sine 

Another "likely'4 virgin commented: 

The Latter Day Saints of Jesus Christ feels 
that intercourse outside of marriage is 
adultery. I wouldn't follow any other 
course than virginity. 
Other 1ike1y" virgins were not interested in sex- 

ual intercourse. One individual commented: 

I don't have any desire for intercourse. 
I just don't seeni to feel the necessity 
for having intercourse before marriae. 
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Another subject stated: 

I'm not very interested. I never thought 
about having intercourse before. 

For some of the '1ike1y" virgins the major deter- 

rent to remarita1 intercourse was lack of opportunity. 

One subject commented: 

I never dated before. I wouldn't know 
what to do if I did have the chance to 
hae sexual intercourse. 

I've hardly dated before. I've never 
had the chance for intercourse. 

I've never been around girls much. 
This i not the main reason though. 
I juet feel that remarita1 intercourse 
is wrong though I don't know why I feel 
that way. 

I guess I'm just afraid of girls. Ive 
worked quite a lot while Roin to school 
and have never been around girls. I 

F feel premarital intercourse is wrong. I 
don't know where I got that idea from. 

Some of the subjects could not ìve reasons for re- 

mainin : virgin. Such reactions were as follows: 

I don't know why, though I've certainly 
had. sufficient oportunitiee. I've given 
up trying and guess L'il stay virgin. 

I've had. opportunittes before but something 
always stopped me from going all the way. 
I guess it will be the same again so I'm 
going to quit trying. 

Other '1ike1y' virgins have stated that they would 

not have remarital intercourse unless they respected the 

girl. They doubted that they would have intercourse, 

however, because premarital intercourse could not allow 
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them to have any reaj.eot for a girl. 
I never could take advantage of a girl if I didn't reepect the girl. 
I wouldn't ':aiit to have intercourse with 
a girl that I didn't really care for. I 
would find. it dificu1t to care for a girl if I had intercourse with her. 
One muet distinguish between the problem of the 

individuai who restrains sex Impulses because he 15 work- 

ing toward sorne goal important to him, such as marriage, 
and. the problem of one who supreeses impulses because of 

some fear, euch ac a fear of the other sex or of preg- 
nancy. 

Kirkendall has a similar viewpoint when he comments 

about his virgin ebjects: 

Conversation with these individuals seem- 
ed to indicate that those having a 
rational, positive motivation ere the 
best adjusted men of the group. Among 
the group in category (b) - those ab- 
staining for moral reasons for which they 
had. no understanding-were often found 
men who '7ere having a serious conflict 
over normal urges which they thought evil. 
They had remained virgins, but at the 
same time gave evidence of poor ad)ust- 
ment. (.59, P. l3-135) 

Fear of pregnancy was prominent in the reasons 

given by the t$unhikelyl virgins for remaining virgon. 
Some excerpts from interviews that describe this viewpoint 
are as follows: 

I want to be vocationally secure and I 
cant ossibly take the chce of a 
pregnancy. When I am engaged and if it 
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is mutually agreable, I probably will have 
intercore 

DaL told. me to get protection if I did 
have intercourse, but he thought lt wa 
foolish to take a chance because of a 
poEsible pregnancy. 

I don't want to have to get arried before 
finishing school. 

Itm fearful of having a bastard. I'll 
probably have to learn about contra- 
ceptives in order to protect myself. 

Last year at a party I had a girl at the 
point of intercourse. I had an old 
rubber which I was fearful of using and 
therefore deeisted from going all the way. 

I've had a few opportunities before but 
always lacked the contraceptives. 

Other 'un1ikely" virgins have indicated timidity or 

the lack of opportunity in the past as being the basic 

reason for their present virginity. 

I've lived in a rural area all my life 
and have been quite shy &fld timid. I'd 
stili be a little afraid but I'm begin- 
ning to gain confidence in myself. 

It's quite simple. I've never had the 
opportunity. 

All fellows should have premarital inter- 
course. It Till give them confidence in 
marital sexual relationships. I just 
haven't had. the opportunity yet. 

These individuals who have just been etted seem to 

he desirous of using sexual intercourse as an approach to 

confidence and seif-resoect. Hiltner has also expressed 

the cuinjon that some chaste individuals use the attempt 
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to have thtercoure a a reaurance about their virility. 
(LL, p. 7) 

Intent to remain virgin, intent to hVo intercourse 

prior to rarriage, or noi-virginity seem to be associated 

with more than a singl.e cause. The writer believes that 

multiûle factors are probably associated with virginity 

anc. th investIgator must look beyond any one single rae- 

tar. It lE quite posibìe that one individual might de- 

Fire to remain virgin when his se1f-esteerî is low, social- 

ization is high, sex edueation i eoinrehensive, and. the 

interpersonal relationships with hts parents is positive. 

On the other hand, another individual might desire to 

remain virgin when his eìf-eeteem ì high, eocialization 

is low, sex education is tnadequate, and ht interersanal 
relationships with parents are poor, simply because the 

standards of his peer grou maintain virginity as a de- 

sirable tatu. 
The intent to remain virgin seems to involve mul- 

ti1e rather than single factors. Low self-esteem, good 

interpersonal relationships with parents, and. high social- 

ization may or may not be same of the factors involved. 

It seems plausible to suggest that a variety of factors 

must be investigated in order to predict virginity rather 

than relying on any single factor. 
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ChAPTER V 

CONCLtJSIONS AND REOoMMiNDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESAiWH 

The aims ot this study were twofold. The first aim 

as to find whether there were any stattically sinifi- 

cant differences Detween college freshman nen who stated 

that they intended or 2robably intended to remain virgin 

prior to marriage and subjects who stated that they would 

not or probably would not remain virgin. The second aim 

was to investigate se1ectd attributes , interpersonal re- 

lationships, and aseots of psychosexual behavior of trie 

100 college freshman virgin men who comprised the sample 

for this study. 

Four distinct areas were studied: (1) personal data 

and family background; (2) selected aspeets of psychosexual 

behavior; (3) personality characteristics, and (14.) inter- 

personal relationships with parents and male and female 

members of the subjects' peer group. 

The data ere collected by an interview schedule, a 

Sex Concerne uestionnaire, scales on the Degree of Sexual 

Desire and the Degree of DiÍ'rioulty in Exercising Control 

of Sexual Desire, a Personal Data and Family Background 

cuest lonnaire and the California Psychological inventory. 

These instruments ere applied to the 100 virgin men 

who were from 17 through 19 years of age. In order that 
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the various haee at personality ch.racterietic, inter- 
pereonal relationships, an aepeote of pByOho8exual be- 

havior might be io1atd for eti.dy and comparlEon, two 

groupingE -ere made or the subjects, bas*d upon the sub- 

jects' intent or robab1e intent to reraain virzin and. 

their intent or probable intent not to remain virgin prior 
to marriage. Each variable investigated was related to 

these classificationE This procedure permitted a stat- 
istical analysis to determine whether there were siniJi- 
cant differences between the likelyt1 and the 'unlîke1y" 
virgins. 

Fifty-seven subjects stated that they 'rere likely 
to remain viri,in )rior to marriage. Forty-three ubjects 
exressed the oinion that they probably would not remain 

virgin. 
A rive per cent level or significance was used to 

ietermine significant differences in the statistical 
analysis. 

Conclus ions 

Personal Data and Family Background 

(1) There vere no significant differences between 

the like1y" and unlikelytf virgins in relation to personal 
data and family background. 

(2) There was a trend toward a significant 



difference between the groping in relation to the mari- 

tal happxies o the parentE of the ubject. The rating 

f the marital happinese or the parents or the 1tkeiy 

virgins as at a higher level than the ratings of the 'un- 

likely" virgins. 

5elected Aspects of Psychosexual Behavior 

(1) One ignifioant difference was found tri rda- 

tion to sex concerns The $1ike1yt virgins were more con- 

cerned than the "un1ike1y' virgins about their religious 

icteas conflicting with their sexual behavior and attitudes. 

(2) Though no significant differences were found in 

other sex concerns, there was a trend toward a significant 

difference between the groupins in several areas. In corn- 

paring the "likely" ana t*unhikeiyt! virgin groupings: 

(a) the 'likely" virgins were more concerned 

than the "unlikely" virgins bout having 

sexual intercourse satisfactorily, par- 

ticularly the first time; 

(b) the Hlikely virgins were more concerned 

than the 'unlike1y' virgins about whether 

they could satisfy their partnere in in- 

t ero ours e 

(o) the $liely virgins were aore concerned 

than the "unlikely" virgins about being 

sterile and being unable to reproduce; 
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(a) the n1ike1y' virgins ;ere more oofl- 

cernei than the t1ike1yht virgifl a- 
bout a possible pregnancy as a result 
of intercourse; 

(e) the "unitkely virgins were more con- 
cerned thaì the "likely9 virgins a- 
bout their sex drive being weaker than 
the average. 

(3) There was a significant difference found in 
relation to the reason for remaining virgin. The ije1yi 
virgins based their reason mare prominently on moral 
ideals, both from parental and non-parental sources. The 
ttunlike1yl virgins based their reason more prominently on 

fear of pregnancy and having lacked previous opportunities. 
(4) There were no significant differences in re- 

latían to the degree of ex desire and the degree of dif- 
floulty in exercising control of sex desire. 

(5) There was a significant difference found in 
reltion to the frequency of masturbation. The "un- 
likely'1 virgins engage in masturbation more frequently 
than the "likely" virgins. More of the "likely" than the 
"unlikely' virgins have given up masturbation. Only two 
of the 100 subjects stated that they had never mastur- 
bated, 

(6) There :as a significant difference found in 



relation to the age the 'ubject had. f1rt begwi to date. 

¶1he t11ke1yt4 virgins had begun dating at an eariler age 

than the "unlikely'4 virin, though once the un1ike1y 

v1rg1n began dat1n, they dated more frequently. 

(7) There icas a ign1Í'icant difference four.d in re- 

lation to the extent to th1ch they had. carried out petting 

exerience with girl friend. The 9uniikeiy9 virgths pet- 

ted more extensively than the likely virgins. 

(8) There wac a significant difference beteen the 

two groupings in reltion to the degree of dieturbance at 

not going into intercourse whIle Involved with petting. 

The unlike1yt' virginp were more disturbed at not having 

been .a bic to have sexual intercourse than were the likelytI 

virgine. 

(9) Though no cignif leant dIfferences were found in 

other aspects of psychosexual behavior, there was a trend 

toward a significant difference in the following areas: 

(a) more of the parent of the 'like1y" than 

of the Uunlikelyu virgins had expressed 

a desire that they remain a virgin prior 

to marriage or stated that exual inter- 
course outsIde of marriage was wrong; 

(b) more of the 'like1y' than the t4unlikeiy" 

virgins had never previously been in- 

volved in petting, 
(10) Thirty-nine of the subjects masturbated once a 
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week or more frequently. Sixty-one of the u bject mas- 

turbated lesE than once eek or vere riot masturbating 

at the present time. Four vartab1e were selected for 

the purpose of conìaring the high arid low frecuency mas- 

turbatory Rroupin. Though no significant differences 

between the groupings were found in re1tton to the 

selected vari;bles, there was a trend toward a signhfi- 

cant difference. The high frequency masturbatory group- 

Ing rated themselves as more reiidously devout than 

those ho had. the lowest frequency of masturbation. 

(11) The grouping indicating a high degree of sex 

desire was compared with the grou)ing who indicated a low 

degree of desire on four selected variables. sixty- 

one of t;he subjects had a high degree of sex desire. A 

significant difference was found in relation ta the fre- 
quency of masturbation. i5he grouping indicating a high 

degree of ex d.eire masturbated more frequently than the 

low degree of s ex desire grouping. Trends toward asig- 
nificant difference tras found between the grouping .s in re- 

lation to the type of sex education and the type of pet- 

ting experiences. The grouing indicating a high degree 

of sex desire had. received a higher percent:Lge or compre- 

hensive sec education and had. betted more extensively 

than the low degree of ex desire grouping. 



Persona1ity Character1tic$ 

(1) There were ignLficant dirference fourd in re- 

lation to two ca1ee--Socia1izat1on and Communality--of the 

18 scales on the California Psychological Inventory. The 

un1tke1y" vtrgine had lower mean scores on both scales 

than the ftlikelyu virgins. 

(2) Gogh, the author o the California Psychologi- 

cal Inventory, suggested an index for the classification, 

intent to romain virgin, might be as follows: high mean 

scores on the scales ii ' esponsibility, Socialization, Corn- 

munality, an Academic Achievement via Conformance. A trend 

torard. confirmation of the index was indicated by the 

recuits of the study. 

Interpersonal Relationshi.s with Parents and Male and 
Female Members of Peer Group 

(1) Though no significant differences between the 

groupings were found in relation to ratings of the subjects' 

relationsht2s with their parents, there wa a trend toward 

a significant ditference The '1ikely virgins rated 

their relationshiye with their mothers and fathers at a 

more satisfactory level than the unlikely virgins. It is 

theoretically significant that 38 of the 100 subjects rated 

their relationships with their fathers as unhappy or iith 

mixed feelings. 

(2) A siRnificant difference was found in relation 

to the girls' acceptance of the virginity of the subjects 
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when the latter had mentioned their virginity. More of 

the girl friends of the 'un1ike1y than the t4likelyu 

virgins had not accepted. the subjects' virginity 

(3) There was a significant difference f oirid in re- 

lation to the status of virginity of the subjeots male 

friends. More of the U1ike1yt than the unlike1y° vir- 

gins had niais friends who were also of virgin status, 

(4) Though no significant differences were found in 

other aspects of interersonal relationships, there wa a 

trend toward a significant difference on several points. 

In comparing the t4likelyU and "unlikely" virgin groupings: 

(a) more of the 'likeiy" than the "unlikely" 

Vir ins f sit they were well accepted by 

their maie friends; 

(b) more "likely" than "unlikely" virgins had 

discussed their own virginity with maie 

friends; 

(e) more of the m1e friends of the "likely" 

virgins had accepted. the subjects' virgin- 

ity a: compared to the male friends of the 

"unlikely" virgins; 

(cl) in group discussions with male friends, 

more of the ttlikelyn than the "unlikely" 

virgins ste . ted that their virginity was 

pleasing to them. 
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(5) No Etatitica11y Bignificant difference ere 

touni in relation to the ubject' referencE to their 

virginity. The writer be1ieveE, hoiever, that the mast 

important finding of the study wa the general lack of 

support of the grouing' virginity by male and female 

members of their peer grou. 
Most of the 100 sbjecte tended to be defensive 

and ere not able to exress . their feelings about 

their virginity with their peer group. When their vir- 

ginity as referred to in groì.w discussions with other 

men, the virgin men reported they pere teased, razzed, 

and considered to be fooiish Many informed the 

writer that he was the first individual whom they had 

ever informed of the . ir virginity. Very few of the vir- 

gin men had ever had support from male and female mem- 

bere of their peer group or from adults, including 

their parents. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Desite the high cost in money, time, and effort, 
researchers in the area of sex must eventually investi- 
gate sex behavior and attitudes within the context of 

personality characteri'tics and. interp-rsanal relation- 
ships. As is indicated from the findings of this study, 

sexual behavior is not an isolated phenomenon but, 
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rather, i one aspect of interperona1 re1ationhips. 

How character and. the prona1ity and tnterperona1 re- 

latlorìships effect sexua1 behavior ti11 needs 1nvti- 

gatlori. Moro researct i needed ori how sex behavior 

may be etfcted by interperí;onal re1at1onhie with 

parente, other adults, an male and female meinbere ot 

the peer group. There i a need. ta wideretard how 

parente htve enãeavared to direct or guide sexual be- 

hEviOr in their children. S uh a study woid give u 
rruch neeïed knowledge on how interperona1 relation- 

ships etfect exua1 behavior. 

Specifically re1ted to the flndingc r tht pres- 

cnt tcìy, the riter belIeves that the followln areas 

need more research: 

(1) the effect that vo1nteere heve on any type 

pycholo4ca1 research. The nature of selectIon 

f9ctre 1ntroth.oeci by the dependence on volunteer sub- 

ject8 12 generally unknown. There is at best, there- 

fore, a tenãency to do no muore than mention that there 

are unknown factors operating, and express the hope 

that they Impose no serious limitations on the range oÍ' 

the applicability of ti findings of the sty. A con- 

fllct was noted on the ítudies that have been made on 

volunteer bias. Certainly this aspect remains an area 

for further research; 
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(2) can a random sani1e be obtained in research 

on exua1 attitudes and behavior? To the riter'e 

lcnowledge, rio attempt has ever been made to secure a 

random np1e in sex reeearch. Kinsey has Etated that 

rfa1 ratee would have been so high in a random 

sani ' le that his sample wo1d have been quite orth1ese. 

(5, p. 25-26) The writer, through the exeriencee of 

the present study, beliveE that a high degree of co- 

ojeration could be secured. from a random sample, at 

1eat on the college level. A study to test thie hy- 

pothesis le strongly recommended; 

(3) attitude toward premarital intercourse and 

vlrinit. A study of attitudes toward premarital in- 

tercourse and virginity would be extremely helpful so 

that data could be collected pertaining to the in- 

fluences of parents, siblings, adults, and male and fe- 

male members of the peer group, as well as social classes 

(Lij) a comparison of vîrin and non-virgin men. 
Thl study should compare the two groupings in relation 

to as)ects of sex education, type and 'freuency of sex- 

ual outlets, amount of deting and. petting experiences, 

personality characteristics, and the nature of inter- 

personal relationships that the subjects have 'ith their 

parents and male and female members of their peer group; 

(5) a longitudinal study eomßarin virgin and non- 



vtrgln inn. Such a sty wou1i enable the two gropthg 

to be studied. prior to and arter marriag e. With this 

type O' study, the two groupings could be compared in 

relation to sexual adjustment and total adjustment, 

both prior to and in marriage; 

(6) he relationship of various bao1round iteras 

and sexual atttu.des and behavior. More research is 

ne'ded to determine the relationship of such background 

items as religious devoutness, age, rural-urban rest- 

defoe, and social class to eexual attitudes and behavior. 

Even this brief list of problems on which further 

research is needed is ufficienty inclusive to give 

sorne idea of the nature of research that needs to be 

undertaken. 

A more complete summary of needs in sex research 

has been made by AM in his Master's thesis. (1, p 

l-92) Burgess and Walliri have also suggested needs in 

research on sexual attitudes and behaviors (9, p. 

769-779) 
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APPENDIX A. 

PERSONAL DATA AND £AMILY BACKCROU ND Q,UESTIONNAIRE 

General Directione 

Whenever there are choice$ to make please encircle the 
choice: wherever there are blanks to be marked, mark 
ith an X. 

1. How old are rou? 17 18 19 

2. In what tye of community have you lived most of 
your life? 

_3O,oCO people and up 
1,000 to 29,999 

_____Under 1,000 

:2. What i your religious denomination or affiliation? 
______Catholic ______Jewish 
_____Protestant _____Other (name) 

14. 1hile in college how many times a month did you 
usually attend religious services? 
o i 2 3 6 7 8 andover 

5. While in high school, how many times a month did you 
usually attend religious services? 
o i 2 3 5 6 7 8 andover 

6. Regardless of how often you attend religious ser- 
vices, and regardless of your attitudes toward re- 
ilgion, how devout or intensely religious do you 
consider yourself to be? 
_____Devout 
_____Not especially devout 
_____Not devout at all 

7. With what school are you regietered?______________ 
8. Where do you live while at school? 

_____Fraternity _____Apartment 
______Dor:ìitory ______Private room 

Other (name) ___________________ 

9. Are your parents living together? _____Yes _____No 



lo. If the ariewer to question #9 wa other than ttyesu, 

what Is the preEertt tat of your paren'tE? 
ieceased __Separated _____Mother 

_____Father deceased _____Divorced 
_____Both deoeaeed 

li. How would you rate your parent'e happinees in 

marr lage? 
happy Unhappy ,__Very 

Fairly happy Very unhappy 
. 

______So-so 

12. How would you rate your happiness ae you grew up 
In your home? 
_____Very haDpy Unhappy 
- _ Fairly hapy _____Very unhpy 
______S o- o 

1:3. Estimate the income group which best decrIbee your 
parente total income for any ypica1 year con- 
siderInR all ource: 

Under 2,OOO _2,OOO -2,99 _3,OOO 
_1L,OOO - LJ,999 _5,OOO - 5,999 3,999 
_7,OOO - 7,999 _8,000 - 8,999 6, uo - 

lO,OOO 6,999 _Over 
_9,OOO - 

9,999 

l. How would you rate yourself on locke and physical 
characteristics? 

Very good. looking 
ood looking 

)kverage 

15. In comparing your phyioai energy and drive with 
that of other relios of your age, would you rate 
yourself as having: 
____ore qual amount 

16. As far as your mother was concerned. Were you 
ha py and s . tisfied with the relationship you had 
with her while growing up? 
_____Very happy and. _____Iappy and. satisfied 

very satisfied 
Mixed feelings; some aspects good, others poor 

_____Unhappy and. _____Very unhappy and 
very dissatisfied 



17. A far as your father wai concerned, pere you hapy arid. satisfied with the re1ationhip you 
had. 1th him while growing up? 

Very happy and very satisfied 
- Hapy and satisfied 

Mixed f-e1ings; Some asDeets good, others 
p o o r 

_____Unhappy and, dissatisfied 
_____Very unhapoy and very dissatisfied 
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APPENDIX B 

SEX CONCERNS WESTIONAIRE 

Diiect1one: Q.,ue6tion8 about hat i normal arise from 
time to tire wtth almost everyone and in regar3. to all 
aEec of 1iving. questions abott normal experiences, fee1in, and attituóes in sex a1juetwent are common but 
infrequently anewerecl. This ques t lonnaire designed to find. what questions of sex normalcy have bothered 
young men. In the itt below encircle the 'IO" before 
any worry or concern which you. tiave ONCE felt but .t now 
over. If you STILL feel this worry or concern encircle 
115D 

jfl the biank If it has NEVER bothered you encircle the . By concern or worry is meant something which 
ha bothered you enough at some time that you desired 
some information concerning it, or would have liked some 
help in changing your feelings or ideas about it. 
O S N 1. Wondered if sex organe were too large or too 

email. 

O S N 2. Worry about corning, or ejaculating too Quickly 
or too slowly. 

O S N 3. Wondered whether you could have intercourse 
eatisfactorily, particularly the firEt time; 
whether everything would work out properly. 

O S N 14 Concern abot.t whether you could, or can satisfy 
your partner in sexual intercourse. 

O S N 5. Worry about the effects of masturbation on sex 
adjustment in marriage. 

O S N 6. Worry about a possible pregnancy as a result 
of 

intercourse0 

O S N 7. Fe.r that ,you may be sterile; unable to produce. 
O S N 8. orry about reproducing a deformed or crippled 

child. 
O S N 9. Bothered by a desire to cee or 1ay with the 

sex organs of other boys. 
O S N 10. Sexual aproach by another male has bothered 

or worried you. 
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O S N 11. Sexa1 play with other males or male ha 
oauee. you to feel guilty. 

o b N 12. Concern because of a feeling that your sex 
behavior or desire were contrary to religious 
beliefs. 

O S N 13, Wondered. if your sex desire was weaker than 
average. 

C E N Wondered if your sex desire was stronger than 
average. 

O b N 15. Bothered by a desire to see the body or sex 
organs of a female. 

o s N 16. Bothered by the feeling that you are not as 
masculine as you should be. 

Q s N 17. (esearoh workers have listed several methods 
used by men for obtaining sexual release and 
satisfaction. The common ones are listed 
below. The average male has used two to three 
of these methods 
Put a check before the ones you have used, 

_____Mas turbat ion 
_____Nocturnal Dreams (wet dreams) 
______Sexual re1tions with another male 
_____Petting to a climax 
_____Intercourse 
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APPENDIX C. 

Direption: Below are two up-and-d.ofl (vertical ca1es, 
one to neare degree of sexual e1re, the other to 
measure the degree of iifficu1ty experienced in exercising 
sexual control. Place an "Xe at the point on each of the 
two vrtica1 scales there you feel you woulL fall. Mark 
your situation as it commonly is--not for an isolated 
incident or two. 

I. Degree of Sexual Deeire 
____I. Practically never feels any sex desire. Not 

troubled by sexual impulses. 
2. Sometimes or freouently apare of sex 

Little problem involved. Desire usually subsides 
shortly so nothing is done about them. 

__3. Frequent awareness of, or occasional strong sex 
desire. Desire sometimes persists to the point of 
causing consIderable tension and uneasiness. 

____¿4 btrong and persistent desire, may be frequent, 
making concentration diffIcult. Sometimes ten- 
siGn .roduces definite physical discomfort. 

_5. Sex desire is very frequent, or very persistent, 
or very strong. Concentration difficult or im- 
possible, and. phycical tension noticeable to a 
marked degree. 

II. egree of Dii'fj.oulty in 
ercisin Control of Sexual Desire 

_1. Control of sex desire no problem. 
4 .2. Control of sex desire very little of 

I 
and sua1ly little attention paid to them. 

I :. Control freqently a problem and sometimes there 
I 

i a feeling of need for some kind of sexual 
I release. 

Control definitely difficult. Feeling of physical 
I 

tension )ersists until sexual release is obtained. 
I 

Definite need for sexual release. 
__1_3. Control if exercised boomes such a struggle that 

it seems pointless to attempt it. Keen feeling 
of need for sexual release. 
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APPENDIX D. 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

PART I 

1. Why do you feel you have remained a virgin? 
____Timid 
____Doesn*t date 
____Fearful of Pregnancy 
____Fearful of venereal dieae 
____Moral idea1 from non-parental sources 
_____U n aiak e ned 
____Lack of opportunity 
____Uric ertain 
____Moral iea1s from parental eource 

2. How do you feel about remaining a virgin? Are you 
planning to remain a virgin until marriage? 

2(es 
____No 
____Uric ertain 

3. Do you find. it difficult to remain a virg in? 

_____No 
Uncertain 

L If aner to question No. 3 i yes, what creates the 
Cliff icul ty? 
____Strength of your Eexual drive 
____Social preeure frani boy or boye to have inter- 

C O ur e 

Pressure from girl or girlE 
Preseure from adult or adults 

5. How often do you m - More than once 
____Once a week 
_____Once every two 
____Lese than once 
____Never 

eturbate at the present time? 
a week 

weeks 
every two weeks 
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6. How often do you. have nocturnal or wet dreams at the 
present tmne? 
____More than once a week 
_____Once a week 
____Once every two week 
____Less than once every two weeks 

Never 

PART II 
1. How would you descr.be Your fathers -attitude toward 

8ex? 
____Very open-minded -- Faîrly open-minded - Reserved 

Bather intolerant 
____Very intolerant 

2. How would. you describe your niother's attitude toward 
E ex? 
__Very open-minded 
____Fairly open-minded 
____Res erved 
____Rather intolerant 
____Very intolerant 
DICI your parents disous any sexual matters with you? 
___Yes 
_____No 

LiV. If answer to No. 3 was yes, what kInd of sexual 
matters? 

ud i ty 
____Bexual intercourse 
____Homosexuality 

Masturbation 
____Male sex organs 

-_Female sex organs 
____Petting 
____Contrac eptives 
____Child bearing and pregnancy 
____Others 

5. Did. your parents ever express their desire that you 
remain a virgin before marriage or that sexual inter- 
course outside of marriage was wrong? 
____Yes 
_____No 
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6. Did you ever seek irìftrmation about ex tram other 
ources thanì your parents? 

Yes 
_____No 

7. It' answer to question No. 6 was yes, from what source&? 
____Siblings 
____Peer group 
____Other adults 
____Books 
____Parnh1ets 

8. How satisfied were you about the inîorhiation that you 
received troni your parents? 
- Very satisfied 

.uite satisfied 
Satisfied 
.uite uns atified 

- Very unsatisfied 

9. How satisfied were you about the information that you 
received from the surces other than your parents? 
_____Very satisfied. 
____Q.uite satisfied 
_____SatIsfied 
_____uite unsatisfIed 
____Very unsatisfied. 

PART III 

1. N0T.1, if you will, tell me something .bout your rela- 
ti.onship with girl friends. At what age did you 
have your first date?______ 

2. Ho frequently doyou date at the present time? 
____More than once a week 
____Once a week 
--- Once every two weeks 
____Less than once every two weeks 
____Not dating 

:3. If you. date, are you 
PlayIng the field 

.jjGoing steady 
- c)ingaged 

J4 If answer to question #3 is b) or e), how iany monthe 
have you dated steadily or have you been engaged? 



5. I your girl friend on campus? 
____Yes. 

- 

No 

6. ir answer to question No. 5 Is no, how often do you 
see her? 
____More than once a week 
____Once a week 
_____Once every two weeks 

Less than once every two weeks 

7. Have you ever done any petting? 
____Yes 

- 
No 

8. Ir anser to uestion No. 7 was yes, how far did. you 
go? 

iCissing and hugging or boy fondling giris breast 
with his hands outside her clothes or both 

____Boy fond1ig girl's naked breast as well as any 
activity in category '1 

____t3oy fondling girl's genitals or naked area arouni 
the genitals as well as any activity in other 
categories 

____Engaged. in mutual masturbation as vieil as any 
activity in other categories 

____Engaged in oral-genital contacts as. well as any 
activity in other categories 

9. Did this. make you want to go into sexual intercourse? 
____Yes. 
_____ o 

lO. Ir answer to cuestion 49 was yes., what stopped you? 
____Girl stopped me 

Fearful or pregnancy 
____Fearful ot venereal disease 
____Her parents would be hurt if discovered 
____My parents would be hurt if discovered 
____Didn't know what to do 

-_Wanted to be virgin prior to marriage 
____Afraid to hurt the girl 

11. How did OU feel about not being able to have sexual 
intercourse? 
____Disturbed me a great deal 
____Disturbed me some 
____Didn't bother me at all 
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12. Vìould you marry a non-virgin? 
____Yes 
_____N o 

____uncertatn 

13. Have you ever discseed. sex standards with a girl? 
____Yes 
_____N o 

1L. Have you ever djscussed your virginity with a girl? 
___Yes 
_____i" o 

15. If' answer to 14 was yes 
virginity? 

Accepted very e11 
____Fairly well aecepted. 

So-so 
____Not so well accepted 
____Not ocepted at all 

how did. she feel about your 

16. Do you feel that you are accepted by girls? 
____Yes 
_____N o 
____Uno ertain 

17. hich of the sexes do you get along better with? 
____Boys 
____Gi rl s 
____aua11y well with both 

PART IV 

1. Now, if you will, tell me something about the nature 
or your relationships with boy friends, 

How would you rate your acceptance by boys? 
____Fully accepted 
_____Fairly well accepted 
____Accepted by some, rejected by others 

- 
Rejected excet for a few 

____Rejected by all 

2. Do your best friends have the same virgin status as 
yourself? 
___Yes 
____No 

Unc ertain 



i_j. Have you ever dipeued your virginity with any boy 
friend or rriends? 
____Ye 
____No 

14. ir answer to ouetion # yes, how did. they accept 
your virgintty? 

Âcce2ted very well 
_Fairly well accepted. 

_____Not too well 
Di.pleaGed 

5. How d.o you react when you are in a group where other 
boye are talking about cexual experiencee? 

_Stressed. own virginity 
____Didn't discuce one way or another 
____Told etorje of sexual activities 

6. Do you. ever feel any presau.zee from you.r boy friends 
to have sexual intercoure? 

_____i4 O 

7. II answer to question #6 was yes, how do you handle 
these reseures? 
____Stressed desire to be virgin 
____Belated own sexual experience 
____Didn't cay anything 
____4ade excue about being buey 
____Stated fear of getting venereal dicease 

or pregnancy 
____Other 


